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SUI"IMARY

At its inception this research was addressed to a

specific area of choice reaction tasks, namely key-pressing

situations of extreme compatibility. The apparatus used

to evoke maximal compatibility was based on the vibrotactile
(VT) apparaLus of Leonard (1959) with which he showed that

there was no change in reaction time (RT) as the number of

alternatives, À/, increased from 2 Lo 4 to 8 after about

500 trials, although simple RT was shorter. This contrasts

with the usual finding that RT is proportional to the

logaritlrm of iv. The first experiment reported here

showed more conclusively than was possible with Leonard's

design that.subjects do respond with no íncrease in choice

RT with ¡v after relatively little practice, with simple RT

again found to be faster. Several explanations of this

lack of increase were considered and excluded, but two

remained viable:- either there is actually no increase in

processing time with r, or a smal1 increase exists, but

this processing overlaps other stages which dictate a

minimum RT and mask the increase, at least for ¡v up to 8.

Data from the VT condition of experiment 2 which used

children as subjects, since any increase would be larger

for subjects with less spatial location experience, cast

doubt on the second suggestion, rvhile the visual stimuli

condition supported the premise that children respond

like less practised adults.

The most favoured conclusion therefore was that

there ís no increase in processing time with ¡v in

compatible VT situations.
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This presents difficulties for many existing choice

reaction models.

A further experiment using the VT apparatus in a

set of related RT tasks produced results which are

difficult to account for by considering the RT process as

the aggregate of a sequence of nonoverlapping stagesr ân

idea derived from the subtractive stage hypothesis

(Donders 1868, see Koster 1969). Evidence and theory on

this hypothesis was reviewed and it was concl-uded that it

is generally too restrictive to be fully correct. T\^ro

principles seemed to explain most of the results in this

experiment. These were: the temporal uncertainty

principle response inhibition is greater for responses

made irregularly in time, which increases RT; and the

latent stlmuli principle latent stimuli, i.e. all

potential stimuli not given on the current trial, influence

RT to the given stimulus.

The ínadequacies of current models in fitting these

results led to the development of a new model which

satisfactorily covers these and previously published

results " In essence this model depicts the choice

reaction process aS a flow of evidence from representations

of the potential stimuli along stimulus-response (S-R)

association lanes to their corresponding responses. This

transformation continues untj-I one of the responses

accumulates a preset amount of evidence and is thereby

triggered. The duration of the transÍormation from a

stimulus to its response is a function directly of the

amount of excitation for that stimulus and inversely with

the compatibility or degree of association between it and
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its response. In addj-tion it is postulated that the

rate of transformation increases within each trial.

This feature gives the model íts name the accelerating

cycle model. The temporary uncertainty principle and

the Iatent stimuli principle are both incorporated in

the model. The accelerating cycle model is not

inconsistent with the additive stage approach as it can

be applied whether RT processing is by serial or by

overlapping stages.

Three further experiments showed that assumptions

and predictions of the model received good support from

the data. Firstly it is shown that the amount of noise

is independent of the number of alternatives as the

accelerating cycle model assumes, and that the shortest

stimulus duration at which subjects achieve asymptotic

information transmission values is i-ndependent of N.

This can be interpreted as indJ-cating that the time to

gain a representation of the stimulus sufficient to

process accurately is unaffected by N.

The model- reconciles the two formul-ations of the

logarithmic relationship between RT and ru suggested by

Flick (I952a) , RT = k.7os (N+1), and Hyman (1953) , RT =

A + B.LoS(N). Each can be derived as an extreme of the

general relationship, RT = A + B.tog (N+D), where

0 I D ( 1, and D equals the internal stimulus strength

divided by the response criterion. The final experiment

presents evidence in accord with the model's prediction

as to the effect of the two parameters determining D.
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Overall, the validity of the modelrs approach is

confirmed and it. appears to offer a satisfactory alternatj-ve

to current models, The model is not complete: for example

it does not quantify the effect.of practice on RT, although

it does describe the general decrease found experimentally.

It is designed so that other parameters can be incorporated

into the model to account for the effect of other variables

once the form of their interactions with the parameters

current.ly in the model is fully known.

An earlier form of the model presented in Chapter fV,

and the experiments in that chapter, v/ere submitted in

partial fulfilment of the requirements for the Honours

Degree of B.Sc. in Psychology in the University of Adelaide.
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CHAPTER I
i .'
i:

\t"¡. ,r:-r.i, r,

THE RELATIONSHlP BETWEEN CHOICE RT AND NUMBER

OF ALTERNATIVES OR INFORMATION TRANSMÏTTED

L.1- GeneraL reLationship

Shortly after the developrnent of mathematical

communication theory (see Shannon & Weaver L949) , l1iller

and !'rick (I949) advocated its application to psychology

in general and choice behaviour in particular. The first

experimental analysis showing its usefulness was by Hick

(]-952a) who found a linear relationship between the

mathematical measure of information transmitted, H t, and

choice reaction times when the number of alternative

stÍmuli and responses was varied. This was the case for

two SetS of data, one from a new experiment of his own and

the other presented by Merkel (l-885) . Hick's experiment

used 10 pea'Iamps displayed in an approximate circle, each

lamp corresponding to one of 10 response keys on which the

subject rested his fingers. One lamp came on for each

triaI, and the subject was told to depress the corresponding

key as quickly as possible. Five seconds after the key

press the next stimulus came on. Subjects were given

batihes of trials ín which the stimulus set comprised

between 2 and 10 lamps (omitting 7 and 9) with each stimulus

in the given set occurring with equal frequency. The

reaction time, RT' u/as measured from the onset of the

stimulus to the press of the key. The response apparatus

was similar in Merkel's experiment, although a key release

vlas the response required, not a key press' while the

stimuli were the arabic numerals 1-5 and the roman numerals
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I-V appear-ì-ng one at a time in random order on a rotating
clrum. Hi-ck found that the RT to a choice between iv sti-muli

was well described by the equation

RT = k.Los(N + 1) (1.1)

He suggested that the ¡v + I in this equation reflects the

fact that the subject must decide not only r,vhich of ry

alternatives the stimulus is, but whether it is there at all,
which effectively adds l- to his numer of choices. If the

subject is certain that a stimulus will be present at a tinie

which he can determi-ne, the choice may revert to a choice

between iv states representing the different stimuli. Indeed

Hyman (1953) suggested that the relationship is more

understandable in the form

(r.2)RT=.å+B.Log(N)

Given that there are only slight differences between the

predictions of the two equations, and since the two forms

are the subject of a later chapter, equation (I.2) will be

used for convenience.

The information transmitted, Ht, for error-free
performance with r signals of probabilities pi, (i:l-,2, .. , ¡{)

is given by the equation

fv
H* = E p;Log(pr) (1.3)

'LL

which simplifies Eo Los(N) if all lv are equiprobable. Thus

the logarithmic relationship between RT and ¡v is equivalent

to a linear relatíonship between RT and nr, i.e.

RT = a + ,.r, (1.4)
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I{ick therefore suggested that the "rate of gain of
infornation is, on the average, constant with respect to
time." Hyman (1953) has shown experimentally that average

RT is affected approxímately as expected under equation (1.4)

if the stimuli occur with different probabilities t ot íf
errors are made.

Hick (1952a) presented several models of the choice

reaction process based on this relationship and modern choice

reaction modelling dates from that time. A common approach

inspired by information theory has been to consider the

human organism as analogous to a communications system or

channel through which the stimulus as the input message or

signal is transformed into the output t ot response. Ongoing

unrelated or background neural activity affects the signal

and degrades it so that the subject can only process

imperfect evidence. These fluctuations in the system,

usually assumed to be random and normalþ distributed, are

collectively called "noise". The unreliability they

introduce explains at least some of the errors a subject

makes.

A wealth of evidence gathered since 1952 has shown

most clearly that RT is proportional to the logarithm of the

number of equiprobable alternatives. (See reviews in

Welford 1968 and E.E. Smith 1968). The slope, B, in

equation (L.Zl has psychological meaning in that its

reciprocal, Ç = t /t, varies with the naturalness or

compatibility of the stimulus-response (S-R) associations

in the particular task, while in communication theory, C

represents the channel capacity, i.e. the Lransmission rate,
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the number of units of information that can be transmitted
per time period. Taking logarithms to the base 2 and

time in seconds, d Ís measured in bits per sec. In a true

communication's channel this value is constant and cannot be

exceeded, while for human choice RT tasks it varies over a

wide range, depending as it does on B. Thus care should

be taken in applying this concept to human systems and

perhaps a better term would be channel usage which avoids

the assumption of an upper limit to the information

transmission rate. However the term channel capacity is

in contnon usage and will be used in this thesis, having

noted this caveat.

A less natural association between the stimuli and

the responses'is reflected in an íncrease in B, i.e. the

nurnber of choices has more effect on RT, and the rate of

information transmj-ssion, C, decreases. Conversely, as

the 5-.R association becomes more direct, B decreases.

Phrased in this wây, compatibility is a descriptive concept,

not explanatory, for one cannot use it to explain the

parameter, B I it is measured by, although it. is possible to
predict the relative order of C in a set of related tasks by

appealing to the concept of naturalness of the relationship

between the stimuli and their responses (Brainard, Irby'

Fitts & Alluisi L962), but other factors are involved such

as relatj-onships withín the response set and the stimulus

set and between the 5-Ã associations for different stimuli-

in the task. In this chapter, therefore, "compatibility"
will be used in a descriptive sense only.
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L.2 High eompatibiLity

It is a point of contention whether B can ever be

zeîo, i.e. whether the stimuli and responses can be so

highly compatible that RT is unaffected by the number of
alternatives. Many model-s of choice reaction processes

predict an unavoidable increase in RT !üith increasing /l/

and cannot be applied as they stand to any situation in
which this increase does not occur. Additionally, such

a situation represents a case in whích the information

transmission rate is infinite, implying an unlimited
channel capacity. This seems intuitively implausible

and, if the results are supported, suggests that information

theory is of little value in explaining the underlying

processes of choice reaction. Kornblum (1968) and Laming

(1968) have both presented other arguments pointing out its
inadequacies and rejected it as having no explanatory value.

Nevertheless, the mathematical measure of information may

provide a valuable metric in some circumstances.

A large number of studies using a variety of stimuli
and responses have found that B was zero. For example,

naming latencies have been shown to be independent of the

number of stimulus alternatives for vocal response to digits
(Forrin, Kumler 6¡ Morin L966, reviewed in Teichner & Krebs

L974; Theios L973), and to letters (Morin, Konick, Troxell
& McPherson 1965; Waugh & Anders 1973), to familiary words

(Pierce & Kashin irgs7i Conrad. 1962) , ãn¿ to syllab1es (Davis,

Moray & Treisman 1961) . Mowbray and Rhoades (1959) gave subjects

extensive practice (3600 trials)on choice tasks (up to ü = 10)

and reported that RT was ultimately independent of /t/. In that
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study, 'the standard key press response r^/as used with stimulus

tights set out in the same spatiai pattern as the keys.

Mowbray (1960) used different groups of subjects for each

degree of choice and still found thab the mean RTs were

highly comparable for aII groups. However, as will be

mentioned later, each of these studies is open to criticism
by one or more ad hoc explanations, although no one criticism
is adequate to reject the results of all the studies.

The study which perhaps provides the example most

resistant to explanation in terms other than truly equal RTi

for all degrees of choice is that of Leonard (1959). The

alternative explanations proposed for the various studies

showi-ng no increase of RT with degree of choice will be

discussed in the framework of this experiment. Leonard's

novel apparatus used response keys which could be set

vibrating. The subjects rested their fingers on the keys

and were instructed to press whichever key vibratedr âs

quickly as possible. He found that after less than 500

trials on this vibrotactile (VT) taskr mêan RTs were equal

for 2, 4 and I choices (about 225 msec) although simple

reactions were faster (about 180 msec). That is, ít appears

that this is a highly compatible task in which increasing the

degree of choice is not reflected in an increase in RT.

Vfhile this experiment represents prima facie evidence for

this conclusion, ít is not unequj-vocal. Given the importance

of such a conclusion it is necessary to consider all possible

explanations. Five candj.clates are list:d here, four

suggesting that some feature of the experiment hid a slight

increase in RT with lV, an,1 the fifth accepting that Leonardrs

conclusion vras correct.
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(1) OnIy one response measured.

The criticism lnost directly applicable to this study is

that only reaction times from the one finger common to all

conditions were measured, although different numloers on

fingers were used in different conditions. This was also

the case with Mowbray and Rhoades (1959). Had the subjects

adopted a serial search strategy in which the stimulus

corresponding to that particular response was checked first,

then no change in RT would have been measured (We1ford 1968),

One fact weakens this suggestion: Hick (I952a) measured the

RT only for the two fingers common to all his conditions and

still found an increase. However since any increase with

Leonard's apparatus would be expected to be slight and more

easily obscured, the criticism is pertinent to that study.

(2') Unequal practice.

The number of practice trials Leonard gave his subjects

increased with degree of choice - L92 trials were given for

the simple reaction and the 2 choice, 320 for 4 and 480 for

8 choice. The intenLion r¡¡as that the number of each of the

alternative responses would be approximately equal across

conditions. Given that practice at a.task reduces its RT

this procedure v¡ould give a greater reduction for the higher

degrees of choice, perhaps enough to conceal a small change

in RT.

(3) Familiar subsets.

For tasks using numerical stimuli, it has been

suggested that subjects are so farniliar with the stimuli as

a complete set that they wiII always respond as though faced

with a choice between the whole set even if only some are

used in a particular trial. Consider the case where the
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stimul-i are the numerals 0-9 or a subset of them. Although

the subject is told that either a 4 or a 7 will occur on any

trial, i.e. itl -- 2, he reacts as though any of the fult set
of 10 may occur, and consequently his F-T for the nominal

2 choice will be that of the 10 choice. He will do sor

presumably, because daily practice with the complete set of
numerals had made it difficult to ignore those possibilities

not in the task. This would hold for unfamiliar subsets

tike 4 and 7, but might not do so for familiar ones like

1 and 2, which should show RTs shorter than for the fuII set.
Fitts and Switzer (L962) found this to be so in an experiment

designed to test such a possibility,

While this view may be defensible for overlearnt

stimulus sets in such tasks as reading letters or digits, it
is less probable for VT stimuli on trvo counts. Fírstly, the

RTs seem to be too fast to be treated as g choice RTÇ when

compared. with other key response tasks. Evidence from a

stimulus detection task (Smith 1977), which showed that RT in
RT choice tasks is at a minimum d,etermined by response

factors and not degree of choice will be discussed in detail

later. Second1y, even if subjects do treat the task as I

choice for aI1 /tl, the question remains as to why this is not

the case in other logically quite similar tasks, particularly

when the stímuli and responses are determined by their

spatial location as they are in 7? tasks. A particularly

strong example showing the persistence of -RTJs dependence

on the number of alternatives defined (irrelevantly) by

their spatial location, is given in an experiment by

Teichner and Krebs (L974) . Subjects r¡rere required to make

the same response regardless of which light came orl¡ with
N = Lr 3 or 6. Although the same response \,/as required to
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all the different lights, mean RT sti1l increased with
the number of stimuli, albeit only slightly. Thus, the

familiar subsets argument appears to be inappropriate for
key press tas,ks and may be discounted.

(4) Increase hidden by a minimum response time.

If through any case subjects cannot respond faster
than some minimum time in a key pressing choice task and if
the processi-ng time for up to say I VT stimuli is less than

this timer no increase in RT may be found for N less than 8.

That i-s, even if the processing time does depend on 1ü, it

would be expected that an RT "floor effect" could hide it
up to some degree of choice. Beyond this the increase

would become apparent in the measured RT.

An example where such an explanation holds was given

by Crossman (1953). His subjects held a pack of playing

cards face down in the hand and, turning them over one at a

time, sorted cards into various classes, ranging from /t7 = 2

(Red versus Black) to fl = 26 (the 13 red and 13 black

numbers) . The time taken to sort rose approxj.mately with

Log N from a basj-c movement time. The latter was measured

by sorting a pack of cards prepared ín a prearranged sequence

so that the time taken consisted only of the time required to

turn the cards over and place them into piles within any

requirement of making choices. When, however, the subjects

rtrere gj-ven a shuffled pack, face up, to sort into piles the

response time per card. was approximately either k.Log(N) or

the movement tir,;c, whichever rt¡as longer. With the pack

face up subjects could see and start processing the next card

while moving the current card. to its pite, but the RT could
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never be ress than the movement time which produced a floor
effect. rf sornething simil-ar ho]ds within a trial with vr
stimuli r this minimum time will cover the increase in
processing time in a fashion analogous to movement timq in
Crossmanrs study.

Of course, showing that RT is at a rn_inimum in a VT

choice task does not imply that there is an increase in
processing time with r. There may not be, in which case

RT would be independent of ¡v f or all r. That is , the

d.if ference between the hypotheses that .B = 0 and ¡ ¡ O,

each masked by a minimum response time, appears at some

higher degree of choice, where B >

increase for ¡v above some critical va1ue, while B = 0 implies

that RT will b.e equal f or all ¡v.

(5) No increase in processing time.

ThÍs hypothesis accepts the prima facie conclusion that
for some reason VT stimuli with corresponding key press

responses represent a limiting condition in compatibility
in which processing time is actually independent of ¡¡. The

cause or origin of such high compatibility may be innate or

acquired. Part of the anshrer may 1ie in the fact that there

is close spatial contiguity at the spinal Ievel of the

receptor-CNS-effector chain for these stimuli and responses,

as Moray (1969 p.117) has noted, in that each pair project

through the same segmental level.

Obviously it is this last hypothesis which poses

diff-i-culties for :rodelling, representing as it does an

infinite rate of gain of information which is at variance

with ideas about people as information processors of limited

capacity. This argument is only as strong as the evidence
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on which it is based, and the alternatives (1)-(4) need to

be investigated. B.E. Smith (1968) noted thaL Leonardrs

result had not been successfully replicated and coneluded

that "the evidence for obtaining no relation between CRT and

N in a highly compatible task is v¡eak. " The experiment

reported in this chapter is an attempt to gain further

evidence on this poirrt.

We appear to be left with hypotheses (4) and (5) as

the main possibilities. The experiment reported here was

designed to distinguish between these and to provide

confirmatory evidence regarding the others.

2. EXPERIMENT 1

2.1- Introduction

the author has reported elsev¡here an experiment using

a VT task in which 2, 4 and B choice mean reaction times were

not significantly different for compatible responses when

comparisons were between the Same fingers across degrees of

choice (Smith L977). However, that study does not

unequivocally allow the conclusion that 2, 4 and B choice RT

were equally fast, again for two reasons.

Firstly, there was a significant difference in the

d.irection of 2 faster than 4 faster than 8 choice for RT

taken over all fingers with the mean RTs being 223, 239 and

246 msec respectively. Nevertheless these differences were

most likeIy an artifact of observed differences in the

strengths of the stimuli. This was tested, using a series

of trials the responses for which were to be made in a set

sequence, regardless of the stimulus order. Hence the

Subject knew in advanee whieh response \^las to be made at the
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onset of the next (random) stimulus. Stimulus identification

was thus not needed aL all, only detection of its onset.

WiLh each response made equally often to each stimulus in

the predetermined response sequence, comparisons between the

detection times for each stimulus (seen as a measure of

stimulus strengLh) and between the response execution times

for the I fingers were possible. This showed that one of

the stimuli comrnon to all ü was the strongest (i.e. had the

shortest detection time) while one used only in the I choice

was the weakest. It was therefore argued. that the 8 choice

RT was artificially increased and the 2 choice decreased.

Secondly, the subjects were given a block of 196 trials

of the 8 choice task before they did a block of each of 2, 4,

and 8 choicer-in counterbalanced order. This was a necessary

part of the procedure as in other sessions non-compatible

stimulus-response pairings were used and a check was needed

as to whether the subjects understood the pairings correctly.

These preliminary trials introduced the possibil-ity that the

subjects were responding in all blocks as though their choice

set had all 8 stimuli. This possibility was noted by

Leonard (1959) in relation to his experiment' In the

present experiment this was probably not the case, since the

lack of increase of RT with degree of choice held only for

the compatible task, and not for the others. A stronger

argument is that subjects did not respond any faster in the

task mentioned above which needed only stimulus detection.

Indeed, a finger by finger comparison between the I choice

RT and the average of the stimulus detection and response

execution times calculated from the detecti-on task showed
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these to be highly similar as shown in Figure 1.1 the

maximunr difference \^ras 15 msec. That is, subjects were

equally fast whether they made a response determined before

the stimul-us was given or made the response direcLly

determined by the stimulus. This also suggests strongly

that subjects were at some minimal 1eve1 of RT and therefore

were not t.reating all conditions as though il was I (both

possibilities mentioned by Leonard 1959), or else this would

surely have been slower than the I stimulus detection task.

If it can be shown convincingly that RT in this key'

response task can be independent of /li, then such results

have j-mportant implications for models of CRT processes for

the following reason. If we consider the choice process in

finer detail, .and acoept it.s division into 4 substages:

(1) stimulus preprocessing,

(2) stimulus categorization,

(3) response selection,

and ( 4) response executj-on

as E.E. Smith (1968) does, two possible conclusions folIow

logically. Firstly, if the stages do not overlap in time,

i.e. one must finish before the next can start, and the

total RT is the sum of the component times, then either none

of the stages is influenced by /tl in the I/? situation - which

is the generally accepted view - or two or more stages are

mutually compensatory, i.e. one stagers time increases with

lV but this is matched exactly by a decrease with /t/ in another

stage. The latter seems unlikely. The consequences of no

overlap and independence with N can be extended when

considered together with the results of the stimul-us detection
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task mentioned abcve (Smith T977) . Tn this choice RT

task the'two stages, Stintulus categorizati.on and response

selection woul-d seem not only to be independent of À/ but

also very short. Cornparing the Lwo tasks under additivity

assumptions implies that these two stages, not present in

the detection task, together take an amount of time equal

to Lhe sum of al-l four stage tímes minus the times f.or

stages (1) and (4):- i.e. the difference between the RTs

of the two tasks, 8 choice response and B stimulus

detection. This was found to be not significantly different

from zeTo. Considered in this wâY, the independen.ce of all

stages rvith ¡U is in keeping with RT being at a minirnum leveI.

There is however an alternative. The stages may

overlap in time to some extent, i.e. one stage can start

processing incomplete information from the previous one.

For example, partial stimulus categorization could be

processed by the response selection stage as it is produced.

The possibilities under such overlap assumptions are many

and complex as Taylor (I976) has shown. One possibility

is that only one stage in the above breakdown is affectecl

by N, ê.9. response selection but it is so rapid that it can

be overlapped completely by its adjacent stages. Consideration

of this approach together with the stimulus detection results

would suggest that both stimulus categorization and response

sel-ection were swamped by the other two stages even for an

8 stimulus task since removing the need for these stages and

requiring only stimulus detection and response execution díd

not decrease RT.

The above argument concerning stage overlap when the

processing time is affected by 1r¡ parallels hypothesis (4) ,
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2

the floor effecl-. stage overrap is arso possible if
processing time is unaffected by 1tl, so that concludi_ng that
RT is independent of À/ gives no indicat-i_on as to whether or
not t-he staEes overlap. The experiment now to be reported
I^ras i-ntended as a replj-cation of that by Leonard (1959) free
of the possible criticisms attaching to his.

2 Method

Apparatus.

The apparatus Ì^¡as that used by smith (1977), i.e. a set
of I keys arranged in 2 arcs of 4 in such positions as to
allow the subjects to rest one finger (excludíng the thumbs)

comfortably on each key. The keys were 13 mm in diameter,
dished at the top to fit fingertips. A force of about 150

gms \,vas needed to activate a microswitch linked to each key.
vertically through the centre of each key was a rod, 3 mm

diameter, which could be vibrated up and down at r0o c/sec
independently of the rest of the key. This vibration acted
as the stimurus. The rods were adjusted so that their
resonant amplitudes were approximately equal. rn doing
this, the inequalities j-n stÍmurus strengths noted in the
authorrs previous experiment (smith rg77) were minimized..

A faint buzzing, coincident wíth the vibrating stimurus was

unavoidable with this design for the w keys. This was

considered. to be too soft to influence Lhe results in any

significant way since the hearing of sound attenuators had

no effect on measured.RTs with this apparatus (smith 1973) .

The presentation of stimuli, recording of all responses

and response latencies were controlled by a pDp-B computer in
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an adjacent room. The stimulus onset was always with the

up phase of a vibration cycle and remained on until a

response, correct or not, was made. The time between

trials , (RSf) , \^ras measured from the release of the key

pressed to the onset of the next stimulus.

Subi ects .

Six male and six female subjects were used, none of

whom had previously participated in reaction time experiments,

and all of whom were naive as to the purpose of the experiment.

They v/ere unpaid volunteers, undergraduates at Adel-aide

University not studying psychology.

Procedure.

Each subject came for two sessions on different days

about 7 days apart. On day I the subject was given 48 trials
to familiarize him with the stimuli and responses to be used.

In these trials the subject was told that the stimuli would

come in a set order, the first would be the rightmost one

(lit.tle finger, right hand) , the second would be the one

adjacent to íts left (ring finger, right hand), and so on

across the eight stimuli r 'so that the eighth stimulus was

to the little finger of the left hand. This sequence hras

presented 6 times with a constant ÃS.r of 2 seconds. Subjects

were told to respond by pressing the key which vibrated,

v¡íthout hurrying. Thus each subjêct was familiarized with

the apparatus in the task without the stimulus and response

uncertainty of the choice task.

The experiment proper then began. Each subject did

4 blocks of L92 trials preceded by 4 warm-up trials which

were excluded from the analysis, one block for each of the
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degrees of choice,1, 2,4 and I choices. The stimuli and

responses used for: each d.egree of choice vrere: N = 1-, the

::ight -ind.ex f inger ¡ N

index arrd middle fingers of both hands, and all B for N - B.

In all cases, aII B fingers were kept in position on their

keys to keep response production factors comparable. In

each block, each stimulus occurred an equal number of times

in each 24 trials. RS-f was varied randomly between I and 2

seconds. The order in which subjects \^/ere given. the four

degrees of choice was determined by a Latin square. Subjects

were told that as soon as they felt a key start to vibrate'

they were to press down that key. They were also told how

many and which stimuli would occur in that block.

The pro'cedure on day 2 was the same as that on day 1

but without the familiarization trials.

2.3 Results and Discussion

TABLE 7.]: The first four cofumns give the mean correct RTs

(msec) and 95% confidence intervals for each
degree of choice. Each mean is cafculated from
2304 triaTs, Tess etrors, i.e. 792 triaTs for 72

subjects. The resufts obtained bg I'eonard (1959)
are given fot compatison. The fast cofumn gives
the s7op, B (nsec/bit) and 95% confidence interval
from the equation RT = A + B.7og.N which best fits
the data for N = 2r4 and 8.

Degree of choice' N.

I slope (B)

10.0 t 75

l_.7 ! 7f

47

Dag 7

DeLg 2

Leonard

790 ! 78

Lgl. ! l_9

182

236 ! 19

2L2 ! 76

226

256 ! 19

2l_6 ! 14

217

249 ! 25

203 ! J-8

229

2
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Mean correct RTs for each subject and each conditíon

on Day I and Day 2 are given in Appendix 1. All subjects

responded with less than 4Z errors, ancl the mean error rates

were 03, I.ze.; I.2Z and 1.0U for the 1, 2, 4 and I choice

respectivety. Error trials were thus too few for meaningful

analysis. Mean correct RTs were calculated for each /t/ over

all subjects. Tab1e l.l presents these means and their 952

confidence intervals for Day I and Day 2, together with the

corresponding means from Leonard (1959) for comparison"

Latin square analysis of variance (Winer 1962, p.539) with

all 4 levels of 1li for Day 2 showed that only /[ and Order by

/l/ interaction were sì-gnificant at o = 0.05. (The analysj-s

table is given in ful} in Appendix 1). Three orthogonal

planned comparisons $¡ere calculated., namely 1tl -- f with the

rest, N = 2 with /V = 4, and il: B with /t/ = 2 and 4. The

resultsweretz+=5.49,!.2l-andl.90respectively.only

the first is significant at s = 0.05. This confirms

Leonard's conclusions that simple RT was faster than 2, 4

and I choice, with no increase in R'T af ter N = 2.

The significant order by /v interaction was probed

further. Four orders were used t Q = (L,2,4 then 8) '

b = (8,4,2,I), c = (4,8,L,2), and f, = (2,I,8,4). Looking

at the reaction times for each order by lli combination, it

was noticeable that a and b were faster than c and d for

N - I and 4 by about 20 msec, while the other differences

!ìrere all smaller than 7 msec. The significant interaction

is attributable to this. Checking the sequetrtial position

shows that /t/ = I and 4 occurred first and third in q. and

fourth and second ín b. No ready explanation for this
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effect is apparent and the exper:imenter feels that it is not

replicable. No meaning is therefore attached to this

interaction.

The final column of Table 1.1 gives the slope, B and

its 952 confidence intervals for the linear regression of

RT with Logr,N, calculated from índividual subject's means for

iV - 2, 4 and 8 for each day. The simp-le reaction, N = L,

uras not included in this analysis as it clearly lies below

the best fitting line through the choice RTs.' Leonard (1959)

suggested several explanations of this for VT situations.

These \^rere investigated and wiIl be discussed in Chapter ITT.

TABLE 1 .2 Mean and cortesponding 95% confidence
intervaT for individual finger's RTs
(msec) fot each degtee of choice are
l-isted f or dag l- and dag 2.

STTMULUS
N 7 2 3 4 5 6 7 I

Dag

254t23

Dag

2J-9!J-8

Leonard (f959) measured only the RT of one stimulus in

each task, which may be contaminated by a strategy bias as

noted in explanatj-on (1) above. In this experíment RT for

fingers in each task were measured and these are given in

Tabl-e I.2 together with their 952 confidence intervals- Had

only the RTs of the stimulus 5 been measured as it was the

7
2
4
I

I
2
4
I

56!29

25!25

27 4!26

2 27 !26

251!27
261r34
260!29

278!78
L9 3!2 L

20 5!2 2

253!30
2 4 8!26

209!24
276!27

246!31
245!25

210!24
2l-0!25

190t23
219!25
237!31_
230¡3j

787!21_
20 5!L8
20 3!20
20 8!2 4

27 8!27

2 27 !27
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one cornmon to all tasks, it can be seen that there would

not have been any significant difference between the various

degrees of choice, after only L92 trials on each. Indeed'

comparison of' the RTs of the 4 choice stimul-i with the

corresponding data from the I choice shows a striking

similarity, with a maximum difference of 5 msec and the 2

choice RTs are parallel but about 10 msec faster on

corresponding fingers. Three of the 4 fingers uni.que to

the I choice are the slowest over all ¡v while the fourth is

exceeded by only one other. This makes the I choice overall

RT greater than the 4 choice, and could be the result of a

strategy of checking the inner 4 stimuli first or because

these inner responses have been made more frequently.

On Day -2, fingerwise comparisons across ¡v again show

very little difference, but the fíngers unique to the I

choice are now not so much slower and the overall means are

no longer significantly different. So the argument in (1)

is not without foundation as a criticism of Leonard's results,

but this experiment shows it to be inadequate and that it

can be rejected. It is certainly true that comparison of

the overall means is the more conservative approach-

Explanation (2) , which suggested that Leonard's results

arose from giving more trials on higher degrees of choice is

found not to be an effective criticism since this experiment

gave the same result using equal numbers of trials for all

degrees of choice.

ConsideraLion of explanation (41, i.e. an actual increase

in processing time hidden by some minimum response time, is

less clearcut. It cannot be rejected utterly, but the
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following argumenL suggests that it ís not correct. Tnherent

in this idea ís the suggestion that RT would increase with N

once processing time was lgnger than the minímal IeveI. The

effect of practice i-n decreasing RT may give a test of this.
At lower levels of practice sonìe increase with 1tl may st.ill be

present, but this disappears as the subject gains experience.

As practice reduces RT, the first to reach the floor will be

the 2 choice, then the 4 and finally the 8 choice. At the

intermediate level then, the difference between the 2 and, 4

choice RTs will be zero, while the I choice will still be

slower. That is, the difference between RTs for N:2 and.

4 will be less than between il = 4 and B. The overall means

for day 1 do not show such a pattern, and indeed the

difference between the 2 and 4 choice RTs is 13 msec compared

with 7 msec between the 4 and I choice RTs. These clif ferences

are smaII, but their magnitudes are in the wrong order for

this idea. This result was folÌowed. up and, ancitipating

the next chapter briefly, was confirmed so that (4) could be

rejected

AII of the evidence favours the conclusion that

processing time is not affected by the degree of choice in

this VT task after one session's practice. From the data

presented here, the 952 confidence interval for the slope, B,

in equation (I.2), includes zero for both days. Moreover,

on day 2 LLre slope is 1.7 t 11 msec,/bit' acceptalrly near

zero. Nor does it seem feasible that the zero slope arises

solely because reaction to tactile stimulation is an almost

reflex form of response which in some way bypasses more

central neural processing as Broadbent (1971) mooted. If

this were the case, one would not expect even the 10 msecr/bit

increase found on the first session.
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The increase in the first session does, ho\dever, need

explanation. Early in practice, subjects may process

extraneous aspects of the situation for example, the slight

buzzing of the vibratj.ng key or the nature of the stimulus

sequence. Until they can develop a strategy of di-sregarding

these and attending only to the salient features an increase

in RT may occur. Support for this idea can be gleaned from

studies which show that subjects do process logically

superfluous informationr âs indicated by longer.RTs if such

irrelevancíes are present. The Teichner and Krebs (I974)

study mentioned above is one such. In that study, sújects
pressed one key in response to the onset of a stimulus chosen

randomly from 1, 3 or 6 visually presented numerals or mirror

images of numerals. They found that RT for that one

response increased with the number of stimuli, suggesting

that subjects \^¡ere processing information about the numbers

although this was not ca11ed for in the task. Again,

Boulter (1977) found ¡þ¿¡ RTs r^rere longer if the stimulus

modality (visual, auditory or tactile) was cued before the

trial than if it was not, although all stimuli requÍred the

same response. This effect decreased with practice and

disappeared after 11 sessions. His interpretation was that

subjects can direct their attention to the cued channel, but

the data are also consistent with the subjects I processing

to determine the modality if it is uncued, although this is

irrelevant to the task. The effect of practice in

eliminating this extra time is consistenc with subjecLs'

developi.ng a strategy which enables them to discard this

unwanted processing.
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Bernstein, Schurman and Forester (1967) report

similarly that a single response to I spatially separated

lights was faster if the position was cued than if it was

not, agaÍn suggesting that subjects can ignore the irrelevant

feature if they are able to preprocess it, but that otherwise

they will process it. That is, their attention can be

diverted away from irrelevant processing, but not without

either prompting or practice. A similar effect may account

for the early increase in RT with N found in. this experiment.

2.'4 ConcLrc ion

Considered overall, it seems that this VT task is very

compatibte for novice adult subjects and rapidly becomes

maximally so.' Certainly this experiment reinforces the

evidence in favour of hypothesis (5) so that an adequate model

must allow choice RT to be unaffected by the nr¡nber of

alternatives although simple RT remains shorter. This poses

difficulties for serial additivity models as noted in the

introduction.
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CHAPTER TT

CI]ILDREN I S CHOICE REACTTON Tf}48 TO

VTSUAL AND VTBROTACTTLE STTMULÏ

L, L Eæperiment 2

In the previous chapter reaction time was shown

to be independent of the number of alternatives and it
was argued. that the resulLs were consistent with only two

of the five hypotheses put forward as explanations.

These vrere:- (4) that a floor effect hid an increase in
processing time.¡ ot (5) that there was really no change

in processing time.

If the former is true, the increase should appear

in RT for ¡v greater than the degree of choice (¿) for
which the processing time exceeds the floor RT level.
That is, thdre wiII be differences between the RTs for any

two IVs greater than .a but no differences for tvs less than

Ð. As processing time decreases with practice, so

successively higher degrees of choice will reach the floor

RT. Consequently the dj-fference between the reaction

times for lower degrees of choice will become zero before

it will for higher rvs. This hypothesis therefore predicts

that RTn RT2 (Iow ivs) will be less than Rtg RT4 (hígher

rvs) until all reach the floor level and RT, = RT4 = RtB.

(ïn this notation, RTi stands for the mean reaction time

for a choice between i alternatives).

The evid.ence from the previous chapter suggested that

this was not the case:- it was found that RT, RT4r averaged

over 12 subjects was 7 msec while RT4 RT, was 13 msec over

the first J-92 trials. That is, the 4 and B choj-ce were

more similar than were the 2 and 4 choices, which is the

opposite of the predietion above. The differences were,
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however, smarr and to that extent the evidence was weak.

rt was therefore decided to test hypothesis (4) further on

this prediction.

1-. 2 Mefh od

It was felt that. the result would be more clearcut if
chirdren were used as subjects because it was suspected that
novice children would be less practised in spatial location
in all modalties than novice adults since muclì of everyday

living experi-ence involves spatial location of various types.

The difference of interest was only 6 msec (13-7) for adults

in tþe first L92 trials, and it was hoped that the results
for the less practised children would be more definite.

There is evidence to suggest that developmental changes

result from systematic changes in relationships between the

senses, with proxímoceptor systems such as touch being more

dominant than teloreceptor such as vision in young children,
and vice versa for older children. Kaufman, Belmont, Birch

and Zadn (1973) used RT paradigms to show that this change

is gradual, with vj-sion being dominant at about 6 years and

older. The subjects chosen were older than this changeover

age so that the relative effectiveness of visual and vibro-

tactile senses was comparable with adults. A second

constraint was that their hands could comfortably span the

keys on the VT apparatus used.

As a control, a visual 2, 4 and 8 choice task was run

to check whether any feature of the results was an artifact

of child-adult differences beyond experience factors and to

ensure that the children's results coul-d be considered as

"underpractised adults" .
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Subjecß ,

Twenty-four children between the ages of eight years

and eight years eleven months from a Year 4 class at a

su-burban primary school acted as subjects in this experiment,

Twel-ve were female and twelve were male. AtI could

comfortably span the keyboard of the apparatus.

Apparatw .

The vibrotactile apparatus descrj-bed in Chapter I was

used for both stimuli and responses in the'VT task" The

subject sat at a table which carried the keyboard. Both

chair and table were the appropriate size for I year olds.

For the visual choice task, the stimulus d.isplay was

a horizontal row of I lens-topped neon bulbs, L6 mm diameter

with intercentre distance 22 ntm, mounted. in a 20 cm square

black surround. Between the central lights there was a

vertical grey line. This display was placed at eye level

on a table 2.5 m from the subject's chair. The VT key-

board, with the vibrating rods deactivated, was used for

the B response keys. Thus response production factors

were identical for the two types of task.

Proeedure.

Half of the subjects,6 male and 6 female, did the

task with vr stimuli and half with visual stimuli. Each

subject did all three conditions , N = 2, 4 and 8, with

order counterbal-anced across subjects. Each condition

consisted of 20 practice trials which ;,-ere not included

in the analysis, and \iüere followed by l-28 trials, with a

response-stimulus interval- (FS-f) of 1 second. An equal
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nunber of each stimul-us occurred in each 64 trial-s.

In addi.tion, the 1t/ x 1V possible pairs of stimuli

were equal.ly represented in the pairs of stimuli given

on successi-ve trial-s in the two halves to balance

sequential effects. That is, for each particular stimulus,

the stimulus on the trials preceding its occurrences \^rere

equally divided between the members of the stimulus set.

However this feature was irrelevant for the purpose of this

study and results relating to it were not analysed here.

At the start of the session, the stimulus-response

association, direct spatial compatibility' l"vas described to

each subject in detail by showing which response was correct

for each stimulus. They \,üere told, to press the correct

button as soon as they felt (or saw) the stimulus and to

go as fast as they could while not making many errors. No

subject had any difficulty in understanding the task.

At the schoolts request, subjects hrere run in pairs,

so that one subjecL watched while the other did the 2, 4 and

I choice conditions of the task. They then changed roles.

The experiment was run in a Spare classroom adjacent to the

children's own room. These two points lessened any anxiety

which the child.ren might otherwise have experienced. A

PDP/B computer controlled the presentation of stimuli and

the recording of response details.

1 . 3 Res u-2. ús and ois cus sion

The individuals' mean correct RTr with standard

deviations and error percentages are given in Appendix 2.

The RT data are summarized in Figure 2.1 which shows the

mean RT for each task and condition, separately for males
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and, females. Table 2.I gives the mean correct
error percentages for each task and condit.ion.

were too few for reasonable analysis.

TABT.E 2 .7: Descriptive statistics for the two tasks
(VT or visuaL stimuJi) in Experiment 2.
Data are from l-2 subjects in each task,
based on l-28 trials under 2, 4 and I
choice conditions for each subject.

RT and

Errors

VT

Task

mean cottect RT (msec)

standard ertot
median % errors

mean cortect RT

standard error
median % errots

2

516

43

6.6

554

25

3.5

ff

4

569

48

6.3

796

35

5.9

I
564

38

4.7

l_042

62

9.9

Vìsuaf

For the VT task, the 4 and I choice conditions'

overall mean RT were nearly equal (569 msec and 564 msec

respectively) while the 2 choice is shorLer (516 msec).

That is, RTg RT4 is less than RT4 RT2 r which is

contradictory to the prediction of hypothesis (4) and it

can therefore be rejected. A related sample t-test

between RT4 RTZ and Rtg RT4 gave tl' = 3.04, p < .02,

2-tailed, in the direction expected on the basis of

Experiment 1, against hypothesis (4). This means that an

increasing processing (hidden by a floor RT) does not.

underly the lack of increase in RT with iv found in day 2

in experiment 1. An analysis of variance (iv Uy order by

sex) showed no significant effect of ¡v on the mean correcÈ

RTs. Nor were the sex differences significant, as shown

in the analysis table in Appendix 2.
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The results for the visual tasl< rr¡ere as expected on

the basis of considering chil-clren as underpractised adults.

That is, RT was linear with Log(N) and the slope was greater

than for adults. This was shown by fitting the regression

equation (I.2\, RT = Ä + B.Iogr(N) , to the data. This

equation accounted for 842 of the variance (a correlation of

.92) with ¿ = 310 msec and a = 244 msec/bj-lu. This

corresponds to a rate of information transmission or

compatibility, c = 7.3 bits/sec (calculated from Vrielford

I97I, experiments 1 and 3) . That is, both ¿ and .B are less

for adults than for children. Taken with the conclusion of

Teichner and Krebs' (L974) review of visual reactj-on tasks,

that practice reduces A and a, this suggests that chj-ldren

in this choice task do indeed act like underpractised adults.

There seems no reason to suggest that this does noL hol-d for

the VT task also, especiatly since the pattern of Rlt RT4

and RTn Rt2 found here in the VT task was similar to that

for the adults on day I as reported in Chapter I.

So the main conclusion of this experiment is that the

data are against an increase in processing time beíng

partially hidden by a floor effecL. This leaves one

explanation of why RT is independent of ¡v in VT tasks; to

wit, fl does not affect any part of the RT processing for

this highly compatible situation.
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CHAPT}IR III

THE F.]FFECTIVENESS OI- A DISCRETE STAGE

APPROACH TO RT

I.
Early in the study of reaction time Donders (1868, see

Koster 1969) proposed a theory and method for investigating

the structure of the RT process. He suggested that a choice

reaction (Donders' b type) 1aras composed of a Series of sub-

processes or stages each starting only after the previous

one had finished. That is, the overall RT could be split

into discrete amounts, each attributable soleIy to one of a

Succession of non-overlapping stages. In his review of

choice RT, E.E. Smith (1968) suggested that the following

four stages are present in a choice or b reaction:

( 1) st.imulus Preprocessing

(21 stimulus categorization

(3) response selection

and (4) response execution'

For consistency the following discussion will be in

terms of these stages. To investigate these stages,

Donders used a set of three RT tasks differing as to which

of the stages v¡ere assumed to be involved. The task in

which all stages were present was the choice reaction

consj-Sting of several stimuli each with its own response to

be made whenever it occurred. A selective oT c reaction,

which requires a single response to one of several stimuli

and nothing to the others, Donders suggested, lacked a

response selection stage but contained all others from b.

In a simple or a reaction, a further stage, stimulus

identification is absent. In this discussion, to distinguish

between the task and its RT, italicised letters will be used
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to denote the task and uppercase for its RT. Under

Dondersr subtractive principle, the duration of stage (3),

response selection, can be obtained by subtracting C from

B, since b ancl c are differentiated only by its presence in

b and absence in c. Similarly the stage time for stimul-us

identification is given by C A.

In this framework, there is a qualitatj-ve difference

between a, b and c. Other workers of the time did not

accept this. Kulpë argued that the difference could be

quantitative, no1-ing that greater response preparedness was

possible in a símple response than if a choice was called

for. That is subjects can set their motor readiness to a

higher level when only one response is needed (a and c) than

if several aré possibte (b) and higher stil1 if that

response can be executed as soon as any stimulation arises

(Woodworth 19 3 8) . Martius ( 1891 ' see Henmon I9I4 ,P .291 '
noting that RT is shorter if the subjectrs attention is

directed to responding, than if attention is to the stimulus,

argued similarly: with a plurality of possíble stimuli and

responses, it is not possible to preprime a response as

fully as can be done in a. Further, Wundt (1883) held that

the difference between c and b is not the presence of stage

(3), since c involves not only stimulus identification but

also a choice between movement and no movement. Cattell

agreed and further fett that stages (2) and (3) hrere

processed in parallel: as the nervous impulse from the

stimulus excitation reached the brain it caused effects in

two directions, one to a centre for perception, and the

other to the muscle via a motor centre (Henmon 1914rP.9).
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The stage approach provides a fair integration of
many results on RT processing, and is intu-iti-vely attr:active.
Each stage can readily be understood as representing a

particular erspect of Rt processing and the effect of various

factors on RT can be i-nterpreted readily and logically h,y

reference to their effect on one or more of the hypothetical
stages (as reviewed by Sanders L977). Studies of perception

with backward masking suggest that, to form an adequate

impression of the stimulus, it needs to be presented- for an

appreciable though brief period - certainly for much shorter

than a full RT and the minimum adequate duration (Kahneman

1968, Vickers, Ì{ettelbeck c Willson I972) can be considered_

as measuring a stimulus preprocessing stage. Subjects

usually becomê aware of the stimulus identity during

processing and so a stimulus identification stage is plausible.

They also make one response from al-l those possible, which

suggests a response selection stage. The production of

this selected response can be delayed under instructions

until some subsequent signal, so a separate response

execution stage can be created.

Other attributes :f stages, especially their sequencing

and seriality (order and non-overlapping) are more open to

criticism. For example, whether stimulus identification

takes place before response selection, as stage theories

postulate, or in parallelr âs Cattell suggested, is debatable.

Both have found support: Coltheart (1972) put forward a

model of word recognition in which the visual encoding and

the naming process begin at the same point in time and l¡Iood

(1974) found results consistent with parallel processing of

au.ditory and phonetic ínformation in speech perception, while

Sternberg (L969) supported. a serial approach which will be
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dj-scussed below. Although in most choice RT tasks,
subjects' Íntrospective reports suggest that stimulus

identificatíon is avail-abl-e to them before the identity

of the response, this is not the case for vibrotactile (VT)

tasks. Under condj-tions of spatial compatibilitlz v¡ith VT

stimuli subjects frequently say that they identified the

stimulus at the same time as or after responding, which

could imply parallel processing of stimulus identification

and response selection. Although it cannot be shown that

conscious recognition is equivalent to the end of processing

the stimulus, it may be accepted as a working hypothesis for

some interest.ing but tentative theoretical explanations.

One may then speculate that the stimulus identity conceptually

may itself be a 'lresponse", selected in parallel with the

overt reaction. Usually stimulus identification, being

highly compatibte, is faster than other response selection

and so appears to occur first; but in VT tasks, the two are

about equally fast. If sor it is in highly compatible

tasks that evidence in favour of paralle1 processing could

be found.

Sternberg (1969) revived a mod.ified and improved

methodology to investigate stages of RT. He started by

assuming that non-overlapping stages exist, each ideally

having four properties (1) for a given input, the output

is unaffected by factors ínfluencing its d.uration, (2) a

st.age should be functionally interesting,psychologically,

and qualitatively different from other stages' (3) one

stage can process only one signal at a time, and (4) stage

duratj-ons should be stochastically independent. To

discover such stages using Sternberg's method is conceptually
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simple. Given two factors (experimental variables) which

individually influence choice RT, then if their joint effect

on RT is additive, they affect different stages, but if they

interact they'influence at least one stage in cofiìmon. This

can be extended logicaIly to more than 2 factors, and the

patterns of interactive or additive joint effects determine

the stage structure of the task. Starting with a set of

ø mutually additive factors, indicating ff stages, a new

factor which is additive with all ø factors defines a ne\47

stage, and the nature of the factor gives insight into the

functional nature of the new stage. This approach is

called Sternberg's additive factor method.

However no a prj-ori reason is offered. for the existence

of stages Stone (L976,p.297) refers to Sternberg's

"presumption" of stages although the approach has merit on

the grounds that it is comprehensible and parsimonious -

Nevertheless, the mathematics of the approach do not dictate

or rely on the existence of stages. If- factors are additive

it may be inferred that they are affecting different, additive,

parameters of the process, and if they interact an effect on

a cornmon parameter is likely, but to jump from this to the

identification of parameters as discrete stages is not trivial.

The alternative approach can be called the parameter approach'

and has the advantage that it avoids the drawback of

discrepant results from closely related studies. For a

discussion of such sets of studies see Blackman (1975) ,

Pachella (I974) , and Stanovich and Pachella (L977) . Pachella

(L974) reviewed a broad area of RT experiments' concluding

against stage approaches and advocating the careful study of

RT per se, which is essentially similar to the parameter
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approach discussed here. (He arso noted that current
models are poor if assessed on the criterion of being close

analogies to actual events in processing). such resurts
need a complex series of little s'L.ages under a stage approach,

but under a parameter approach can be seen simply as irnplying

the existence of a parameter, controlled by differences in
the task, which interacts with at least one parameter affected
by the other factors in the study. At this stage such a

model is little more than descriptive, although a first
approximation to such a model will be developed in the next

chapter.

Taylor (L976) also strongly criticised the additive
factor method and. put for-ward a viable alternative. He

suggested that stages may overlap to a greater or lesser

degree, even to the extent of being fu1ly paralIel. He

developedthese alternatives thoroughly in psychological

and rigorous mathematical terms, and advocated a more

sophisticated but related analysis to probe the attributes
of his redefined stages. As his meaning of "stages"

eliminates the traditional concepts of seriality, stage

independence and stochastic independence, a new term,

"component" will be used for a Taylor-type stage. This

leaves "stage" for the trad.itional Sternbergian idea.

Since a component may start processing partial informatíon

from a previous component, the idea is more like a flow of

information through the overall RT process. The difference

can be seen in a bead-threading analogy. To thread a set

of beads (stages) onto a cord under the stage approach, the

needle must be passed completely through each bead before
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the next is tackledrwhile with a component approach, a

second bead can be started on the needle before it is fully
out of the previous one. This provides a less restricted
outlook ot't RT processing.

Evidence of component overlap has been recently
reported by Stanovich and Pachella (1977). Their experiment

used the additive factors methodology to probe the stimulus

categorisation stage, via the factors of stimulus probability,

stimulus contrast and s-R compatibility. Over a series of
experiments Lhey showed that stimulus contract and s-R

compatibility interacted under-additively where this is

defined as occurring "when a factor thaL slows processing

has a larger effect on the faster levels of the other

variable". .This they demonstate is most parsimoniously

accounted for by the idea that "stages" overlap (i.e. are

components in the current terminology), and they show that

this makes sense of other data difficult to fit into a

discrete stages framework. The approach is offered by

them as an extension with the inference from under-

additivity to component overlap adding precision to the

investigation of RTs.

A further step from the stage viewpoint can be taken

from the mathematical theorems of Townsend (L974, 1976) who

has proved a high degree of equivalence between the reaction

times produced under serial and parallel models. In brief,

he has shown that any parallel processing model is

indistinguishable from an appropriate serial model when

considered on the basis of RTs. The reverse is not always

true; that is, some serial models do not have equivalent

paralle1 models, but a broad group of them do. Given this
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equivalence, the grounds for selecting a serial model as

preferable to a parallel one cannot be firmly on the grounds

of data alone, but usually reflects the experimenter's

theoretical standpoi-nt and must be justified on other grounds.

All in all, the picture is not as clear as some users

of the additive factors method have presumedr âs to either

the definition of stages or their adequacy. Stone (1976,p.297)

mentioned this confusion in the use and definition of stag:es,

referring to "our lack of ctarity regarding'the definition of

stages" and Sternberg's "presumption" of stages. Sternberg

(1969) was aware of some of the possib.le pitfa1ls, but hoped

that experimental evidence would reveal an adequate path

around them. Blackman (L975) and Sanders (1977), who both

use the additive factors method, have separately noted that

stages are sometimes insufficient as explanations without

appealing to other concepts, but still offer the best current

solution to a large body of RT data. Blackman (1975)

reviewed some contradj-ctory results with the factor of

relative stimulus freguency, which gives additive effects in

some tasks and interacts in others, with factors such as s-R

compatibility which are interpreted as affecting a stimulus

processing stage. This led to a lack of consensus as to

what st.ages \^tere af fected by these factors. However in

his o\^In experiment, Blackman obtained consistent inter-

pretable results, with additivity on not only means but also

second and third cumulant statistics as would be predicted

uncler a pure serial discrete stage model. This is a clear

exarnple of the method.'s power within a particular study.

Between studies synthesis is more difficult.
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Sanders (I977) hol-ds the additive factors/stages

view, but adds to stages (which comprise the structure,of
RT) a concept of functionat, factors which may affect
structure in some tasks. He successfully rationalises
much of the additive factors data, mainly with the aid of

the factor "practice":-. for welI practised subjects seem

to give consistent results between studies, with
contradictory finding coming mainly from less practised

sub ject,s. He developed a stage model from his review of
data and new experiments, but needed to appeal to concepts

beyond sLages. His functional factors are seen as

selectively altering the stage structure, for example he

suggested that "immediate arousal is not effective when

the information flow involves the response choice mechanism".

That is to say, a factor which he had previously argued

caused a particular pattern of results sometimes applies and

sometimes does not, as governed by a funct.ional factor.

There is some reason to conclude that processing is

not purely serial (or parallel) in all RT tasks or conditions

but that the style of processing varies between these two

extremes. Stages are obviously essential in some tasks,

as ín one used by Simon, Acosta, Mewaldt and Speidel (L976).

They used several conditions, but the one most direct,ly

relevant here was essentially as follows: the stimul.us

was a tone, either high or low, with two keys for responding,

each of which could be either green or red. Subjects were

instructed to press the green key on hearing a high tone,

while for a low tone, the red response v/as correct. However,

the colour of the keys varied from trial to trial and in

some conditions rvas set zera to 350 msec after the tone was
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given. Obviously the subject cannot start to select his
response until the colours are set. This favours a stage

processing situation, especially in the 350 msec delay

conditíon where the subject could have processed the stimulus

fully into its identity as one stage and be waiting for the

response selection rule to be given before proceeding with

the response selection as a discrete stage. This procedure

enforces stages onto the processing.

On the other hand, a partial advance information

procedure used by Leonard (1958) makes overlap of stimulus

identification and response selection probable. The subject

faced 6 lights, arranged in an inverted V with 3 lights on

each sic1e. Responses were made by pressing one of 6 keys

arranged in a 1-1 spatial correspondence with the lights, 3

in the left hand and 3 in the right. In one condition, half

of the tights came orrr either the left or the right 3. After

a brief period., orìe of these went off , specifying the

particular response for that trial. The initial onset of 3

lights thus gave partial stimulus information which the

subject could convert into partial response selection

immediately, conceivably in paralleI with further stj-mulus

processing as it became possible. That is, the subject

probably processed the partial stimulus information and

then prepared the corresponding hand for responding while

processing the complete stimulus information given by the

light's offset. This overlap of components is one form of

paralIel processing.

Serial-parallel differences are also possible in more

common choice RT tasks. If one adopts a simple processing
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model- (Hick L952a) and considers a standard light-keys
apparatus, as in Chapter II, one can conceive of parallel
processing possibilities in a 4 choice condition that are

not possible in a 2 choice version. One model explored by

Hick assumes that subjects first decide in which half the

stimulus occurs and then which half of that half and so on

repeatedly, until the stimulus is identified precisely.

So in a 4 choice condition, a subject may identify the

stimulus as being j.n the left pair, and then as the leftmost

of those. While this second identification step is
proceedirg, he may prepare the left hand for responding based.

on the result of the first step. Once again, overlap

indicates parallel processing of items in different stages.

This is not possible in the 2 choice - as soon as the

stj-mu1us is local-ised as left or right, it is completely

specified, and the response can be ful1y selected as a second

stage, which is serial since no further stimulus processing

is needed.

These analyses are hypothetical, and are only included

to indicate the range of serial-parallel possibilities. No

attempt is made to find hard data supporting them, beyond

noting their prima facie possibilities.

As can be seen from the above discussion, the issue is

not clearcut, but it seems fair to conclude the stage approach

should not be d.iscard.ed in toto since it does allow sense to

be made of much data, although it is sometimes faulty through

oversimplicity, and therefore other apprvaches' such as the

parameter one mentioned, should be developed. It has

certainly widened our feeling of comprehension of RT processing

and has proved to be an inspiration to a great deal of good
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research. The heuristic value of such a broad hypothesis

seems to justify its continued use although not without.

qualification. Tn the words of ShwarLz, Pomerantz and

Egetlr (1977) , "Abandonment is too steep a price to prevent

some possible misapplications. " The recently suggested.

amendments to the additive factor method (Sande::s 1977,

and St.anovich and Pachel-Ia 1977) provide possible

qualifications which may increase the viability of a

modified stage approach to RT. However, arguments are

being put forward that it. is not necessary to postulate the

existence of stages, ât least under some circumstances.

The most powerful of these appears to be the component

approach of Taylor (1976) , but as yet this lacks the vast

array of research effort put behind the stage approach.

The parameter approach which uses the additive factor method

but infers additive or interacting parameters which may or

may not be stages could also be useful but needs the

development of a firm parametric model before more evaluatíon

can be done. On the other hand, this approach can adopt aII

previous additive factor method results directly and use them

to infer parameters just as the stage approach has inferred

stages. The parameter approach's imprecision on the

existence or otherwise of stages may prove to be an

advantage, for it is possible that .RT. processing in some

tasks has a dual nature, appearing as serial under some

methods of analysis and paralleI in other circumstances.

This is in keeping with the theorems of t'ownsend (L976) and

is analogous to the dual wave/corpuscular nature of light

in the science of physics, where the form favoured reflects
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a model based on stages

to explain some tasks.

â')

Certainly the chances are high thaL

will be oversimplistic and inadequate

2. EXPERIMENT 3

The following experiment is to be seen against this

background and attempts to do two things:- firstly to l-oolc

again at the oríginaI Donders' style experiment and test his

intuitive idea Lhat the different tasks a, b and .c involve

the insertion or deletion of stages, and secondly to

investigate the differences between simple and choice RT

which persist even when choice RT -is unaffected by the number

of alternatives, tv. An introduction addressed more

specifically Lo these two points follows.

2. L Comparing simple and choice reactions.

While it has been shown that choice reaction time (nr)

can be índependent of the number of alternative stimuli, ¡v,

in a highly compatible key-pressing task, it is still found

that simple reaction is faster (Chapter I and Leonard 1959).

Both of these studies used as the stimulus direct vibration

of the response keys under the subjects' fingertips so

that. they pressed whichever of the L, 2, 4 or 8 response

keys vibrated. Simple RT was about 40 msec faster than CRT

in Leonard's study, and about 25 msec in Smith's, with no

difference between 2, 4 and I choice. In a less highly

compatible situation, whatever process creates the observed

increase j-n RT v/ith degree of choice from 2 upwards would be

extrapolated to predict a decrease from ¡v = 2 Eo ¡'t = 1. As

compatibility increases, the increase with ¡v is red.uced, i.e.
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there is an interaction between ¡v and compatibility, and

it might be expected that the difference between lv = I and

Iv = 2 would decrease also" Ultimately, lrowever, in the

VT highly co'mpatible task addit.ional l,ime is still needed

to respond when faced with a choice of response instead of

a simple reaction, even though the increase in RT with

degree of choice beyond 2 has been eliminated. There

must, therefore, be some difference between simple and

2 choice tasks beyond that which produces differences of

RT with degree of choice in less compatible situations.

If we can find the reason why this difference remains we

further our understanding of the nature of simple and.

choice reations.

As mentioned above Donders and KüIpe developed

conflicting explanations of this d.ifference. Donders

(1868) postulated the subtractive principle of RT by

suggesting that the overall process from stimulus to

response can be split into ind.ependent additive stages.

As outlined above, Donders used three related RT tasks:-

a, the simple RT, b, choice RT, and c, the selective RT.

He reported that ¿

msec from which he concluded that the response selection

stage took 47 msec (a-c) and stimulus identification occupied

36 msec (c-e) in that task. In this framework, there is a

qualitative diff erence betv¡een a and .b. KüIpe on the other

hand argued that the difference could be quantitative,

noting that greater response preparedness was possible in

a simple response than if choice was called for. That is,

subject.s can set their motor readiness to a higher level

when on1-y one response is needed, and exeeute that response
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replication of Leonardrs experiment are presented in Table 3

The closeness of the two-choice mea.ns in Leonard I s

experiment and those of smith suggest that apparatus and

subject factoi's were equal in all three. Thus the

comparison between A and x is just.ified.

TABI,E 3.]: Reaction times in msec to contpatible víbrotactiJ-e
stimuJ-i in a range of tasks taken from vatious
studies. See text for a desctiption of the tasks-
The val-ue of N for b indicates the degtee of choice
for that condition.

TASK
a x b c

Leonard (1959) l_82 226 ( 2)

229 ( 4)

277 ( 8)

Bioadbent and
Gregorg ( 1.962)

193(2) 194

Snith (7977) 782 223(2)

I

Experiment 1
from chapter I

181_ 27o ( 2)

203(4)

276 ( 8)

It would seem from the results in Table 3.1 that, for

VT tasks,

A = x < B = C (3.1)

since 2,4 and 8 choice Bs are equal, ít could be argued

that stimulus categorization and reponse selection together

are zero in VT tasks, since these are traditionally the

stages affected by /v, which has no effect here. so if

Donders' breakdown is correct it might be expected that ¿

all ottrer things being equal. As it is not, we should
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investigate what other things are unequal, in the tíght of

the other relationships expressed in equation (3.1).

The difference may be due to the degree of response

preparedness possible in each task, âs KüIpe suggestecl.

To facilitate discussion, we defj-ne the follovring terms .

(a) The "comparison" response means a response made

' ,o the stimulus-response pair common to all tasks,

since the RTs of such witl be used as the index

for comparíson between tasks. In all cases ín

the experiment reported here it is compatible, a

key press with the finger vibrated.
(b) A "latent" stimulus on any trial is a stimulus

present in the task, but not given on this triaI.

For example, the comparison response in a, b and c may be

the response made to trials with vibration to the right hand

index finger, when for aII the tasks the correct response on

these trials is right hand index finger. On such trials the

latent stimulus is the left hand one lor b, c and x.

Simitarly on trials on which the left hand stimulus is given,

the latent stimulus is the right hand one. There is no

Iatent stimulus in a.

There are two ways in which a and x differ from ¡ and c

which may mediate response preparedness. Vle can firstly

dismiss the possibility that it is the presence of latent

stimulí per se that increases the index RT, since a

However, in both a and x all responses are made with the

finger of the colr,parison response whereas in b and c there

are trials on which the comparison response is suppressed.

I,fith the same interstimulus interval (ISI) used for all

tasks, this means that the temporal pattern of responses
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with the comparison response are more regular in a and x

than in .b and c where the::e are runs of trials not producing

it-" This may introduce what is effectively a foreperiod

effect. That is, greater ternporal certainty in response can

enable greater response preparedness and hence shorLer RTs

(e.9. Bevan, Hardesty & Avant 1965) . This may l:e sufficient
to account for the observed pattern of RTs. Note however

that the difference would seem to be something quite gross,

perhaps a muscular set is either adopted or not, rather than

a more complete correspondence between int-.erresponse interval
(IRI) and RT, since increasing the degree of choice increases

the spread of IRIs of a comparison response slightly, but is

not reflected in an increase in RT.

This variability in response frequency has been

suggested as a determinant of RT by Mowbray (1960) although

his concept was in terms of a ratio for each response of the

number of trials with that response to trials without that

response, i.e. response to nonresponse ratio, rather than

sLraight out temporal rate (Mowbray 1962). Brebner and

Gordon (L964) have shown that temporal response rate does

affect RT, even with response to nonresponse ratio constant,

with longer IRIs giving longer RTs. However they also

showed that stimulus probability had a major effect in a c

task with the highly compatible stimulus-response situation

of digit-naming. Therefore it. is unlikely that temporal

variability is sufficient to cover even aII hígh1y compatíble

reaction time tasks, but it may be adequate for all but c.

A second difference between the two pairs of tasks is

that b and c may be thought of as involving a response
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inhibit.ion which is not present in a and x since any possible
response in ¿ and c is not made on some trials. This need

for response inhibition (nr¡ could be reflected in a lower

response preparedness resulting in 10nger RTs. "Response

ínhibition" as used here is an attribute of a response,

which is not to be made on presentation of some stimuli,
rather than of the task as a wholer âs in c where all
responses to stimulus 2 must be suppressed. There may be

a response inhibition subprocess which accounts for the

additional time taken by the comparison response in .b and c

or perhaps it acts indirectly, e.g. via response preparedness.

The RI hypothesis is well described by Kornblum (1965) as

"the hypothesis that a measurable portion of the reaction
time interval.is consumed by processes associated with the

inhibition of incorrect alternative responses,', and he

presents evidence consistent r.rith it.
This idea appears more elegant than the variability

of IRI as it can predict precisely the pattern of results
in Tab1e 3.1-. No inhibítion of the response is needed

on any trial in a or x and these have equal RTs. The

other two, b and c involve two stimuli and both have equal

RI and their equal RTs are greater than a and x. In
general, the higher the degree of choice in .b tasks, the

more responses there are to be inhibited, and this greater

inhibition is reflected in increasj-ng RTs. However, for
highly compatible situations the inhibition factor must be

assumed t.o be equal for all degrees of choice grèater ,'than

2t so ttrat the choice times will be independent of iv as

found in Chapter f. That is, in such tasks RI is of an

a]-l or none nature.
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It is possíble to differentiate bet-ween RI and t-emporal

uncertainty as explanations by using a condition in which the

contrast response is matched in time of occurrence to that of

b and c, but no response inhj-bition is needed. A modification

of c will achieve this " Instead of giving trials with the

noncomparison stimulus to which no response is made, blank

trials (i.e. "trials" with no stimulus and no response) are

given. This will be called a t task. That is, the

comparison response occurs at the same intervals for b, c and

t, while the remainder of the trials have either another

stimulus calling for a different response (b) , or another

stimulus calling for no response (c) , or no stimulus and no

response only elapsed time, (t) .

Consider what the various theories would predict for

this task. In the Dondersf framework, t is a simple reaction

task with unusual ISIs, but still lacks stages (2) and ( 3) , and

so r should almost equal a and certainly be less than a.

Response preparedness through response inhibition would also

predict T = A, since in neither are there any trials on which

the comparison response has to be inhibited. on the other

hand, the temporal uncertainty version gives T = B, for in

both the comparison response occurs with equal IRIs by design.

These five tasks then should indicate which explanation is

most justified.

2 .2 l'lethod

Apparatus

The vibro-tactile apparatus used in this experiment was

described in Chapter I. The experiment was controlled by a

LINK-8 computer housed in an adjacent room which recorded the
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corresponding to the left and right in,lex fingers we-Le used

in this experiment.

Subjects

Ten women from the subject panel of
Institute of Experimental Psychology were

Their ages ranged from 18 to 2-l yeaxs.

TABLE 3.2:

50.

the Oxford University
paid to participate.

A description of the 5 tasks used ín terms
of their two equiprobabLe states, and the
cortesponding stimuJus-response pairs. The
sgmboT þ represents the null- condition, i.e.
no tesponse or no stimuJ-us.

Note that aLl tasks contain the index
response, f - 1.

See text for furthet explanation.

eeTask

State 7

stimuLus - res

State 2

stimulus - res

I

2

ø

2

2

7

L

t_

7

J-

I

I

7

J-

l_

a

x

t

b

c

I

7

2

ø

P toce dute

The five tasks described above were used, namely a, x,

t, b and c. Table 3.2 gives each in terms of 2 equiprobable

states; i.e. which stimulus each state produced in the various

tasks and which response was correct for that stimulus. One

of these two possible states occurred on each trial, with a

response-stimulus interval of 2.0 to 2.5 sec. For example

consider c. Table 3.2 shows that state I produced stimulus 1,
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calling for a compatible response while state 2 gave the

o'ther stimulus which was t,o be ignored. This second stiniulus

stayed on for .5 secoud in lieu of a response. Subjects kept

both fingers on the keys in all five tasks, even if only one

was used in responding.

For each task there \^¡ere 154 trials, preceded hry 12 warm-

up trials excluded from the analysis. The stimulus-response

pair listed as ] + I in Table 3.2 was the contrast response

common to all tasks. For half the subjects this corresponded

to ttre left index finger, and for the others it was the right

index finger. Each subject did each task once on each of two

days, with the other of tasks balanced between subjects in a

Latin square design.

At the start of the experiment the function of the

apparatus was described to each subject, and this was followed

by 12 trials to familiarize her with the feel of the stimuli

and the responses needed. The sequence of the two stimuli in

the familiarization trials was two left then two right,

repeated 3 times. The subject was told this so that it was

not practice for the b task to follow, since it lacked any

stimulus uncertainty and subjects \^/ere instructed not to

hurry. Each task was then described and given to the subject

in the appropriate order.

2.3 Results

The mean correct response times for the comparison

response in each task are ptotted in Figu:e 3.1 for day I and

day 2. Data for i^dividual subjects are given in Appendix 3 '

Results from day 1 and day 2 ate substantially the same, and

only those from the more practised day 2 wíIl be discussed in
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detail ": they are less variable. Consideration of either

day would lead to similar conclusions. An analysis of

variance showed that the task effect was significant (r4r2O =

48.5, p < .000I). The fu1I analysis table is given in
Appendix 3. Post hoc analysis (Duncan's multiple range

test) produced three subseÈs with significant differences

between the sets but not within at o = 0.05. Group I was

A and x, group 2 was T and ¡ and group 3 was c.

There was no significant difference between. the subjects

whose comparison response was with the right hand and those

with the left on any task (Ëg = .I9, .04, -.73, and -.85 for

a, x¡ t, b and c respectively, with the critical t - 2.30 at

cr = .05) 
:

Contrasting the comparison and other response times

for b also showed no significant difference (ag : .62,

critical É = 2.26 at o = 0.05). Thus the 2 stimuli and

responses used can be accepted as equivalent.

In x there was a significant difference between the

comparison.response (compatible) and the other (stimulus 2

but response 1), with the other significantly longer (.g =

4.5, critical t - I.83, one tailed). This suggests that

the subjects v¡ere not responding in this task to a possible

auditory or other cue, since this would. give equal RTs, but

to the vibration.

2 .4 Discussion

The result .B <

unexpected, although using equivalent apparatus, Broadbent

and Gregory (7962) reported no sigrnificant difference between

B and c. However, they do not specify for how long the
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stimulus to be ignored in c $ras left on. Their study may

have used a different duration of the ignored stimulus,

perhaps shorter than the 0.5 sec (about 2 reaction times)

used. in this study, and if a longer stimulus can be considered

as being more intense, then the result found. by John (1966)

would explain the discrepancy. In that e>çeriment, subjects

had to press a button in response to the onset of the light.

Under a conditions, the sr:bjects responded to the sound as to

the light, and in the c condition, they ignored it. Two

intensities of sound, loud and soft, were used in separate

blocks of trials. In the a conditions, the RT to the light

was unaffected by the intensity of the sound, but in c, RT to

the light was significantly longer if the stimulus to be

ignored rvas loud. That is, the greater the intensity

(corresponding to duration ín this case) of the stimulus to

be ignored, the longer the eomparison RT.

Other evid.ence comes from studies which have used naming

digíts presented vj-sually, also a highly compatible task.

Forrin and Morin (L966) found s <

task used the digits 1-8 with subjects responding with u2tt

and rrBrr or with "2", t'4t', rr7rr and rr8rr to thg corresponding

stimuli and ignoring the rest. The Þ task controls used

the stimuli corresponding to the two or four member response

sets of the c condition, or all 8, and found that the 2, 4

and 8 choj-ce Bs were each less than the 2- ot 4-response Cs.

Mowbray (1960) had subjects respond to I or all of 2, 4,

6 , 8 or 10 numerals, and found that ¡ > c for 2, 4 and 6

stimuli, but B < c with 8 or 10,
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The study by John (1966) linking intensity of the

ignored. stimulus and the comparison RT is again relevant

since if a highly compatj-ble stimulus is considered as

evoking its response intensely, B < c could then be expected

in line with his results.

The results of the experiment reported here al1ow an

assessment of the rival theories d.etailed earlier. This is

summarised in Tab1e 3.3 and is explained in the following

paragraphs. To distinguish between the RTs from the two

stimuli in x, let x, be the RT from stimulus 1, and x, for

stimulus 2.

TABLE 3.3: The abiLitg of 3 theories described in the text
to explain aspects of the resui.ts ftom experiment 3.
Each enttg is under an "equal-s" or a "Less than" sign,
indicating whether or not that theorg can explain the
observed relatíonship between the paired RTs.
"Extended" means that an extended vetsion theorq can
expTain the resuTt although the simpTe version cannot.
ALI three predict that A 1 C and A < B. Ihe right-
most comparison is befrveen the RTs for the two stimuli
used in task x.
See the text for a fuTl-er description.

Observed reTationship between RT

Iheorg

bnders

Response Inhibiti

Tempotal
tlncettaintg

<T=B<C ,7 xzA *j

Extended

Extended

NO

1) Donders' subtractive stage approach

The data presented here must be interpreted as being

against the simple application of Donders' subtractive stage

principle in which changes in the task change the stages

needed, with larger RTs reflecting more stages - Coupled

Yes

Yes

¡VoYes

Yes

¡vo Extended

No

Yes Extended

No

No
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r^rith the difficulty it has in explaining no rise in RT with
iv in .b tasks although a 1 B, it is apparent firstly B < c

is impossible (adding a response selection stage cannot

reduce RT) ; nor can ? exceed. .A, since both are forms of the

simple reaction; nor could T:B since r lacks the proposed

stimulus identification stage of b. The difference between

the RTs from the two stimuli in x is also difficult to account

f.or, since Donders did not consider the description of stages

for nonhomogeneous tasks with more than one S-R association.

A longer response selection stage for the incompatible

response is the most adequate explanation. This complicates

the model, introducing the need to determine whether a

longer RT reflects more stages or the same, but longer,

stages. The.d.ata do not favour the simple form of Dondersl

model as it can explain few of the observed relationships

between the RTs.

2) Külpe's qualitative differences

Kü1pe's general idea of response preparedness on the

other hand gives a good fit to most of the data. Response

preparedness should be higher for a and x than for t, b and c,

and therefore ¿ and x should be shorter than the rest as

found. We can also choose between the two possible mediators

of response preparedness discussed above, namely response

inhibition and temporal uncertainty.
(i) Response inhibition (RI).

As an explanation of RT, the need to inhibit the

comparison response on some trials is not well supported by

the data. The equality of e and x, is explicable, since

the comparison response is not inhibited on any trials in
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either a or x. The relationship between a and T , and

T and r are not. Response inhibition is not present in t,

yet T s A t and. while in the ¡ the comparison response is

inhibited on some trials, yet it was found that T=8. This

approach can, however, explain the comparison of e or x,

(no Rr) wirh B (with Rr) .

The simple RI theory does not account fot x, . *2.

Perhaps inhibiting a compatible response to the given stimulus,

as is required for x2, takes longer than no inhibition, as

required for xJ_, and therefore * j , *2. Another extension

is needed to expÌain why a < c. This can be done by

assuming that the need to suppress the compatible response

and all others to the latent stimulus, i.e. inhibit it

completely, flows over to the comparison response, increasing

its inhibition in sympathy and. raising its RT, giving a <

This principle would not apply in x I since a response is

allowed to stimulus 2t and this perhaps avoids a sympathetic

effect on Xf. However, in the more common case ín which

B I Ct this explanation breaks down. Other extensions are

possible, but prove no more adequate.

These additions make the RI concept quite complex, and

yet it is still not satisfactory - e.9. it cannot explain why

A < T or T=8. In fact it can be discarded in favour of

temporal uncertainty.

This is not to say that response inhibition is wiLhout

effect. Obviously it can affect RT since including catch

trials in a simple reaction task lengthens RT. Nor does it

preclude RI from interacting with other recognised parameters

of RT in choice tasks, but it is not a sufficient explanation

even in this situation where any confounding with compatibility
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is arguably negligible and so alrows a more pure estimate

of its effect.

(ii) TemporaJ- uncertainty (TU) .

The data do suggest that temporal uncertainty is a

major determinant of RT at this level of compatibility since

! = B. That is, a simple and a choice task with equal

occurrences in time of the index response have equal RTs.

Additional confirmation comes from x, since we find that
X : A as predicted by temporary uncertainty

Also, x and.a are.less than T and ¡, i.e. responses

with more variable time of occurrence are slower than

regular ones r âs this theory predicts.

Applying this principle simplistically, however, gives no

d.ifference between ,t and, xr. To accounË for the difference
\4te can perhaps reasonably appeal to the concept of
compatibility, with a less compatible response taking longer

than a compatible one. It is apparent that the response is
less compat.ible for *z than for xJ-, and its RT is longer.

This still leaves B < c , while the TU principle would

have B = c, since their responses are matched in time. It
is clear from this result that the latent stimulus is
affecting the comparison RÎ, and it shows that the task must

be considered as a whole, not just via the comparison response.

In addition the latent stimulus presence in the task affects

the comparison RT, increasing (or decreasing) it if the

latent stimulus is less (or more) compatible and the extent

òt tfri= change is determined. by the latent stimulus-response

pair's c_ompatibility. This will be called the latent
- stimulus effect and will be dealt with in greater d.etail in

Chapter IV.
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It seems likely that to suppress a compatible

response to a VT stimulus is less compatible than to

respond, while the reverse holds for less compatible tasks

in which RT does increase with ¡¡. The latent stimulus

being less compatible in c than in .b, it f olIows that e < c .

For other stimulus-response types such as the lights and

keys as in Chapter II , responding is less compat.ible than

not responding, and so B > c.

Data consistent with this idea come from the experiment

by Mowbray (1960) using the highly compatible digit naming

task, since the presence of a lower compatibility response

(ignoring the presented digit) would result in RTrs

increasing with w in such c tasks. This is what Mowbray

found. However, while response preparedness is an adequate

predictor for his data, the operating variable is not the

ratio of response to nonresponse trials as he suggests,

since this would predict that a = T.

This suggestion of differences in compatibility between

responding and nonresponding follows an equivalent argument

by Brebner and Gordon (1964) who note that while one of the

tasks Mowbray and they use is overlearnt (narning numerals)

the other, naming selectively is not. They further suggest,

that "the differences in latencies observed in selective

response tasks may disappear with prolonged practice". In

the daÈa presented here, c is affected only slightly by

practice, and less than any of the other tasks. What would

happen with larger amounts of practice is not apparent.

unfortunately, the latent stimulus principle upsets

the equality of ¿ and xr. Since X2 is less compatible than
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xt, it should affect xl_, increasing it beyond that predicted

by Tu, i.e. A. This was not found. So while temporal

uncertainty is the best explanation of the three tested

here, it is stil-I not fuI1y successful.

2 . 5 ConcL usi ons

The success of the zu model in predicting a = *j < T = B,

i.e. the order of the comparison RTs from all but ct suggests

that a major part of the reason why simple RT is shorter than

choice RT lies in the greater response preparedness possible

in a simple reaction, which is directly testable in a VT

situation where the independence of RT and ¡v enables it to

be assessed free from dífferences unavoidable with less

compatible tasks.

Ho\^reverr orr its own it fails to account for x, <

and ¡ < c. These results show that it is not sufficient

merely to consider a particular stimulus' compatibitity with

its response as this is the same for the index response in

all five tasks. Instead it is essential to examine the

whole task (Kornblum 1965). In particular these data

should be considered as to the effect of the latent stimulus

on the contrast response and how this interaction is affected

by the compatibility of the latent stimulus. The results

can be interpreted, in a manner orthogonal to the resPonse

preparedness approachr âs showing that the less compatible

the latent stimulus with its response, the more it lengthens

RT. That is, a latent stimulus-response that is so compatible

as to give no íncrease with ¡v has the same effect as empty

time (a = T) , while the stimulus-response association of

VT stimulus to no response which is less compatible (as
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argued above) increases the comparison RT (a < c). It was

suggested above that response preparedness can be greater

for a response when the time it is to be made is more

regular, which gives A < r. With these two princj-ples,

the effect of latent stimuli and. of response preparedness,

we can thus explain a < ! : B < c. The task x involves

the interaction of these two principles, with the latent

stimulus less compatible (Smith L977) but a regular response

with the contrast key. The result obtained here, Ä

the result predicted solely on the basis of response

preparedness, with no increase through the less compatible

latent sLimu1us. The accelerating model described in the

following chapter j-ncorporates these two principles and

completely fits the data found here, including why x, is

less than expected.
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CHAPTER IV

MODELS OF CHOICE REACTION TIME

7.1 PreambLe

Before reviewing relevant models of choi-ce reaction

processing, it is usefut to consider the general problem

of modetling. By modelling is meant a set of

specifications more or less closely tied to some theory,

which describes the measured. variable, RT in this case,

under specified conditions. Any accompanying theory must

be explanatory and a valid representation or analogue of

the behaviour beíng modelted. A complete model- will

match experimental data in every testable respect, but

this is seldom attempted. Ultimatety it may be possible

to develop a model which emulates the full complexit.ies

of choice reaction behaviour, but certainly no current

model does this. The path to a complete model must be

via successive approximations, fot which one must decide

which aspects are of primary interest, and concentrate on

them. In this way we try to add to our understanding by

simplifying the model to an acceptable level. As Edwards

(1965) pessimistically noted concerning a model which he

developed, "No model that makes many specific and easily

checkable predictions has any possibility of being

consistent with substantial amounts of data: only vague

models or models with plenÈy of fittable parameters

survive such confrontations. "

So models must be developed for a set purpose and

a limited domain of j-nterest selected after assessing the

costs and payoffs of comprehensive accuracy versus
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comprehensible but restricted application. This means

that'direct comparisons of models must be approached with
caution as each tackles a slightly different area of RT

knowledge. The usual method involves classifying models

on a few broad dimensions and is arguably the fairest.
For example, Audley and Pike (1965) separated 3 groups of
models which they classified as statistical uncertainty
models, markov chain models, and stimulus sampling to
criterion models, choosing the latter as the best approach

for modelling RT, rvhile Welford (L976) used the dichotomy,

serial versus simultaneous processing.

All choice RT models follow broadly similar lines:-
the subject starts a triat without knowledge of the

particular stimulus (although possibty with expectations)

and either repeatedly takes evidence about the stimulus or

its preprocessed internal representationr oE analyses

deeper the evidence gained to date, until one possibility

is adequately supported, on the basis of the current sample

or accumulaLed evidence from discrete or continuous samples.

Models can be differentiated along 2 separate aspects: how

the fate of each alternatj-ve changes during a trial and the

time course of these changes. Each model favours a different

"criterion dimension", by which is meant broadly the

transformation of the stimulus input on which the alternatives
are assessed.. For example, in one model this involves a

complete matching of the received stimulus with internal

representations of the alternatives, while another assesses

the probability that the received input comes from each

possibility. Models also vary as to the "criterion state"
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used, i.e. the grounds for deci-ding that one alternative is

the best choice on the current trial. This will be

explained. in context for each mod.eI. This is not to say

that such representation would be viewed by each model's

originator as in the spirit of his model, but is superimposed

by this reviewer to facilitaÈe direct comparisons of the

models.

I\¿o broad classes of models can be distinguished on

the basis of the style of críterion state 1.O employ.

Some models completely reject alternatives during the trial

before the final choice is made, and other keep assessing

each possibit_t:" relativ: _a:_others until one is sufficiently

justified, to be accepted,. These can be called. complete

cri teríon models and re_-Z at!v9 cti,terion models, IrI the

first of these, the processing of the alternatives is

complete in that they are all assessed to the leveI of

rejection apart from the one which is chosen. The decision

in these models is simple, merely choosing the only non-

rejected option. In relative criterion models on the other

hand, none of the alternatives is díscarded prior to the

decision point. In general, these models assess the

evidence in favour of each alternative until one is deemed

adequate in its own right or superj-or to the rest. The

two types will become clearer with the presentation of actual

examples as be1ow.

The major areas of interest here are the relationship

between mean RT and the probabilities of the alternatives,

given
,¿V

X (-p ,7ogLr=t
RT A+B pi 4.0
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which reduced. to a log increase in RT v¡ith ¡v for equiprobable

stimuli:

RT=Ä+a.7og(w+o) o (p(1 4.L

as explained'in Chapter I, and the range of values of a (and

its reciprocal, c, the compatibility), obtained from various

tasks. Models which do not cover these points will not be

detailed here, although the recent model of Grice, Nullmeyer

and Spíker (1977) deserves a mention as a good attempt to

describe the distribution of RT rather than just its mean

without, ho\,rever, considering its increase with r. Other

models are put forward only in terms of ü = 2, v¡ithout

specifying how they apply for larger r. These also will

not be considered.

2. COMPLETE CRITERTON MODELS

2.L successive group eTimination modefs

Hick (1952a) designed one of the simplest models of

the choice process. He suggested that the subject makes

a chain of subdecisions or steps each of equal duration,

which Welford (1971) called an "inspection time". one

subdecision locates the stimulus as being in half of the

remaining possibilities, arid rejects ttre others. This

process is repeated until only one alternative is left

wherer:pon f-he corresponding response is selected and made.

Under this successive dichotomization, the number of steps

equals 7og ru, ât least where r is a power of' 2. For

example if the subject has I alternatives, ât the start of

the trial any one of the eight may be correct. During the

first inspection time, 4 of these are rejected and the other
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4 are left. Two of these are discarded in the second

inspection time. The third and final step chooses between

ttre remaining t\^ro, rejecting one and leavíng the selected

alternative. ,The criterion dimension is matching between

the stimulus and j-nternal representations, or templates, of

the possible stimuli, and each possibility is processed i.e.

to rejection or acceptance completely.

SinceHickfoundthatTog(N+7)gaveabetter

fit than 7os (N) , he suggested that the effective

number of alternatives was one more than the number

of stimuli. He felt Èhat this additional one

represented the fact that subjects had to decide not only

which of ¡v stimuli had occurred but whether any stimulus had

occurred, and Llence had to decid.e between the r stimulus states

and one nonstj-mulus state. If ¡v is not a power of 2, the

processor is faced with an odd number of possibilities in at

least one stage. When this happens an unequal division is

made, and one of the subgroups is rejected. The model suggests

that there should be evidence of a periodicity in the RTs

corresponding to the inspection time. Such lumpiness \^Ias

not apparent in the RT distributions Hick examined. More

recently, Stone (I976) reviewed the evidence for periodicity

in RT distributions, and concluded that it has not been found.

Nor can the modet predict observed d.ifferences in RTs to

stimuli of unequal probabilities, with the more probable

stimuli being reacted to faster. To overcome this, Vüelford'

(1960) extended the model so that cognitive strategies can

be adopted which influence RT. Like Hick, he envisaged a

series of steps, each searching for the stimulus in half the

remaining alternatives, but he proposed that the subject must
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test a matching half set before proceeding to the next step.

Thus for ¡v = 4, the subject compares the given stimulus with

2 of the alternatives. If the stimulus is in that half set,

he proceeds i¡nmediately with the next dichotomization; if

not, he checks the other two, and gets a match there before

moving to the next step. Each halving subdecision takes

either I or 2 i-nspection times. If the stimuli are equi-

probable and random, each step will take 1.5 inspections on

average. However, if one stimul-us or group of stimuli are

more frequent, the subject can check the half containing

them first and the other group second. This means that

the more probable stimuli are located faster than the less

probable ones, which tal-lies with the result found. Welford

(1973) has produced a measure of "inspection time", and has

used j-t subsequently (We1ford 1975) to provide evidence in

favour of the model by finding search strategies which give

the measured RTs for assorted stimulus arrays. Howevert

neither mod.el can describe tasks in which RT is unaffactert by

iv as discussed in Chapter I.

2.2 Successirze individual elimination

. Luce (1960, 1963) produced a model of choice RT based

on the choice axiom. This axiom can be summarized as

follows: If pair-wise discrímination between a set of

alternative responses is imperfect, then the probabilities

of choice from a subset, R, are in the same ratio to each

other as they are in the entire response set, and if one

response is never preferred to another, then it will never

be made and may be excluded. Additional to this axiom,

Luce postulated that a sr:bject successively rejects possible
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responses one at a time until only one is left. The RT is
the sum of the constituent rejection times. This can be

developed. mathematically to show that if the individual
rejection tirrtes fo1low a Gamma distribution, then

4.2

where Ç - is the probability of the subject making response j..J

With negligible error rates, and stimulus i associated with
response i , S j uti-Il equal p. and. this equation reduces to

the more usual form as in equation 4.0. With aII nj" equal

it reduces to 4.I as required.

This model has been criticised for its concentation on

response effects to the exclusion of stimulus effects such

as the more similar the st.imulus set, the longer the RT, even

with the same responses. Laming (1968) found experimentally

that. RT was not a linear function of nj.toq(Çi) and has more

recently argued cogently that "the choice axiom fails when

there is a nat.ural organisation of the stimuli sufficiently

salient to infl-uence the choices made" (Laming 1977a,b) 
"

Nor does the model account for the range of es obtainable

with the same responses and stimuli, but with different S-R

associations (e.g, Brainard, Irby, Fitts & Altuisi, 1962).

It is, horarever, a useful attempt to tie choice RT in
with other choice behaviour.

2.3 Contempotaneous compTete identifícation

An alternative to the successive elimination of groups

or individual possibilities, but still using a complete

criterion occurs in a model by Rapoport (1959). It stems

from one of the suggestions made earlier by Chrístie and.

Luce (1956) . They suggested that choice between .¡v alternative

RT = A + e,t(-S
j J

Los n j)
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could be d.escribed generally as involving lv elementary

decisions, taking place either seri-ally or in parallel and they

pointed out that either type of process could be specified

by a directed graph t or Markov chain. Luce (1960) developed

the strict serial al-ternative as detailed above while

Rapoport. (1959) favoured a strict parallel approach.

Rapoport assumed that choice RT consisted of processing

all ¡v possibilities completely (i.e. to a "yes" or a "no")

and exhaustively (i.e. the response was made only after all

il elementary processes had finished. Each elementary process

is independent of the others, in that its duration is

unaffected by the number of others present or whether they

have finished., even if a completed one resulted in a "yes".

The RT is thtls the maximum of the ¡v independent elementary

process durations. If each such duration is drawn from an

exponential distribution, which Rapoport suggested ís well-

founded neurologically, the mean RT varies with the logarithm

of ¡v

Rapoport was one of the first to mention explicitly

that the processing time in his model involves both stimulus

recognition and response selection, and is influenced by

factors which affect either component.

Laming (1966) descríbed a very similar model in slightly

different mathematical style. He developed his argument via

the discrete approximation to the logarithmic function,

7og ( M)

where ø is a positive integer, which suggests that (4.1)

can be rewritten as

7
r

T4

T

ì=7

7

l-1

¡v

T

1=
RT A+B 4.3
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Using Hi.ck's formulation that RT is proportional to 7og(w+l)

rather than the hybrid Hick,/Hyman form of (4.1) ' this can be

converted to
Iv

RT=Ä+BI
r: l-

4.4

Laming then generalized these two equations into

I
t

N

RT:A+BX
t:7

I
r+k 4.5

Obviously equation 4.5 wiII give as good a fit to experimental

data as the better of (4.3) and (4.4) for some value of k

between 0 and 1, but Laming treated the more general case of

k )- - 1. He developed the mathematical formula for a family

of elementary process time dístributions for which the

maximum (i.e.-the last of ¡v paralle1 processes to finish)

satisfies (4.5) . If k = 0, the distribution is exponential

as in Rapoport's version. Mathematical treatment for other

values of x has been explored by Laming (1966) who also

fitted RT variances predicted by the model to experimental

data. Since the treatment is complex and the general

principles are covered in the outline above, it will not be

reproduced here. One point of interest in this model is

the generalization parameter, k. Laming noted that it would

probably be possible to produce a better fit to experiment.al

data than either Hick's or Hymanrs formulae given by

selecting a suitable value for k in (4.5). This point will

be returned to later in the description of the new model

proposed here.
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3. RELATIVE CRTTERION MODELS

These models embody the idea of processing on each

trial as the sampling over time of evidence for the stímu1i,

forming tentaËive identities from each sample and assessing

the accumulated evidence until one alternative gains

sufficient support relative to the others. The terms

"evidence" and "tentative identification" (r¡) refer to

different aspects of the decision process. Evidence is a

loose concept referring to the value of the current imperfect.

internal representation of the stimulus and is a continuous

variable, being either a direct neural representation of the

stimulus or Some simple transform of it. In contrast' a TI

is formed in some models and is the best guess for the

stimulus' ideritity based on the current sample of evidence.

Effectively a TI labels the sample as being from one of the

alternatives and thus takes only discrete values. Since the

evidence is imperfect, a 
"r 

may not be correct. The

criterion for decision is not absolute identity or binary

ínformatíon (yesr/no) as it is for complete criterion models,

but a value on a particular sca1e. All involve the collected

evidence for each stimulus changing with time until the

model's criterion is reached. Mathematically these can be

represented or approximated by markov chains, i.e. sequences

of possible states which can be specified by the amount of

evidence for all alternatives in the set, with absorption

states, i.e. those at which a final decision is made, being

defined by the response críterion. The major difference

between the various models of this tyPe is in the particular

response criterion ad.opted.
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3.1 Criterion: repetition of TI

In these models, the first alternative which the

processor produces as the Tr in r successive samples is
taken as correct. Audley (1960) and Kintsch (1963) have

put forward models based on this cri_terion. Audley

developed a general form for a range of r and produced the

generating functions for r > 2 (Audley r Pike 1965), while
Kintsch restricted himself to treating r = 2, with the

duration of each step or rr being distributed exponentialry.
Audley showed that this model predicts that error responses

will be longer on average than correct responses, which is
usually not so in choice reaction data.

The processíng in the model may be described as follows.
All alternatives have an initial count or score of zero.

Successive T-rs of the alternative given are produced, and

the corresponding score is incremented by 1. If it. was

zero, then the former ?.rrs score is set to zero. Processing

continues until a score accumulates to K, when the response

is made. This only happens when r successive ?rs are

ident.ical. The processor acts like a fautty memory,

forgetting all previous evidence when the Tr changes between

samples.

3.2 Criterion: One al-ternative mote 7ike7g than chance

One early model of this form was sketched briefly by

Hick (1962b). In that model, all possibilities are imagined

as comprising a range of sensory input divided. into w states

of equal probability, representing the a priori probabil-ity

of any one state. If the probabj-lity of a state vanishing

is fixed at r/K for any instant at t, the probability of a
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probability of the given stimulus significantly influences

its RT.

Edwards (1965) replaced this fixed sample size feature

with an assumption that the subject decides after each

sample whether or not to take another. He adopted a

Bayesian approach, taking explicit account of the costs an<l

payoffs in the decision to stop or continue sampling. If

the cost in terms of time (or other experimental penalties)

is greater than the payoff for additional ac_curacy, the

subject. will stop, and make the currently most favoured

response. This approach is attractive, but the difficulties
in assessing what are the costs and payoffs inherent in a

typical RT task detract considerably from its usefulness.

3.4 Crìterion: A preset number of IIs

Another model is that of La Berge (L962). Rather

than accumulating evidence from each sample ¡ a Tr is
produced based on that sample, and this is tallied against

the corresponding response. The criterion decision is

that the first taIly to reach a criteríon total initiates

its response and the sampling stops. This decision process

is equivalent to a series of independent multinomial trials

which continue until one outcome has occurred a preset number

of times. From this model La Berge developed the

relationship between RT and response probabilities for

JV = 2 into incomplete beta ratios. Laming (1968,p.241

produced a further prediction from this model, namely that

error latencies are longer than correct latencies, on which

he found contrary evidence" However, reanalysis arising

from a plausible simple suggestion can circumvent this

apparent flaw and wi]l be discussed in section 0 (p.99).
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3.5 Critetion.. s uf f icientTg mote evidence f or one

a lte rnati ve

The random \^/alk model extensively developed by Lami_ng

(1968) from the sequential probability ratio test approach

of Stone (1960) is best understood in the case for ff = 2.

The principles are the same for r > 2 and. have been detaired
by Laming (1968) but will only be given briefly here. On

each trial, the subject takes a stream of evidence from the

stimulus. This evidence is not veridical, and takes a

continuous range of values distributed about the true identity
along a hypothetical underlying dimension. The evidence in
favour of each alternative is added to its current total and

the first. to get. adequately more evidence than its opponents

determínes the response made.

For r = 2, two scores are initially zexo. Each sample

of the stimulus gathered in successive small time slices are

converted to corresponding amounts of evidence in favour of
St and. Sr, the Lwo possible stimuli. These amounts are

added to their corresponding scores. lrlhen a score exceeds

the other by a predetermined amount, that response is
initiated. The increment from each sample for S, is the

Iogarithm of Èhe probability that such a sample could. occur

given that S, is presented. Actually, Laming presented his.L

model in terms of one score for ¡v = 2, with each sample

adding or subtracting an amount equal to the difference

between the amounts added to Srrs and Srrs scores in this

descri-ption. These approaches are conceptually equivalent,

and the one presented here extends more readily to ¡v >

as follows.
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In general, u scores are kept, each incrementing

from the samples by an amount specified as for tv = 2, i.e.

the logarithm of the probability that the sample came from

a trial on which its stimulus was presented. A more

rigorous description in more complex probability terms is
given in Larning (1968) .

Laming explored. this model and found. that it could

explain a range of experimental results including the

relationship between RT and p.s expressed in equation (4.0).

This has been developed into quite a comprehensive model,

although it skirts the issue of S-R compatibility which is

of prime concern in this research.

4. FAST AND SLOW DTSTRTBUTION MODELS

Falmagne (1965) and Kornblum (f969) have

theories of RT in which the RT on any trial is

proposed.

drawn from

one of two distributions of times, one fast and one slow.

The more general model is that of Falmagne. The subject

is seen as learning to expect certain stimuli on each trial.

Based on his expectancy he differentially prepares for the

stimuli. If the stimulus presented is one for which he

prepared, the RT is drawn from the distribution of fast

times, and if not, from the slow distribution. The

expectancy is set in part by the subjective assessed

probabilities of the stimuli based on their recent relative

frequencies.

Falmagne showed that Lhis can account for speed-accuracy

tradeoffs (RT decreases as error rate increases), the

relationship between RT and log N, (equation 4.I), unequal
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stimulus frequeneies (RTi . *tj 'f pj , n j) and repetition
effects (repeated stimuli are responded to faster than

alternations). In fact the model is derived in part from

a study by Bértelson (1963) in which he demonstrated the

repetition effect and found that S-R compatibility had more

effect on alternations than on repetitions. This is a quite
impressive list of successful matchings between theory and

data, but leaves unexplained the source of the processing

time difference beyond appealing to the idea of preparation.

That is, the actual mechanics of identification as the

expected stimulus or a particular other is not specified.
Kornblum (1969) used a similar framework for hj_s mode],

replacing the concept of preparation with the specific effect
of repetitions and gave a fuIIer description of the origin
of the RT difference. The subject checks whether the

stimulus on this trial is the same as that given on the

previous one, and if so the RT is shorter than if the

stimulus changes. Thís he attributed to the subject's not

needing to process the stimulus futly if it was a repetition,
because all the relevant checks and response selection

mechanisms are still set for that stimulus. If the stimutus

changes, hov/ever, this shortcut check fails, and the stimulus

must be fu1ly processed. Since the proportion of repetitions

is confounded with the information metric, H :E(-pi.fog pi),

as il varies, this model gives an alternatj-ve explanation of

equation (4.0). Kornblum showed that his analysis gave

better fits to the data from experiments designed to

unconfound repetition percentage and ¡l than did model-s based

on ¡t. One dif ficulty with this model is that repetit.ion

effects are usually found for short response-stímulus
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interval-s (nszs) , say less than 0.5 sec, although Kornbl-um

(1973) Listed some studies in which a repetition effect is
still present at Rsrs of 10 seconds and nrore. with longer

Rsrs repetj.tions are sometimes slower than changes (Kirby

L974), yet the relationship of equation (4.1) stí11 ho1ds.

Hawkins and his co-r^¡orkers (Hawkins & Hosking 1969; Hawkins,

Thomas & Drury 1970) failed. to find. any sequential effects
in their data. ' These points preclude the differences
ín RT always being attributed to differential repetition/
nonrepetition RTs.

5. THE NEED FOR A NEW MODEL

5.1- Given the vast array of RT experiments, it is always

possible to select an area which a particular model cannot

describe adequately. If the area of discrepancy is
important enough, a new model is needed. One such area is
very high compatibility. Apart from the last two models

mentioned, those reviewed above imply that some increase

in RT with r must occur. This has been shown not to be the

case for some choice RT tasks in Chapters I and II.
Models of the Complete Criterion type would need

decision processes taking no time (or at least having zero

variance for the mod.els in section 2.3) when RT is independent

of ¡v. For example each step in Welford's successive

dichotomization model must take zero t.ime or else RT will

increase with the number of steps which is proportional to
7ogrw. A step taking no time is d.ifficult to envísage.

Similarly an exponential distribution with zeyo variance has
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zero mean, so Rapoportrs contemporaneous complete

identification model becomes improbable when RT is independent

of ¡v. Indeed for a range of possible B values, a

correspond-ing range of exponential- distribution variances is
required, and as B tends to zeror so must the variance and

mean of the exponentiat distribution of elementary decision

times. This is plausible except in the limit at zero.

Luce's (1960) mode.l., with w successive steps, fails under the

same argument.

Similar arguments hold for models with relative
criteria:- no increase in processing time with r implies
an inf initely f ast sampling of evid.ence or formation of Trs,
which is implausible and against the spirit of this type of
model.

The models of Falmagne and Kornblum can account for
this result in a post hoc fashion. For the former it is
sufficient to say that preparation is maximal for all
possibilities, and so the two assumed distributions are

actually only one. Similar1y if RTs to repetitions equal

RTs for changed stimuli, Kornbltmrs model will predict no

increase in RT with ¡v. However without some a priori

reason for suggesting that repetitions and changes are

equal, the argument goes better in the other direction.

That is, if RT does not increase with rv, but the proportion

of repetitions does, then repetition RTs musL equal non-

repetition RTs whatever underlying processing model is
postulated.

In short, these models may handle tasks with dj-fferent

individual Bs, but they are not designed for tasks in which

B = 0.
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Êa

There is a second important area which existing models

do not cover, namely the effects of latent stimuli. As

defined in Chapter II, on any trial the l-atent stimuli are

those which are alternatives in the task but which are not

the one presented. Kornblum (1965) showed that RT for a

particular stimulus ancl response was affected by the nature

of the response called for by a second (Iatent) stimulus.

A similar conclusion can be drawn from the results of
experiment 3. This effect is also clear in the independent

results of Duncan (1977) and Smith (1977) . Both compared

RTs from two classes of task. In one class, ("unmixed"

tasks), the association between each stimulus and. its
response was the same for all possible stimuli. In the

other c1ass, ("mixed" tasks) , hal.f of the stimuli had one

association with their responses and the other half, another.

Again comparison showed that the RT for the same S-R pair

differed between the unmixed and mixed tasks, i.e. the latent
stimuli affected the RT. The results of Smith (1977) will
be given here in some detaíI as the model was developed to

account for the pattern apparent in them. (a copy of this
paper is included in Appendix 4). Differences between

these results and those of Duncan (1977) will be discussed.

in Chapter VI.

Smith (L977) used the vT apparatus described in

Chapter I with L2 subjects doing various combinations of the

6 tasks involved in the procedure. These tasks were

labelled Tl to T6. The basic difference between them was

the stimulus-response associations for correct responses.

Three types of mapping were used:-
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1. compatibl-e: Each stimulus had to be responded to by

pressing the key under the finger stimulated.

2. Reflected: The same finger on the other hand was

correct; for example r â stimulus to the left index finger

was responded to with the right index finger. The stimulus-

response mapping was a reflection about the body midline.

3. shif ted: The correct response \^ras described by shifting

the sÈimulated posi.tion to the other hand and responded. with,

for example, the left ind,ex finger if the right little finger

was stimulated.

The fingers, the stimuli to them, and responses by

them are labeled 1-8 from right to left and referred to in

this r^/ay.

The tasks in terms of their mappings \^/ere:

TI: all compatible;

T2z all reflected;

T3: half reflected, half compatible; that is, a

left-hand stimulus had to be reflected to give

its correct response, and a right-hand stimulus

had to be respond.ed to with the stimulated

finger;

T4: all shifted;

T5: half shifted, half compatible- Again, Ieft-

hand stimuli had to be shifted and right-hand

stimuli r^Iere compatible with their correct

responses i and

T6:

T6 was described in Chapter T, ancl measured RT when sub jec'bs

in a predetermined sequence althoughmade their responses
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is obvj-ously inadequeit.e to account for these data, but the

model detailed below can.

5.3 A third,consideration in developing a new model arises

from the review in Chapter III. In view of the conclusions

on the doubtful utility of assuming stages of processing,

it seems opportune to attempt to develop a stage-free or

parametric model.

In consideration of these poínts, the model presented

in section 6 is designed to cover the follorving areas.

(i) RT is proportj-onal to 7og N in general except that

the slope relating RT and Log n can be zero (i.e. RT is

independent of ¡v) f or some tasks.

(ii) Whole-task effects. In general it is not sufficient

to çonsider the RT of one S-R pair in a task as an index of

processing since it is affected by other aspects of the task.

In particular, latent stímu1i will increase RT if they involve

a more difficult S-R association and d.ecrease it if they

involve simpler ones.

(iii) Response-related effects. One element of this is

the temporal uncertainty of each response aS showl in

experiment 3. Speed/accuracy tradeoff is another aspect of

response-related effects which should be covered.

(iv) Stimulus-related effects. The physical similarity

between the stimuli affects the stimulus discriminability

which in turn affects RT. Globa1 stimulus probabilities

control response Probabilities and affect RT - stimuli with

high probabilities have shorter RTs than those with low.

Both of these points should be incorporated in the model if

possible.
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(v) Sequential. effects in which a trial calling for the

same response or using i:he same stiniulus as the prevj-ous t-rj.al

usually has a shorter RT, are important. Smith (1968) reviewed

this effect alrd concluded that this was affected more by respons(

than stimulus repetition. The main effect of repetitions can

therefore be assigned to a response-related parameter.

(vi¡ Assumptions involving the existence of stages should

be avoided.

6. A NEW MODBL

6. l- The model described here is a development of that presented

previously by the author (Smith 1977). The style of the model

is strongly influenced by a perceptual recognition model

developed by Vickers (1970), and is also related to La Berge's

model (section 3.4) with ?rs replaced by accumulating evidence

as in Vickers' model.

In this accelerating cycle model, evidence from each of

the r possible stimuli (in the form of internal stimulus

excitation, being either "noise" or "signal plus noise") is

transformed into excitation on the associated responses. This

process continues until one of the responses accumulates a

preset amount of evidence and is initiated. !üe define a

"cyc1e" as a segment of time in which one unit (arbitrarily

sma11) of total stimulus excitation is transformed into the

corresponding responses. Since latent stimuli affect RT,

each stimulus has a share of the time in each cycle as

detailed beIow. The basic tíme taken to transform one unit

of stimulus excitation, which is called the association time,

reflects the strength of the association between that stimulus
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and its correct response. The associaLion tirne is hiqh for
low compatibility and vice versa. rn addition, it is assumed.

that cycle tj-mes get progressively shorter in successive

cycles. T'hat is , Lhe more evidence that has t¡een accumulated

the faster the transformat.ion; perhaps indicating J-ncreasíng

focussing of attention or dedication to the task t ot
increasing ease as transformation paths become better
estabrished - somewhat like a within-triar practice effect.
It is this feature which gives the model its name.

The contribution of each stimulus to a cycle is
determined by twc¡ f act,ors, its associati-on time and its
proportj-on of the totar excitation. Access to the processor

is shared between the stimuli in accordance with the

proportion of'Èhe overall excitatj-on represented by each

stimulusr âs in the example below. Once a stimulus has

access, it will occupy the processor f.or the time needed to
transform its excitation into íts response, which is governed

by its association time. Thus if there are 2 possible

stimuli, 51 and Sr, having 93? and 72 of the stimulus

excitation, they will get 93e" and 7Z of the available access

to the processor. In the case where the association times

of the stimuli are t and 1.5 respectively, the basic cycle

time will be .93 x I + .07 X 1.5, i.e. I.04, if stimul_us St

is given, and .07 x 1 + .93 x 1.5, i.e. L.47 if 32 is given.

The following is a mathematical development of the

model consistent with this descriptive model.
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6 .2 GToss arg of terms

The following terms are useful in describing the

model and are deflned together for convenience.

ft should be noted that most of these have only a

transitory role, in that they are not present in the final

equati-ons of the model, but make the exposition of the

model easier. N and a, representing the number of

alternatives and the S-R compatibility are the only parameters

essential to the simple form of the model, with e. and ô

necessary in its extended form. The model therefore

essentially has only 4 parameters.

6. r(ì):

I
2.

5

7

8.

9

10.
11.

t3:

L4z

3. j

4. k

IV:

i:

m:

E(i):
e(i):

q:

u.'

p (k 't)

a(i):

6l*, :

t(s):

the number of sti.muli in use i
! = Lr2, ...iv, a general stimulus

set member;

the particular st.imulus given on
this trial;

k = Lr2, .. .lv, a general response
set member;

the particular response made on
this trial;

a function specifying the S-R pairs of the
task; for á correct response, m=t(j);

the initial excitation on stimulus i.'
the stimulus excitation. Scaled so

that the total excitation is one unit;
the amount of excitation due to the

signal:
the'noiset excitation;
the response excitation of stimulus

k at the time of tì
the association time for the mapping

from j to r(i)ì
the response firing leveI for

response k;
a variable representing cycles through

the process of translating e into p;
the duration of cycle s.

L2

15:
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We assume two sources of excitatj-on exist; q, that
due to the signal, and t7 | a measure of the neural and other

noise unavoidable in the system. This noise is assumed to

be independent of ¡¡ and evenly distributed between the

stimuli on average. That is, the greater ü, the less noj-se

on any one stimulus. It can be conceived as being inherent

in the transformation mechanism and thus independent of r.

It is possible that noise has a beneficial purpose, and is

not merely a limitation of the systemr âs in.the following

explanation. The processor deals only with alternatives

that have positive excitations, and ignores those with zero

excitations. In this wayr the noise in the system maintains

the lv stimulus representations or S-R associations since only

non-zero ones-have access to the processor and thus noise

indicates which stimuli are possible. All other conceivable

stimuli not in the current task are at the zero Ievel and do

not get a share in the processing.

At the onset of the stimulus, the initial stimulus

excitations are

E(j)

E(Í) itj 4.2

We can adopt arbitrary units for s, but for clarity in the

following equations, it is simplest if we replace the as with

scaled excitations, e(ì), so that Le(i) = I, i.e. e(j) = #B
Thus in the initial cycIe, one unit of stimulus excitation is

transformed into response excitation, which by definition

takes one cyc1e. An equi-valent but cumbersome al-ternative

would be to replace all occurrences of e(i) with E(i)/LE(í).

We shall return to this point later.

.u=o+'¡v
:g

IV

{
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Every possibility gains access to the translation

mechanism in each cycle, changing e(i) units of excitation

from stimulus to response excitation and in doíng so adds

to the cyclers duration in proportion to its association

time, a(i), and its excitation leveI, e(i). Less compatible

S-R associations take longer as does the gj-ven stimulus

(signal) relative to the latent ones (noise) . the first

cycle time equals lo(i)e(i), which is the sum of the

individual alternativers times. As mentioned above, this

process goes faster in each successive cycle, with the

general cycle time at cycle s given by

t(s)

That the time taken in a cycle should vary inversely with

the iteration variable, s, has at least two possible

explanations. One is that time taken in a cycle by the

transformation of a stimulus into its corresponding

response is proportional to the constant association time,

and the leve1 of stimulus excitation stored in short term

store. It is suggested that this falls off with iterations,

and is given by e(í)/s. This fits at least qualitatively

the fall off in neural reverberatory circuits with time.

This, together with the assumption that each stimulus is

serviced in an iteration, gives equation 4.3.

A second approach is to link the o and L/t- Uncler

this suggestion, the time to convert a unit of energy from

stimulus into its response decreases with iterations within

any trial. This would be tike a within-triaI practice

effect; the task becoming faster as the neural pathways

used become refreshed, more worn-in. Or, in attention

Xcrli)e(i)
s

4.3
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terms, a gradual focusing of attention away from monitoring

and other tasks and cnto the translation process of that
stimulus. Again, with each stimulus serviced in each

iteration, this gives equation 4.3.

This process continues until response m's criterion,
6 (n) , is reached, in say x cycles and the RT is the sum, or
more properly the integral of the cycle durations. That is,

4.4

where a represents any small nonprocessing delays, ê.g

those associated with the stimulus level rising to
detectability or with the time from initiation of the

response Èo its being registered. by the apparatus.

Substituting for t(s) gives

x
RT (J)

I

RT (J) a+ Xali)e(i)
s

x
I
I

ds

= a + Iolj)e(i).7o9 x

since the mathematical definition of natural logarithms

is

4.5

rog ds
s

It now remains to find the value of x. For the

Iatency to be proportional to 7og N, x tnust be proportional

to ¡v. It is certainly plausible intuitively that x is
proportional to /v, a number of suggestions can lead to

this. The simplest is that a constant amount of response

excitation is allocatable on each cycle and that is shared

equally between all ¡¿ possibllities. This gJ-ves each \/w .

However, this would have all responses reaching criterion

x
g =l t
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together. A simple modification, weighting the lrz.v with
the stimulus excitation, corrects thisr so that the

increment in p(i) is e(i)/N. Then at cycle s,

Q(k,s) I e(i)
Iv

ds

e(ì).
N

(s-f)

So

9(m,x) e(j)
/V

(x-7)

But p (m,x) = ô lrl by the definition of x. Therefore

4.6

4.7

4.8

4.9

x= ô f.2,f
e(j) +1

Returning to equation 4.5 and substituting for x¡

.Rr(j) 
: a + xcr,fi)e(i).7ot[u+# . !

/ 
LtJl 

\

- ! + B t"nf* . #^,J

where ¿ = a + La(i)e(i).rog W

and a = Iolj )e(i)

As the response criterion ô lm, increases relative to the

stimulus excitation, e(j), the value of 111 tends to
o (m)

zero, while if ôlm) and e( j) are equal , P- = 1.
ii lrn)

We can assume that 6(n) > e(j), imposing the restraint
that at least one iteration is needed to reach a response

criterion, so that e(j)/6 ranges between 0 (1ow e, high ô)

and I (equaI e and ô): the model thus offers an explanation

of why sometimes Log(N) and sometimes 7og(w + I) gives the

better fit to experimental data. Low stimulus intensities
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(or more Iike1y, discriminabj-lities) should give a better
fit against log(N), while high intensiÈies should be better
fitted against tog(w + 1). It does in fact appear that
the stimulus intensities used by Hyman (1953) whose results
are well fitted against log N were almost certainly less

than those used by Hick (1952a) whose results are better
fitted against fog (N + l). For the rest of this work we

shall use tog(N+D) where p = 9!i)-6(*) :

The mod.el also offers a partial explanation for the

intercept, A, in equation 4.L. The given expression for e

shows that part of this is inherent ín the process, and is

time dependent on 6/e(j), which ís needed for a decision to
be reached. It also gíves the intercept as varying with d.

It is suggested below that o will decrease with practice,

and therefore so will the intercept. Teichner and Krebs

(1974), in a review of 59 visual choice reaction time studies,

conclude that the intercept does in fact decrease wíth

practice, and moreover is a function of the stimulus coding

required.

If ô is constant across responses - i.e. no

concentration or other biases exist - equation 4.9 is

independent of m. Hence the mean RT over all stimuli is
given by

RT = A * ,l Ì*ft )e(i) -Log(N + D)

¡\T

as required.

=A+ fi .fog(w + D) 4. r0
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6.3 Applications to thjs experiment

For an unmixed task ín which the same S-R association

holds for all stimuli, o will be independent of i , ât least

to a first approximatj-on, and ( 4. 10) becomes

RT -- Á + 0 7og (N 1' D) 4.I1

Thus an estimate of o for a particular S-R association is

the slope of the regression line of Log(w + D) on RT from a

task using only that association. In addition, if d,(i)

depends only on the S-R association for that stirnulus r wê

should expect that the same cx would apply in a mixed task,

as for the same association in an unmixed. task. That is,

for the mixed tasks described above, in which half the

stimuli used. one associ-ation and half another, the overall

slope in (4.f0) should be the mean of the two qs for the

component S-R associations. The slope values calculated

from the data in Table 4.L for the compatible, reflected,

and half reflected-half compatible tasks were 11, I25 and

75 respectively. The mean of the first two is 68, which is

close to that of the mixed task. In addítion, it would be.

expected that the calculated slope for a mixed task in

whích two stimuli map into each response as occurred here,

would be lower than the simple mean of the os incorporated

in it, for e(n) will have two increments (one signal and

one noise) per cycle and so will reach criterion faster

(lower x implies a shorter RT). This effect also occurred

in experiment 3 as will be detailed berow. Thus the

result is acceptably near the value pr:edicted by this model.

An equivalent direct comparison for the other association,

shifted, was not possible since some subjects who did the



half shifted-hatf compatible task did task 6 instead of

the cornpatJ-ble task so the relevant means came from

d.if ferent although overlapping sub ject groups.

TABLE 4.7: Mean choice RTs in msec for thtee tefated
tasks , compatibl-e, ref fected and hal-f
refLected-haLf compatibTe as explained in
the task. Each mean is taken over L96
ttiafs from 4 subjects,
(Í'rom Smith 1977).

2 4 I
248

¡/

92.

o2 r oI (e.g.

unmixed tasks) but

in mi-xed and

which agrees

CompatibTe

Ref l-ected

227 240

310 444

HaJf Compatibl-e-
HaLf reffected 204 266 353

According to this model the effect of l-atent stimuli

is proportional to their crs, and their excitation levels '
as can be seen from (4.9). Consider one subset of stimuli

with the same association in two tasks. For example, let

the left hatf of the stimuli have an association time of oI,

and the right half, u2, in the mixed task. we shall use

the notation that *t*,, i= the mean RT for stimuli with

association cltx when crg is the association time for the other,

latent, half of the stimuli. Then the difference between

the mean RT for the stimuli with o, in the mixed case,

*tlr, and the equivalent mean from the unmixed case, RTlrl is

RT L12
RT 1'1 u(a,

2
7og(N + D) 4.t2ot)

559

if

and

stimuli

from equation 4.9. This is positive

comparing reflected stimuli in mixed

negative if ar. o1 (e.g' comPatible

unmixed tasks) and is proportional to

with the result found.

7og N
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Similarly the

associations within

difference between RI's for different

a mixed task is given by

RT rr2 RT s (0 1
7og (N + D) 4 .132rr

(where *t'r 2 io the RT when the given stimulus has an

association time, a1 and the Ìatent stimul-us has associatio¡t

d2, and vice versa for RTrrl), which is proportional to

7og N and shows that the stimuli with the larger o{, have the

larger RT, again in agreement $/ith the data from this

experiment.

6.4 The modeJ appTied to Experiment. 3

Alt relationships between the RTs from the tasks in

experiment 3 follow from this moclel. The temporal

uncertainty principle is l:ealized by assigning h-igher ps

to responses with less regular occurrences, i.e. T, B and c

than to regular responses, i.e. A and x j. f t takes ì-onger

to accumulate to a high et i.e. high ps give long RTs.

Thus A and x, are less than T, B and c. In addition,

the latent stimulus principle applies in x, b and c. The

compatible VT response has been shown to have an cÌ, of zeto,

since RT in.b does not increase with rv, and so the effect

of the latent stimulus in .b, which is proportional to its

s, I will be zero. That is, it wiII have the same ef fect

as no stimulus and no response. But this is what occurs

in t. Hence T = Br âs found.

The latent stimulus in c cannot have an o¿ less than

that for b, since o cannot be negatíve. Evidence revi.ewed

in Chapter III was consistent with the view that it is indeed

ozl
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l-ess compatible to ignore a highly compatible stirnulus

than to respond to it. That is, its o. will be greater

than zero, and it will increase the comparíson RT, giving
B < c. In addition, c will increase with the nurnber of
stimuli to be ignored., which is what Mowbray (1960)

reported, when using a digit naming task.
For stimulus 1 in x, i.e. the compatible stimulus-

response pair, 1+1, a will also be zero, but for the

incompatible pair, 2->I, c will be greater than zero. This

gives *L. *2. The final relationship, between a and rl is
more complex. on the basis of their ps they would be equar.

The task x involves a latent stimulus with o > 0, and so *L
should be lengthened. Counteracting this, however, both

stimuli are being transformed into the sane response, which

therefore accumulates excitation from both the signal and

the noise stinruli. This results in that response's

criterion being reached sooner than if the signal alone

contributes to it, as noted above in the unmj.xed task.
This reduces its RT. Since the íncrease due to the latent
stimulus compensates for the decrease due to two sources of
stímul-ation for one response, the result a = x is consisÈent

with the model.

6.5 Other appTicatíons

In this section the points listed in section 5.3 are

discussed in relation to this mode1.

(i) Under this model, RT is proportional to 7og(w + D)

where 0 .( D .( 1 So its general form is in agreement with

that area of results. Indeed, as noted above, the

parameter p enables the two rival formulae of Hick and
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llyman t.o be reconcil-ed. This point is tested further in
experíment 7 presented in Chapter VII.

The slope of the relationship is given by Iolj)e(i),
which reduces to cr for unmixed tasks. In its current form

this model is not designed to predict what value cl will have

in a given task, although consistency is apparent for the

same S-R association in different tasks in that the os found

for two particular S-R associations in unmixed tasks can be

used to predict the overall slope, B, in the compatl-bility

mixed taskr âs discussed above. A task which shows no

íncrease in RT with iv like the compatibl-e VT task in

Chapter I I would have a measured association time of zero I

which is not unacceptable in this theoretical framework, as

it suggests that there is a complete association between the

stirnulus and its response and that no transformation is

needed to convert the stimulus into its response. Gj-ven

the directness of the relationship between a vibrating key

and pressing that key, this is not implausible.

However, the introduction of latent stimuli with non-

zero o,s would induce a logarithmic increase with ¡v in the RT

even for stimuli with cr = 0, as shown in equation 4.10 and

as found in this experiment.

The effect of practice in reducing the slope, B, can

be accounted for. As subjects become more practised at a

particular S-R associatj-on, that association becomes

stronger. Hence j-ts o will be reduced. with its B, possibly

to zero as Mowbray and Rhoades (f959) found. Indeed, the

explanation of c, as association time would support this

approach by analogy with paired-learning tasks and would be

similar to the suggestion made by Welford (1968) that with
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practice the associatíons betv¿een stimulus and response

become buirt in as a kind of transformation table,
This explanation covers the results of exper-iments

1 and 2, 1n whích adults rapj-clIy attained an o, of zero on

vr apparatus, while children had larger as and os than

corresponding adurt va-lues t xêflecting their resser

experience in spaLial identification and responding.
(ii) I{hole task effects are satisfactorily handled by

this model in its use of fatent st.imuli as detailed at the

end of section 6.2.

(iii) Response-related effects can be mediated through

the parameter ô. At the grossest level, getting the
subject to concentrate on responses (set for responding)

gj-ves faster'responses than if he concentrates on

identifying the stimulus (Welford 19ZI). This could

correspond to a lowering of ô or an aggregation of noise

to that stimulus so that its excitation would be larger
than usual, with an attendant decrease in x as in equation

4.8. Indeed, both mechanisms may occur together. Either
possibility would result in more responses, correct and

incorrect, being made with the speeded response. Such a

response bias can be seen in the u2 choice with

concentration on one stimulus" condition used. by Welford

(1971) . The nr¡nber of responses with the faster response

was 309 (296 correct, 13 errors) as against 2gg (294, 4)

with the other. This large increase in the number of
errors for the faster response was not found in the 4 and

8 cho-ice.

A decrease in the specificity of the stj_mulus needed

to make a response is often notieed when subjects adopt a
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bias t,owards quick responding" rn extreme cases subjects

waiting for a visual stimulus will respond to a roud sound.

This suggests that the processor takes any extraneous

stimulaLion and assigns it. to the favoured response, i.e.
treats random excitation or noise as belonging to that

response, .and hence more frequentiy responding in

error than is usual. If instructed to guard against

such responses, but to responcl quickly, subjects
may compensate by raising their ô. This could account for
the result reported by John (1966) , where RTs in a Donders'

c-task were longer the louder the stimulus to be ignored.

That is, to avoid making errors of commission, they needed

a higher ô in the loud stimulus condition than in the soft.
It was suggested in Chapter III that the different

regularities of interresponse t.imes for a particular

response in experiment 3 were at least part of the reason

for the pattern of RTs obtained for the various tasks , ví2,
the more regular the response, the shorter the RT. If we

assume that in general a subject can prepare better for

regular responses by reducing ô without making errors of

anticipation as he might with irregular responses, these

results fo1low from this model.

Speed,/accuracy tradeoffs can also be accounted for

via changes in the average response criteria, ô(r<). If

these are 1ow, RTs will be short and it is more likely that

the continuously varyi-ng noise will be large enough for an

incorrect response to reach its low criterion before the

correct response. This gives a higher error rate for low

ôs. Conversely, high criteria give long RTs and make it
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improbable that noise wil-I be large enough for long enough

to cause an error. The specific form of the relationship
between the error rate and 6 has not been developed and

will be left for l-ater research.

(iv) Stimulus relaLed effects. As mentioned before

unequal stimulus frequencies affect latencies, wíth more

probable stimuli responded to faster than others (La Berge

& Tweedy 1964; and others). This model handles this at
least qualitatively if it is assumed that the I/w in
equation 4.6 is taken as a measure of some payoff function
p(j) for the stimuli. In the usual equal frequency choice

task v¡ith no special instructions, all stimul-i would have

an equal payoff, I/N. If stimulus frequencies are unequal,

the subject can obey the instruction to react as quickly as

possible by changing this payoff to the probability of a

signal. We can replace equation 4.8 with

6 (n)
e(j)p(j) +7 4.L4

where p(j) is the payoff weighting given to stimulus j.

This interpretation is reasonable in light of the explanation

of equation 4.8 given above. Replacing equation 4.8 with

equation 4.L4 gíves shorter response latencies for larger
p(jl as requíred.

The effect of stimulus intensity in which higher

intensity stimuli give shorter RTs is explicable. As

stated above, the e(i) were scaled arbitrarily so that

Ee(i)=1. Consider the effect on e(j) of increasing E(j) ,

the absolute stimulus excitation. In brief, âS E(j)

increases, so does e(j) to an asymptote of 1 as can be

shown from equation 4.2, and thus x decreasesrfrom
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equation 4.8. That is, fewer cycles are needed to reach

criterion for the more iniense the stimulus since more

signal excitation is transformed each cyc1e. This in turn
means shorter RTs which is consistent with experimental

results.
(v) Some features of sequential effects often noted in

choice reaction times can be fitted with another assumption.

rf we assume that the stimulus and response excitation does

not reset to zero immediately after a trial, but decays

srowly, then repetitions of the same stimulus or response will
be responded to more quickly, being as it were primed.

Similar although lesser effects will be noted for successive

trials in which the stimulus and response are not repeated but
are in some way closely related. For example, a response by

a different finger but on the same hand, will be faster than

one by a finger on the other hand (Kirby L975), A1so, longt

RSrs would give smaller sequential effects than would short
RSIs¡ âs has been found by Bertelson in 196I and others

subsequently.

(vi) Errors. Errors are made in this model either if one

of the latent stimuli gets a large amount of noise or has a

very small criterion which causes its response to reach

crit.erion before the correct response doesr or if the

transformation mechanism uses a wrong association. The

Iatter is hard to quantify and hopefully happens rarely j-n

normal circumstances. Vickers (1960) has shown that error

latencies in a two choice task are faster than those of

correct responses under a model like this if the response

criterj-on is very low, which corresponds to a high error rate.
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For less err*or-prone perfornrance, a higher ô is needed and

error latencies are then longer than correct responses with

the same ô. Ät first sight it would appear that the

accelerating cycle model fails on the same test that Laming

rejected La Berge's TI accumulator mod.e1. However, although

ô has been treated as constant across trials, it almost

certainly varies. Within a block of trials, those on which

ô is low will have a higher proportion of errors than will

other trials with high 6. That is, errors will occur

predominantly on trials with 1ow ôs, and correct responses on

high ô trials. Hence the cornparison between error and

correct RTs is not between trials with equal ô=, and since

low ôs give short RTs, errors will usually be faster than

correct responses if ô varies, even though they are slower

than correct responses with the same ô. So simply releasing

the unlikely restriction that ô Ís constant, allows the model

to fit the observed result that error RTs are usually shorter

than correct RTs. This argument applies equally to error

versus correct RTs in La Bergers model, and suggests that

Laming's (1968) rejection of that model was not wholly fair,

since a less restrictive interpretation which could explain

the results he found, hras possible.

(vii) This model has avoided the assumption of stages as

advocated in the review in chapter III. Although it

describes RT processing as a flow of evidence from

stimulus to response, the flow is to be seen as embodying

overlapping components, as favoured in the review in

Chapter III. The degree of overlap may vary from

complete to zero, depending upon the particular task, and

so this model is not wholly inconsisten'l- v¿ith a stage approach

for some tasks. The accumulating process is that of



a relative criterion model. Its viewpoinL differs from 'i'.,,--,. j...!Ti

similar models in that it considers equal amounts of

evidence being accumulated in successively shorter cycles'

rather than varying amounts of evidence being assessed in

equal time slices.

It seems to cover a wide range of areas and to be

capable of further extensions, for example in speed/accuracy

tradeoffs or stimulus díscriminability. It is an attempt to

formulate a parameter model as an alternative to more

conventional styles of modelr âs discussed in the review in

Chapter III. Some of its assumptions and predictions will

be tested in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER V

MEASURING STIMULUS TNPUT TIME AND NOISE IN CRT

l- . 7 S timuTus input tine in CRT

Models of choice reaction time generall_y assume that
the time taken to input a stímuIus is independent of the

rest of the processing, i.e. the input does not ove::lap the

time taken for further processíng, and that its duratÍon is
independent of the number of alternatives (I{elford 1968;

Smith 1968) . Under the stage additivity hypothesis if
the logarithmic increase j-n RT with the number of

alternatives, /v, is attributed to stimulus identification
and response selection then the durations of other stages

must be independent of or logarithmic with ¡v or they wilt
destroy the logarithmic relationship when summed with the

two central states. As discussed in Chapter III ¿ although

the additivity assumption has been convenient from the

viewpoint of modelling, it is not essential and produces

difficulties in explaining the data presented in that

chapter. Taylor (I976) has shown mathematically that
alternative expositions are possible and cannot be ruled

out on the basis of currently availabrle data. That is,
it is possible that any postulated processing stage may

commence working on partial evidence from the previous

stage without waiting for that stage to finish.

In particular this is so for the input stage which

may send the evidence it has currently gained on to

subsequent processing immediately or alternatively may

forward evidence from stimulus samples built up over time
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as in most nodels described in Chapter IV" Allpor'i; (1968)

showed that this evidence is ¡nost prcbabJ-y surnrnarizcd froi,t

a constant durat.ion back in time from the present. He

presented ten horizontal lines one at a time on a cathode

ray tube startJ-ng with the line at the bottom of the tube

and working upwards. A-lthough only one line was physically

on at any time, if the rate of presentation was rapid

enough, all ten appeared to be present simultaneously. If

the rate of presentation was slowed d.own, nine lines only

were seen at any one time. Each one of the ten wíIl

successively be missing and the missing line will move up

the screen if the subject ís taking samples of a constant

duration, t msec, back from the present, since the missing

line is the one which occurred more than t msec ago. This

is what subjects reported perceiving. Regardless of whj-ch

is more correct, a definite duration is needed for the

overall process of inputting to produce sufficient information

for a correct choice to be made. Any model of CRT processi-ng

starts with the stimulus as input to some system which

transforms it into a response over time. Tt can be seen by

tracing this process backwards from the response to the

stimulus that the response is made on the basis of the

stimulus entering the system over some durat.ion, lY msec, ancl

that further evidence still passing in after ¡l msec wiIl have

no effect. This holds whether the process is considered as

seríal or continuous. Trivially ø is less than the RT, but

how much so and how it is affected by ¡v in choice tasks is

less certain.

As mentioned above, serial additivity models assume

that the duration of the input component of RT is either
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independent of rv or logarithmic with ¡v. This forlows from

mathematical considerations for if the overall RT is
governed by

RT=e+B7og(w) 5.1

and the non-input stage durations, Ti-, are also logarithmic
with ry under the model,

rt=a+b7og(N) 5.2

then the input stage's duration, ?, is found by subtraction.
That is,

T : RT - rt = (A-a) + (B-b) joS(w) 5.3

Hence r is independent of ¡v (if ¡ = bt i.e. the whole slope

derives from non-input stages) or logarithmic with iv. The

simpler assrrmption that r is independent of rv is usually

made. Although ru (ttre stimulus duration needed to produce

a correct response) and T (the time to process ¡r msec of
stj-muIus evidence) are conceptually distinct, it is
parsimonious and feasible Èo assume that at least r would be

directly proportional to Mt i.e. the time taken to pre-

process i'4 msec of st.imulus information would be a multiple

of a. This includes the case where r equals ¡ø and means

that the relationship between T and rv is of the same form

as between ¡t and ¡v, while allowing the possibility that the

time to input or preprocess stimulus information may exceed

the stimulus duration.

The assumption that the stimulus input or preprocessing

component is independent of ¡v can be investigated

experimentally. If it can be shown that increasing the

duration of a stimulus up to some value, ¡f msec, improves
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performance on the task, but further increases have no

added effect, then it is reasonabre to say that the
input component needs ¡r msec. That is, given a stimurus
duration of u msec the subject achieves sufficient resolution
of the display to perform as well as he will given unlimited
viewi-ng time, and this can be called the stimulus resolution
time to distinguish it. from the stimulus input time, r.
It must be repeated that this does not guarantee the existence
of stimulus input as a discrete serial stage of processingr-
since further processíng may start while the stimulus is
being gathered.

To measure .¿r4 we need a technique that has the following
3 characteristics: (I) precisely controlled stimulus durations,
(2) performance reaching a dist.inct (non-arbitrary) asymptote

on a dependent varial¡Ie, (3) freed.om from confounding with ¡v.

obviously if any one of these is not met, the resulting vaÌue

of u may be challenged.

rf a visual signal is presented. for say x msec and then
simply terminated, it remains avairable in some form, for
further processing (Kahneman 1968). Thís persístence beyond

the stimulus duration can be removed by presenting a second

stimulus in the same location as the signal stimulus,
destroying or masking the stimulus. Provided that tJle signal
is on for a time sufficient to be perceived, its effective
duratíon is approximatery from the onset of the sígnat to the

onset of the mask, regardless of its actual durat.ion. This

technique is ca11ed backward masking.

Fraisse and Blancheteau (I962) and. Spencer (1971) have

both investigated the assumption that sÈimulus resolution time
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is J-ndependent of ¡v but reach opposj-nq conclusions. Fraisse

and Blancheteau, using CVC sylJ-ables in sets with ¡V betrueen

2 and 15 concludecl "that recognition threshold is a function

of the amount of information transmitted", i.e. proportional

to log(w). However the method they used makes their

conclusion qr:estionable. To assess the threshold at each

degree of choice, subjects $¡ere shown each stimulus first

for 6 msec, then 12, 24 and so on until they reported it

correctly. This method does not tneet the requisites noted

above since there was no backward masking to control the

stimulus duration, and the Same stimulus was given repeatedly

until it was identified, allowing íntegration of evidence

between successive viewings. The measure is also confounded

with ¡v. consider the case with r = 2. If the subject

guesses wrongly at 6 msec, then he knows it must be the other

response, even without the L2 msec viewing. In general'

repeating the same stimulus on successive exposures means that

the subject's choice set is reduced by one with each wrong

guess r So that the task is truly an Iv choice only at 6 msec

at 12 msec it is an .N-1 choice and so on. It is hardly

surprising that the threshold increased with ru'

In a methodologically better study, spencer (1971)

concluded that stimulus resolution t'ime was approximately

125 msec, and independent of ]V. He measured the probability

of correct response pc, in blocks of trials with different

stimulus onset asynchronies (soA), for fi = 2, I or 24 single

letters presented tachistoscopically with a backward mask'

In a pre-experimental session the stimulus duration needed

to give approximately 85U correct recognition on a block of
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trials without backward mask was estimated for each subject,

and this stimulus duration was used in the subsequent

experimental sessiolts. This attempted to ensure that the

asymptote was the same (85%) for each subject and each iv.

Analysis of the results showed that measured p"s at all

SOAs less than or equal to 100 msec were significantly

different from the no-mask asymptote, while for SOAs greater

than or equal to I25 msec they did not attain the .05

significance leve1. It should be noted however that a non-

significant difference is only weak evidence of equality.

The same result was found after the data was corrected for

guessing, which was done to lessen the confounding of r" with

ù. This correction compensates for the difference in the

chance of correct response for different tv, e.g. at zero SOA

subjects must guess, and will get 503 for r = 2, but only

L2.5 for iv = 8, and thís bias in favour of low;v will hold,

to a lesser extentr. for longer SOAs. However, the stimulus

used in this experiment were letters, for which RT to identify

and name is itself independent of ¡v (e.9. Morin, Konick,

Troxell & McPherson 1965). Consequently it could be argued.

that findi-ng that stimulus resolution time is independent of

fv in such a task should not be generalized to the more usual

task in which RT is a function of r.

The experiment reported here investigates stimulus

resolution time for N = 2, 4 and 8 in a lights-keys choice

reaction t,ask for which RT is proportional to 7og(N) ,

(Welford 1971). Rather than using p" as the dependent

variable, percentage of information transmitted will be

used as this is free of confounding with w as discussed

later.
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I .2 Perceptual- /Vojse

In addition to measuring stimulus resolution timer \¡/€

can look at the perceptual "noise" in a choice reaction task.

Since Hick (1952a) used Shannon and Weaver's mathematical

theory of information transmission to describe human choice

reaction processes, it has been coûrmon to consider subjects

as being 'noisyr information channels. Subjects are seen

as sampling the physical stimuli, taking samples made fallíble
by noise unavoidable in the nervous system. The more noise

in the system the more variability is imposed on the true

signal. Such models are usually applíed to perceptual

recognition tasks, such as in Vickers, Nettelbeck and Willson
(1972), which contains a very clear account of the underlying

theory. In brief, Vickers had developed a model in whích a

subject can lessen the effect of noise by taking multiple

samples over time and accumulating the evidence in favour of

each alternative until one reaches a preset criterion. The

corresponding response is then made.

When presented with 2 discriminandar ê.9. â variable

line of length x and a comparison line of length Y, the

subject takes successive samplesr. x ênd Vt of their lengths.

It is assumed that x varies from sample to sample as ít is

distorted by normally distributed random noise, but has a

mean value of x. The subject then adds all negative x-g

differences to an accumulator for the response " x < Y", and

all positive x-g to one for 'x >

reaches its present level first determines the response made,

and the reaction time reflects the accumul-ation time. If

the difference x-v is large, relative to the variability
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induced b]' noise, the response wiLl be fast, since the

subject is accumurating r.tgl x-g varues, and accurate, since

accumulations into the incorrect response, from noise, wilr
be sma11. Àt the other extreme, with x just greater than y,

responses will be slow (many accumulations of sma1l differences)
and ínaccurate (contributions of noise wiII be about the same

as the signal). Thus performance ranges from fast and

accurate for large differences to slow and inaccurate for
sma1l differences. The proportion of "x ) ytt responses is
given by the proportion of x-g differences greater than zero

(Vickers et al_. 1972) which is determined by the ratio of
the parameters of the normal distribution of x-9 t namely the

mean, X-Y and the varj-ability, or noise. That is, p" is a

function of the signal-to-noise ratio. If noise j-s normally

distributed the psychometric curve o, p c velîsus stimulus

magniLude will ogival (which is the result found by Vickers

et aI. 1972) and we can take its variance or equivalently its
st.andard deviation, o , as a measure of noise . Strictly
speaking, o is a measure of the signal-to-noise ratio, but

in the experiment reported here, signal strength can be taken

as constant. fn this case, o will depend only on the

magnitude of the noj-se, and we can refer to o as noise, f.or

the sake of brevity.

By accumulating over time, sújects are effectively

reducing the variance of the stimul-us evj-dence, i.e.
increasing the signal-to-noise ratio and hence increasing pc.

It follows that the greater the noise the more samples are

needed for a subject to achieve any pc leve1 for a given

stimulus magnj-tude. To take more samples of the stimulus,
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more time viewing it is required. In backward- masking

studies the information is removed from the display as soon

as the mask appears so the subject can only sample noise,
and the tirne'during which the subject can sample the stimulus

can be precisely controlled. Thus the greater the noise the

more samples of the stimulus, i.e. the longer the soA needed

to overcome its effect, and reach asymptotic performance.

since increasing the stimulus magnitude viewed for a set. time

is equivalent to increasing the viewing time of a constant

stimulus magnitude, lve can assess the magnitude of the noise,

relative to that of the stimulus, by estj-mating o from the

ogíve of p measured at a range of SOAs." 'c

Choice reaction can be considered as a limitíng case

of the perceptual recognition paradigm in which the subject

is gíven unlimited viewing time (Smith 1968). Adopting

this approach, wê can extend the argument set out above to
CRT and take the standard deviation of .pc versus SOA as the

measure of noise in choice reaction tasks, and assess the

effect of ¡v on noise. Green and Swets (L966,p.64)

characteri-ze two-choice tasks as requiring the subject to

distinguish one signal source from one noise source, while

a three-choice task involves one signal and two noise sources.

That is, noise should increase with rv, since more

alternatives means more noise sources and more overall noise.

An alternative suggestion is given in the accelerating cycle

model which assumes that noise is not dependent on the number o

possible stimuli, being equal for all lv. That is, the noise

is added internally as a feature of processing the stimulus

and is not directly assocj-ated with the possible alternatives.
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The experiment described below measures the standard

deviation of the psychometric curve for a range of ¡v to see

whether or not noise is a function of ¡¡ in choice reaction

tasks.

2. EXPERTMENT 4.

2 .1 T'IETHOD

Apparatus. The eight stimulus lights and response keys

were those described in Chapter II, and the viewj-ng distance

was 2 .5 metres.

On each trial, one light, the signal light, was

switched on and then after one of ten d.ifferent stimulus

durations all B lights were illuminat.ed, thus providing a

backward mask - unless the subject had already responded.

The ten durations, which were selected after running four

subjects in a preli-minary experiment, \^rere 10, then to 135

in steps of 15 and 4000 msec. The mask (or the 4000 msec

duration signal) stayed on until the subject pressed a

response key, whether correct or not. The next trial was

presented 1.5 seconds after the response key was released.

Reaction time was measured from the onset of the signal

light to the first down-press of a response key. The display,

timing and response recording vrere done by a PDP/8L computer.

subjects. Nine subjects, 6 male and 3 female, aged

between 18 and 25 and unaware of the erçeriment's purpose

lfere run for one session each.

procedure. Each session consisted of familiarization trials,

followed by 2,4 and 8 choice tasks, with order controlled in

a Latin square design. The familiarizaiion consisted of 64

trials in which the stimulus cycled from right to left as
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described in chapter r , giving the subject practice in
viewing the display and responding wi.thout practising the
choi-ce task.

A short break followed and the 2, 4 or 8 choice

conditions were run. All subjects \^/ere asked to respond

as fast and as accurately as possibre as is usual in a

cRT paradigm. They were told which subset of z, 4 or all
8 light.s would be presented in that condition. The 2

choice always used the central two lights (and keys for
responses) and the 4 choice used the central four.
subjects kept one finger on each of the eight keys for all
conditions, ensuring that response performance was constant

across iV. The mask was the same for a1l, that is, all
eight lights came on. rn the preriminary experiment, the

mask used was only the subset of stimulus lights for that
condition. However, induced motion was noticeable for the

2 choice and the 4 choice to a lesser extent with the

d.uration of apparent movement away from the stimulus Iight.
Vickers et aI. (1972) also noted this in their experiment L,

for which only the shorÈer line was lengthened in the mask.

As for them, changing the mask to reduce apparent motion

had no rerevant ef,fect on the results. The eight light mask

made apparent motion less noticeable and comparable for arl
degrees of choice. The sr:b jects were told that on some

trials they might. respond before the mask came on (none did
for other than the 4000 msec duration), and. that if after
Èhe mask had appeared they were uncertain as to which had

been the stimulus light, they were to make their best guess.
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Each task eonsisted of ten practice triars, starting
with an soA of 180 msec and decreasing in steps of 5 msec.

These trials were discarded and used only to accustom the

subjects with the masking situation. This prelude was

followed by 240 triars, with each sti-mulus and each soA

occurring equally often in blocks of 40 trials for the g

choÍce, and 20 for Lhe 4 and, 2. rn addition, each stimutus

vras presented an equal number of times at each soA over the
240 trials. The trial-s with a stímulus d.uration of 4000

msec - essentially providing continuous viewing ("-u) until
the response had been made - hrere included to measure the

actuar asymptote achieved in the context of the overall
task, and to see how similar the task was to an unmasked

choice reaction task.

The masking here is particularly simple and clearcut,
thus avoiding s;ome contentious issues. For example, whether

feature detectors or template mat.ching is involved in the

central stages is irrerevant here, since the signal-nonsignar

distinction is on one feature on1y, "on" versus "off". In
this it differs from more structured symbols like letters.
The difference between signal and nonsignal is large and so

will be detected in one "inspection" or sampling period.

It can be considered as a limiting case of the perceptual

recognition procedure used. by Vickers et a1. (L972\. The

mask is also pure in that ít removes all information about

which signal was gíven by presenting a1l possible ones and

does not rely on contrast effects. Fina11y, the task has

as many respouses as there are stimuli, rather than just

two - "present" or "absent". That this is important has
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been shown by Rabbitt (1959), who

the number of response categories

response latencies.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Information transmitted.

TABLE 5. ]-:

soA(nsec

presented evidence that
is a major factor in

-25

.62

7.14

7 .47

7.97

2 .18

2 .1_8

2 .33

2.33

2 .47

Information transmítted, in bits, at each
SOA fot N : 2, 4 and 8. See text for
the expJanation of c-v or continuous-
viewing triaTs.
H. (bìts)

E

¡/ 2 N=4 .tv I

70

30

45

60

75

90

705

L20

t_35

c-v (4000)

.02

.34

.56

.64

.82

.80

.87

.96

-88

96

.07

.25

.65

.94

7.2 5

7-37

1.34

7. 50

1.77

7 -62

A stimulus-response confusion matrix was prepared for
each of the 10 SOAs and 3 degrees of choice from which the

information transmitted, H. t was calculated. The formula

used was

Lp 7og(P
t_ j 7og (P .

atJ iiton(Pii)t J. jH t )+Ep) + xp.
j

where P . is the probability of stimulus j, p. . is theI. l
probability of response j and p.- is the probability of

response j being made to stimulus i. Using logarithms to

5 4
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the base 2 , , , is measured in L¡its. Tab1e 5. 1 lists , t
at each SOA for r = 21 4 and 8. It appears that A, increases

Iinearly with SOA up to the achieved asymptotic value v,

measured by the c-rz trials. y is thus the maximum amount of
information that the subject can transmit even given

unrestricted viewing time. The equation describing this is

H A + B. SOA; or v, whichever is the Iesser 5'5
t

To test the adequacy of equation 5.5 against the data, and

to estimate the parameters A and B, a computer program hras

written to calculate the values of. e and a for v¡hich the

model specified in equation 5.5 gave the best least squares

fit. These values are shown in Table 5.2, together with

the asymptote and the SOA at whích this is reached, i.e.

the stimulus resolution time, ø. The goodness of fit.
1parameter, Ro, which equals one minus the sum of the squared

differences between observed and predicted values divided by

the sum of the squared observed values was .989, .989 and

.995 for the 2t 4 and I choice respectively. These are

quite near I, showing that the equation 5.5 describes the

data well. Since v, the achieved asymptote, varies with ¡v

(it must be less than 1, 2, and 3 bits for ¡v = 2,4 and I

respectively) each ¡IÈ was expressed as a percentage of v.

This was called pr, and is plotted in figure 5.1, together

with the best fitting line from equation 5.5 for the pooled

data. Table 5.2 gives the parameters of equation 5.5

usinq p instead of n-tt
It appears then, that subjects do input information at

a constant rate during brief exposures of the stimulus.
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TABT.E 5.2 : Pa;ralneters of the best fitting rcdel of Linear
increase to asgmptote, i.e. the -Zesset of A + B. (SOA)
and asgmptotic vaLue at c-v.
a) fot H-, infotmation transmítted, with N = 2 t

4 and."8. Note that asgmptctÍc perfomance is
reached at about I00 msec fot each N.

b) for P-t percentage of asgmptotic information
transhitted with N = 2t 4 and 8. Note that ahout
7% Ís input in each msec for each N.

N Intetcept
A (bits)

STope
B (bits/sec)

reaches asgmptote
of V(bits) at M(msec)

a)

b)

3.2 Petcentage correct

The percentage or correct responses \¡ras calculated for

each SOA, taken over all 9 sr:bjects. This is shoh¡n in

figure 5.2- As found by vickers et 41. (1972) ttre 2 choice

curve is well described by an ogive with a mean of zeto.

Obviously the mean cannot be zero for ¡v > 2 since the mean

corresponds to 50% correct responding, while the value at

zero is chance responding. Nevertheless, the curves for

IV = 4 and I were also well described by ogives but with non-

zero means. Only the rightmost position of the ogives are

sho\nrn in f igure 5.2. The section corresponding to the

negative half is theoretically present also, but adds nothing

to the description of the ogive since it can be calculated

from the positive section. For eaeh positive point

2

4

I

¡v

2

4

I

i .04

.93

l_.00

7.5

3.0

.0

700

700

700

95

770

700

A(%) M(nsec)Íf4B (%/msec)

.00

.06

.00

l_0 .2

75.7

24 -6

.96

7.62

2 .47

94

708

100
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representing the percentage of correct responses per
possible correct response, there is a corresponding negatíve
point, representing the percentage of errors per possible
incorrect response since this represents an effective
negative duration of the incorrectly chosen response. That

is, when stirnulus 2 was given for l0 msec, followed by all
8, but the subject responded with response 3, the subject
had identified the stimulus as number 3, which was on for
-10 msec before the first light's onset. For the 2 choice,

the value at the 10 negative points is just roo minus the

value at the corresponding positive duratj_on. fn the

general case, this must be divided by the number of possible

incorrect responses to give the percentage errors per

possible error. For example, if ff = 8, there are 7 possibre

incorrect responses which can be made on any trial. Thus,

the ogivets valuesat "negative" durations are found by

subtracting the percentage of correct responses from 1oo,

giving the percentage of errors per seven possibilities,
and dividing this by seven.

The results of calculating the mean and standard

deviation of the best fitting ogive for ü = 2, 4 and 8 are

presented in Table 5.3. This was done in two ways.

Firstly the asymptote of the ogives was set at the

theoretical maximum, 100?, and the ogives fitted (Table

5.3a). The fit obtained was reasonable for w = 2, but

very poor for il = 4 and I for which the asymptotic value

hras signifícantly less than 100. Howe;er when the fact
that subjects make errors even on c-rz trials is taken into
account and the asymptote set to its measured value, better
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fits \trere obtainedr âs shown in Table 5.3b. R2 for these

fits were better than .99 for aII three conditions. This

demonstrates one advantage of including c-¡z trials in the

proced.ure.

TABT,E 5. 3: Patameters of the best fitting ogive for
percentage cortect responses against SOA, with

asgmptote set at the theoreticaT maximum in (a)

or at the neasuted asgmptotic ftom c-v ttial-s in
(b) - The goodness of fit as measured bg the sum

of squared deviations is given in the l-ast cofurut.

In each case, using the neasuted asgmptote gives

a better fit" Note that the standard deviations

in (b) are independent of N, which implies that
the 'noise' is equal for such 2, 4 and 8 choice

tasks.

S. Deviation L(o-p) 2
asgmptote Mean

(a) 40. 7

240.0

430.0

(b) 32.3

58.0

57 .3

3.3 Reaction time

It can be seen from

decreased \^rith increasing

figure 5.3 that overall RT

SOA when all subjects were

rv

2

4

I

2

4

I

considered together. This

stopping model in which the

is as predicted by an oPtional

subjects must continue to

.07

28.7

38.0

99.5

92.7

89.4

34.9

35 .4

35-7

.00

32.3

45.4

100

700

700

35. I
48.8

52.2
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accumul-ate sensory evidence even after it is masked (i.e.

when the only sensory evidence available is noise), until

a response criterion is reached. Vùhen subjects hrere

analysed separately, 2 of the 9 did not show this pattern-

For the other 7 | analysis of variance showed that the effect

of SOA on overall RT was significant at each level of ¡v as

shown in Appendix 54, 19 of the 2L E ratios had associated

probabilities less than 0. I - RT was negatively correlated

with SOA (20 of the 21 Pearson r values iatere signifícant at

p = .05) and error latencies were longer than correct - aS

shown i.n Appendix 58 the 2l unrelated t-tests haC

associated probabitities less than .05; all as predicted'

by optional stopping (vickers * 3l' 19721. This pattern

did rrot hold.for 56 on ff = 2, 4 and 8, nor for 59 on ¡v : 4 and

8, for which RT was unaffected by SOA as shown by the

following statistics. The probabilities associated with an

SOA main effect ranged from .23 to .94 (see Appendix 5A);

the corresponding correlations betv¡een SOA and RT were in

the range -.OB to +.09 (p >

in the gse" confidence of the stope of the regression line,

RT on SOA. In addition, all unrelated t-tests for correct

versus error latencies gave ps greater than .5. Indeed, 3

of the comparisons show errors are slightly faster than

correct responses. These results are congruent with the

subjects' adopting a temporal deadline response criterion

and responding with the most favoured alternative after a

set period of time. The length of this fixed sampling

period is approximately the RT, which was on average 350

msec for 56 and 1050 msec for 59.
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3.4 SimjJaritg to a súandard CRT

If we are to generalize conclusions from this task to

non-masked lights-keys CRTs, the experimental results should.

have the known properties of CRTs. For example it is known

from previous work with this equipment that overall RT is

proporÈj-onal to ¡r, and that in the 8 choj-ce conditj-on responses

to stimuli adjacent to the edges of the display and the centre

line ( "outer" stimuli) give fewer errors and shorter RTs than

Èhe other 4 ("inner" stimuli) (welford 1971). These features

hrere also found here. The Pearson r between overall RT and

H, were calculated at each SOA, and t2, the amount of variancet
accounted for by the linear fit, \^/as greater than .82 for all

but the 30 and 45 msec SOAs (.44 and .62 respectively). That

is, RT is proportional to ¡1¿ at least for SOAs not less than

60 msec. For RT, a two way analysis of variance, SOA by

stimulus positi-on (inner or outer), showed that the main

effects were significant (p < .001 for both) ' but the

interaction was not (p = .13). The fuII AoV table is given

in Appendix 5C. Thus it seems legitimate to consider this

task as a valid form of CRT.

4 DISCUSSION

4,7 Information Ínput and sÈimulus tesoTution time

In this experiment, information transmitted through

the sr-rbject was a linear function of SOAr uP to 100 msec at

which it reached asymptote for .tv = 2 , 4 and 8, as shown in

figure 5.1. That is, the processing system inputs

information from briefly displayed stirnuli at a constant

rate up to a maximum at a duration which is independent. of r.
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More interestingly, while for the overall process, time to
respond, not rate, is a function of Hrt and its rate is a

constant which depends on the compatibility between the

stimuli and responses, the stimulus input rate is proportional

to the maximum information transmitted in the task (which

increases with ¡v and thus the more information present, the

faster rate it is input).

Ind.eed, the finding that all three degrees of choice

reached asymptote at the same SOA (100 msec), indicates that

aII information which is going to be extracted can be input

during this 100 msec, i.e. maximum resolution of the

stimulus is achieved at 100 msec independent of ¡v. This

supports models of CRT in which only the more central
processes of stimulus identification and response selection

give rise to the increase in RT with ¡v. This holds regardless

of the function relating the input time, ?, and the stimulus

duration needed to produce a correct response reliably, rtl,

for all functions will change equal values of T into equal M

values.

This result offers an explanation of the intercept a in

equation 5.1. Part of e may be attributed to T and be

consid.ered as the time needed to develop an internal stimulus

image good. enough to pass on to further processing. It must

be reiterated that although this experiment can be interpreted

ín terms of a discrete input stage, the existence of such is

support.ed but remains unproven. As noted in the introduction

all models will at least imply that the stimulus must be

present for a given time (here called ø) for a correct response

to be produced. Thus, the additional assumption that this

time exists as a discrete stage, rather than a component, of
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processing is left open as there is nothing in thís resurt
from which we can gauge whether or not any other (more

advanced) processing is ongoing during the stimulus resolution
time. That is, the result is also consistent with contj-nuous

models such as the accelerating model, which do not assume the

existence of inputting as a discrete stage. This test
failed to distj-nguish between these types of model.

Whichever model is more correct, the result is
interesting in that the stimulus resolution time.is independent

of the amount of information transmitted (at least up to 3 bits)
Such i-ndependence may seem unexpected when considering people

as limited channel information processors, but it is consonant

with the research which has shown the existence of a 100 msec

visual "perceptual moment." (reviewed by Kahneman 1968).

4.2 Petceptual- noise

It was also found that the curves o¡ pc versus SOA for

IV = 2, 4 and 8 were each well described by an ogive with a

standard deviation of 35 msec, but with means that increased

with ¡v. Inasmuch as noise, the moment to moment distortion

in the stimulus or its processing, is reflected in the

standard deviation of the psychometric curve as argued in I.2,

these results indicate that noise is constant in this task

whether ¡¡ = 2, 4 or 8. The assumption of the accelerating cyclr

model that noise is independent of ¡v in these choice reaction

tasks is thus supported as against that made by Green and.

Swets (1966) in which overall noise increases as a function

of the number of stimuli.

The change in the means of the fitted ogives, which

equals the SOA at which p"=.5, with ¡v is to be expected
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since an increase in the mean reflects a decrease in the

value at. the intercept, SOA = 0. This intercept is the

probability of responding correctly by chance, i.e . L/w ,

and decreases with increasing iv. This corresponds to
moving the ogive to the right, increasing the mean as was

found. So the change in mean is only a consequence of
the decreasing change probability with increasing lv with a

constant standard. deviation.

4.3 RT and SoA

As mentioned in section 3.3 seven subjects produced results

which were clearly in support of an optional stopping mode1,

in which the briefer the signal, the more noise without

sígnal (the mask) must be sampled to achieve the preset

response crj-têrion level. As noise contributes only slow1y

to the response Ievels, it follows that the briefer the

stimulus the longer the RT. Although the experimental

design allows this evidence for an accumulator process to

appear, it is a severe test, especially for higher degrees

of choice. It is striking that it was passed for the data

from 7 subjects. It is difficult to react quickly in a

choice task while maintaining accuracy if the stimulus is

only presented briefly. This is especially so for an I

choice condition where the expected RT under continuous

viewing conditions is about 550 msec (Welford I97l-) for most

of which time the stimulus in this experiment is masked.

Thus it is not surprising that sr-rbjects may adopt a different

cognitive criterion when faced with the difficulty of

responding fast and accurately in such restricting conditions.

It is significant that the two subjects who showed no

change in RT with soA did so during their 8 ehoiee and
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subsequent tasks. That is, s6 was given the I choice firs-t,
and his'RT was unaffected by soA for N = 2, 4 and. 8, whil-e s9

who did a 2 choice, and tt¡en the I and 4, only showed this
different pattern for the 8 and 4 choice. This suggests that
these two subjects adopted a d.ifferent criterion for the I
choice task and kept it for subsequent tasks. Kahneman (1968)

has made the distinction between criterion level and criterion
content: "content" is qualitaLive, applicable, inter alia, to
the dimension on which the decisíon is made, and "level-" j-s

quantitatíve, indicating at what point in that dimension it
occurs. The two subjects obviously did more than adopt a

different criterion level, and the results suggest that the

criterion content that they chose was to respond. after a

preset period. It is feasible that they stil1 transformed

and accumulated the evidence like the others, but made the

response with the most evidence at the time the temporal

deadline v¡as reached. In any case their percentage correct
d.ata were litt1e \^/orse tha¡ the average, âs the same number

of errors or greater were nrade by 4 sub jects at 2 SOAs, 3

subjects at 5, and 2 aE the other 3 SOAs for the I choice,

with similar counts for ¡v = 2 and 4. 56 was one of the

2 fastest subjects while 59 was the slowest. That is,

these two subjects adopted quite different levels within

the deadline criterion. I{hrile it could be argued that 56

could afford to adopt this strategy without penalizing his
performance on either RT or accurâcy, this does not hold

for 59 whose long deadline produced longer RTs than other

subjects needed for equivalent aceuracy.
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There is nothi-ng in the above discussion which suggests

that this would apply in unmasked CRT tasks, for it is only

in quite severe conditions that. some subjects appear to break

from the optional stopping criterion although having done so

they carry their new criterion to subsequent tasks. trVe can

therefore in general sti11 consider the unmasked CRT process

as involving an accumulator stopped by the first response to

amass a preset amount of evidence, in the manner outlined in

the accelerating cYc1e modeI.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Since the relevant features of the results in this

task follow the e>çected pattern for CRTs as shown in

it is reasonal¡Ie to suggest that this experiment can be

considered as a choice reaction task and the conclusions

generalized to other such tasks, ât least those with visual

stimuli. Considered as a whole then, these results indicate

that information is input from the stimulus display at a

constant rate proportional to the amount of information in

the task and this is done during a brief period, 100 msec in

this case. At this SOA the stimulus resolution achieved. is

maximal regardless of rv while complete processing from

stimulus to response takes the subject a period proportional

to the information ext.racted. That is, 100 msec is

necessary and sufficient in this task to extracL as much

ínformation as practical from the display for further

processing. Secondly the unreliability of the overall

processing system as measured by noise is independent of ¡v.

This suggests that noise is an attribute of the processing
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and not of the individual stimuli, for otherwise noise

would be expected to increase with the number of stimuli.

Finally, ind.ividual response criteria adopÈed in this task

may vary, with most subjects using an optional stopping

criterion, but others may respond to a temporal deadline.
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CHAPTER VI

TWO S-R ASSOCIATIONS MIXED IN ONE TASK

]-.7 TNTRODUCTlON

A major feature of the accelerating cycle model is its

prediction of RTs for stimuli in a task involving two different

S-R associations. Consider two tasks, A1 and Ar, both of

whích have a single (different) rule, â1 and u2, respectively,

governing the mapping of a set of B stimuli into 8 responses

such that RT for A, is less than RT for Ar. If .we no\^t take

four of the stimulir sây the left hand four, and assign them

responses according to rule "I and assign the other four

according to rule a2, r^re create a new task, 43, with a nelr

overall compatibility and RT. Such tasks with two or more

distinct subgroups of S-R associations will be called "mixed

tasks". The model predicts three relationships, namely

(I) RT for those stimuli under rule a, will be less in

At than in A, which involves other less compatible

S-R mappings.

(2) In Ar, RT for the stimuli under rule a, will be less

than those under a2-

(3) RT for those stimuli under rule a, will be greater

in A, than in A, which involves other more compatible

S-R mappings.

That is, it is not only the relationship between the given

stimulus and its response which determines the reaction time,

but also the other S-R associations latent in the task.

Derivation of the specific retationships above from the model

is given in Chapter IV.

Evidence in support of this was found by Smith (1977)

for 2, 4 and I choice reaction times with tI as a direct
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spatj-al mapping and u2 as either of two different spatial
mappings and \^ias summarized in Chapter IV. These results were

open to criticism on two gror:nds. Firstly, mj-xing the two

rules by applying rI to the left hand stimuli and one of the

two ^2 to the right hand (Smith's task T3) created a

situation in which there were half as many responses as

stimuli, since the response to each stimulus on the left was

made with a finger on the right as was each right hand

stimulus. Thus mixing the mappings was confounded with a

reduction in the number of responses which may have reduced

RT for this ã2, giving relation (3) above. A further post

hoc argument could explain relation (1): for example, by

suggesting that al, a direct mapping with very compatible

vibrotactile stimuli is in some sense automatic in the

contêxt of A, (a11 mappings direct) and that RT is raised

rather than lowered as the above argument predicts as this

automatic nature.can no longer be used in a mixed task.

Smith (L977) argued that this explanation, if Èrue, would

not be sufficient to cause the result found. Additionally,

this confounding is not present for ¡v = 2 and 4 with the

other u2 used. for which the same pattern of results was

found.

Secondly, the stimuli used \^rere vibrations direct to

the fingertips on the response keys. As mentioned above,

this is a particularly compatible task when the response

required is to press the key which vibrates which was the

a, used as eviderced by the lack of increase in RT with r

(Leonard 1959, and Chapter I). Hence the finding may not

generalize to other stimuli. Perhaps this .1 is so

compatible as to be automatic in some sense so that subjects
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can direct all their attention to the

pairs and thus red.uce their RTs to the

stimuli and increasing those of a1.

T\rro experiments were designed to
first used vibrotactile sti-muli with a

avoid reducing the number of responses

and the second used visual stimuli to

of stimulus type on the relationships

less compatible S-R

less compatible u2

clarj-fy this; the

and a^ chosen toI¿
in the mixed task,

determine the effect
(1) to (3) above.

2. EXPERTMENT 5

2.1 METHOD

Subjects. Six men between the ages of 2L

to act as subjects for the experiment.. None

experience in'reactj-on tíme experiments and

of the purpose of the experiment.

Apparatus. The vibrotactile keys used in

$/ere as described in Chapter I.

TABLE 6.7

and 25 volunteered

had any previous

all were unaware

this experiment

The S-R associations for the three tasks are
Tisted, showing which response was correct for
each stimufus. The stimuTi are numbered 7-8
from Left to right, as are the response fingers,
for description onlg and were not used in the
expetiment. The code descríbes each hand in
the tasks distinctivelg and ís expLained in the
text.

STTMUT,T

ITASK 7

left hand

23 4 Code 5

right hand

67

I

5

I

7

6

7

6

7

6

5

I

5

c

T

M Td

Tt

Dd dD

tT

ID

3

2

2

4

t_

l_

2l_

43

4i
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Ptoced.ure. Each subjectrs 8 choice reaction time was

measured under 3 S-R associations in one experimental session.

Tab1e 6.1 gives details of the 3 tasks, D (direct), T (translated)

and M (mixed).' In D each stimulus h¡as responded to with the

finger that was vibrated, while in T the litt1e finger was

pressed in response to an index finger vibration, the ring

finger to the middle finger, middle to ring, and index to litt1e,

on both hands. In M the left hand 4 stimuli were responded to

under the translated rule and the right hand by the compatible

ru1e. Thus the three tasks, D, T and M correspond to At, A2

and. A^ ín the introduction.
J

The order of doing the tasks was balanced between

subjects. That is, the order for two subjects was DTM' for

another two it'was TMD, and MDT for the the third pair. The

mappings \^rere described to the subjects before each condition

by detailing the appropriate response for each of the eight

stímuli. The subjects were given 48 familiarization trials

without being urged to respond quickly but responding

according to the appropriate mapping to ensure that. they

understood the tasks. This was followed. by the experimental

block of, Lg2 trials in which the subjects were asked to respond

as quickly and accurately as possible. Vfithin each block the

possible I stimuli occurred at random except that each was

given 6 times in the four quarter-blocks of 48 trials. The

stímuli remaj-ned on until the first response' correct or not'

was made, and the next stimulus came after a response-stimulus

interval of 1 sec.

The delivery of stimuu-, recording of responses and RT

were controlled by a PDP/$ computer in the adjacent room.
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2 .2 REST]LTS

A code which describes the different sr-rbtasks wiLl be
used to make the forrowing discussion easi-er. Each hand
under each task has a distinctive Èwo letter code, orÌe upper
case and one lower case. The upper case letter is the first
of the pair (leftmost) for a left hand stimulus and response,
and on the right for a right hand stimulus. Each l_etter is
either a rrdrr or a rrt'for a direct or transr-ated mapping
respectively. Thus, tr refers to a right hand sti-murus in
the task where both left and right hands use the transrated
mapping, and Td refers to the reft hand stimuli in the mixed
task. . The 6 subtasks are given in Ta_ble 6 . t and wilr be

referred to as the different "conditions,' in the experiment.
As discussed in the introduction, the model predicts

that .RT for the hands under the 3 tasks wilt be ranked

DD=dD<
That is, atl direct responses are faster than all transl-ated
responses ' and if the nonstimulus hand uses the direct mapping,
RT will be less than if it. uses the Lranslated mapping.
Figure 6.1 shows the mean RT for each finger in the 3 tasks
with their error rates and shows that the ranking is as

predicted. Furthermore this order was found for all 6 subjects
(means and percentage correct data for each subject are given
in Appendix 6).

Applying Jonkheere's test for average rank correlation
with an external ordering gives a mean r of r, with a

corresponding z score of 4.9 and probability p <

analysis of variance given in Table 6.2 (condition by fj_nger

by subject) showed that the condition and finger factors \,rere

both significant as v/as their interaction (p < .ooo5). rt
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can be seen from Figure 6.1 that the ring and middle fingers

are significantly slower than the liLtle fingers for the

incompatible tasks T and M (hence the significant finger

effect) but not for C (hence the significant finger by condition

interaction) . The same results \^/ere found by Smith (L977) and

are discussed in Chapter IV.

TABT,E 6.2: AnaTgsis of variance of cortect teaction
times from experiment 5 (vibrotactil-e
stimuli) bg finger (LittLe, ring, middLe
or Índex) and condition (dD, Dd, tD, Td,
tT or Tt) as explained in the text.

df trlean Square F' p

Einger

Condition

Subjects

FxC
FxS
CxS
FxCxS

77 ,30 4

450,032

f62 ,47 I
3r273

7,007

2,557

729

17. 3

776.4

4.5

.0004

<.0007

<-0001-

3

5

5

75

75

25

75

Planned

P<df = 25,

and Dd,

comparisons showed.

.01), Td < Tt and. tT

that Dd and dD < tD, (t = 2.8,

(t=8'3rdf=25,p<.001)

(t = 27, df = 25, p < .001)

above based on Jonkheere's r.
dD and tD < Td, Tt and tT

which corroborates the conclusion

2.3 DTSCUSSTON

The model successfully predicts the order of the RTs for

the six conditions in this experiment which was the same as

smith (I97?) reported, showing that the result was not an

artifact of reducing the number of responses in the mixed task.

The most important RT difference is that Td < Tt and tTr âs
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the others can be explained easily if it is assumed that an

additional stage is needecl in processing a stimulus in a mixed

task; namely to select which mapping is to be applied. This

would lengthen RT and so account for the relationship tD > dD

and Dd as found, but also requires that Td > Tt, which is

against the data found here. With such a theory it could

perhaps be argued additionally that Td was reduced from its

predicted higher value by either a speed-accuracy tradeoff

or by concentration on the Td, stimuli. The f.ormer is unlikely,

since the error rates for the three translated conditions, Td,

Tt, and tT were LzZ | 8% and I2Z respectively. On the second

point, if the subject concentrated on reacting most rapidly to

the Td stimuli and considered the tD stimuli as secondary'

the RT to Td would be reduced and tD increased (i{elford 1973).

On the concentration theorlz, it would be expected that the

effect of concentrating on a particul-ar subset would be equal

regardless of the latent hand's S-R association i.e. that tD - dD

would. equat Tt - Td. This was not sor since tD - dD = 100 msec'

but Tt - Td = 38 msec. A decrease in errors on the side

concentrated on would be expected aS a corollary, which was not

the case.

TABLE 6.3: The S-R associations for the tasks used bg
Ðuncan (1977). The stimufi are numbered L-4
from l-eft to right, as are the response îìngers.
The ilIixed-corresponding stimuli ate 2 and 3 in
Mixed-7, and 7 and 4 in Mixed-2. Mixed-opposite
stimul-i are 7 and 4 in Míxed-7, and 2 and 3 in
Mixed-2

STTMUTJ

22 4I

Cottespondi-ng

Opposite (rt)
Mixed-1 (Dt
MÍxed-2 (Dt

(Ðd)

and

and

rd)
rd)

4

7

7

4

3

2

3

2

2

3

2

3

7

4

4

7
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That this order of RTs may not occur for visual

stimuli has been suggested by Duncan (1977) . As stimuli

he used a vertical line which could appear in one of 4

positi-ons, 2 on either side of a central dot on a display

screen. The subject responded by pressing the key

appropriate to that stimulus. Duncan used thrée S-R

associations, which he called corresponding, opposite, and

mixed-corresponding or mixed-opposite. These are detailed

in Table 6.3, and are equivalent. to Dd, Tt and Dt or Td.

respectively ín the terminology used here. Each task was

described to the subjects by telling them that the stimuli

were labelled J--4, and the keys A-D, from left to right, and

then listing the S-R pairs in these terrns. For example, the

"opposi-te" task was 1-D, 2-C, 3-B and 4-4. Thirty two

subjects were used, 4 male and 4 female in each of the 4

conditions for one practice block plus five experimental

blocks each of L44 trials. Comparisons between tasks were

therefore also between different sr:b ject groups. Duncan

found that the order of the mean RTs for the grollps vras

Dd < Tt < Dt < Td. Accepting that the groups of subjects

\^rere homogeneous and that the results do reflect the pattern

which would be found in a within sr:bjects design, the results

are against the model presented here. They are most simply

explained, as Duncan does, in terms.of an additional stage

in the mixed tasks in which the subject decid.es which S-R

mapping to apply. The dat.a reported above for vibrotactíle

stimuli clearly d.o not follow that explanation, while

Duncanrs results with visual stimul are discrepant with the

model argued for here. The next experiment was carried out

to investigate this conflict by replicating the víbrotactile
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experiment with visual stimuli.

3. EXPERIMENT 6

3.f METHOD

The methodology of the second experiment was identical

to that deseribed in experiment 5 , with two exceptions.

First, the stimuli were a horizontal rovr of 8 lens-topped

neon lights described in Chapter II. The subject sat 2 m away

at a table on which was the panel of 8 keys used in experiment

1. The vibrating rods were deactivated and instead of a

vibrating stimulus one of the neon lights came on. None of

the six :ubjects for this experiment participated in experiment

The second difference was that subjects hrere run for

2 sessions each on different days.

3.2 RESULTS AND DTSCUSSTON

No clear pattern emerged on day 1. Three subjects

gave mean RTs for the 6 conditions in the order expected

under the model, but the pattern was different for the others.

The model was supported by the results on day 2, as can

be seen from figure 6.2 which shows the mean RT for each

finger ín the three tasks together with the overall error

rates. the predicted order was clear for 5 of the 6 subjects

and for the sixth, Td was between, rather than less than Tt

and tT (570, 568 and 572 msec respectively). Jonkheere's

mean t for this is 0.94 (z = 4.6, p < .001). The analysis

of variance given in Table 6.4 (conditiorr by finger by

subject) showed that the condition and finger factors were

both significantr âs for the vibrotactile stimuli. Their
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interaction was sign'i ficant for the vibrotactile stimuli,

but not for the visual stimuli. Comparison of figures

6.I and 6.2 shows that the difference occurs in the direct

task which has the expected finger effect (index and little

fingers faster) for the visual stimuli but not for the

vibrotacti le .

Planned comparisons showed that dD and dD < tD (t = 4.L'

df = 25, p < .001), Td <

and Dd, dD and tD < Td, Tt and tT (t = L3.2, df = 25, p < .001)

which corroborates the conclusion of the Jonkheere's mean r

test.

TABLE 6.4: AnaTgsis of varìance of correct teaction
times from experíment 6, with visuaT stímufi.

df Mean squate F p

Finger

Condition

Subjects
FXC
FXS
cxs
FXCXS

3

5

5

75

75

25

75

52,227

45,261

76,012

L,251

J_,389

7,f l_3

801

37 .6 <.0001_

<.000740.6

7-7 06

Overall, the results from day 2 firmly support the model

presented here and are in disagreement r¡/ith the resul-t.s and

interpretation of Duncan (L977). That this was not so on

day I suggests that an adequate degree of practice is needed

before subjects perform as described by this model. For the

highly compatible vibrotactile stimuli this can be achieved

in one session while for the lights and keys it takes longer.
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ft seems likely that some feature of Duncan's

procedure causes the subject to need additj-onal time to

recall which transformation is used for the given stimulus

at least for the amount of practice given while subjects in

the experiments reported here can do this with no time

penalty, ât least after I session's practice. There are

two differences in the procedures which may have produced

the discrepancy. Firstty the visual stimuli were different

in kind. In this experiment the eight possible stimulus

positions (i.e. the light bulbs) were explicitly on view at

all times. Duncan's display contained no such explicit

position cue, as each stimulus r^ras displayed on its own,

with the 4 possible locations d.efined implicity by the

distance from a central fixation dot presented before each

stimulus. The identification of one position from a

display with all locations explicit is an easier task than

with location information which must be extracted via some

other variable like distance. The two experiments reported

here together show that the harder the task, the more

practice is needed before the subject settles into the

pattern. Perhaps Duncants results can be explained as

being a more extreme case than the other two. That is the

difficulty inherent in identifying his stimuli will increase

the amount of practice needed for his results to conform to

the predicted pattern found here. Some indication of this

can be gleaned from his data as will be discussed later.

A second difference between the procedures concerns

which subsets of the stimuli are assigned to each mapping

in the mixed task. Here the two subsets \^/ere quite distinct,

being the left half versus the right half, while Duncan
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split his 4 stimuli into the inner pair versus the out.er

pair. It seems probable that it is faster to decÍde

whether the stimulus is left or right of centre than whether

it is near or far from the centre, although this difference

might disappear with extended practice. Interleaving the

two subsets thus reinforces the argument in the preceding

paragraph and suggests that a considerable amount of
practice may be need.ed to overcome the two causes of stimulus

processing difficulty and produce the predicted results.

Some indication thaL this may be the case is gíven by

Duncan (I977,p.53). For the pattern he found, Dd < tT < Dt

< dT, to become the pattern found here, Dd < Dt < dT ( tT,

both conditions of the mixed task must decrease. Duncan

noted that Dt and tD were reducing faster than Dd and tT (tt¡e

mean difference changes from 159 msec in trials 145-288 to

75 msec in trials 72I-864 and appeared to be sti1I decreasing) '
and may ultimately fit between Dd and tT. So it seems that

his subjects were reducing the time needed to identify the

stimulus and its subset (and hence its S-R associations) as

practice increased. Duncan noted that the "data leave open

the question of whether the difference would vanish with

extended practice". The results fou¡d here suggest that

it would be reduced to a large extent, ât least for other,

conceptually related, visual stimuli.

Thus the difference in results is explicable, but shows

that this feature of the mod.el should be applied carefully

since it would seem that some situations introduce stimulus

and mapping identification delays in responding in mixed

tasks over and ¡l^,ove those predicted by the model. Indeed
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these delays may be present j-n all mixed- tasks but be

sma1l and- disappear rapidly except if the nature of the

stimuli or subsets is complex. That is, the model as

it st,ands is incomplete in that there are factors

influencing RT that j-t does not cover. It is nore important

at this stage to test other aspects of this version of the

model against experimental data rather than appty an ad hoc

patch to encompass Duncan's results. If further tests \^/ere

to fait, the model should be discarded in toto,.but if they

succeed it can be retained as being adequate for a given

range of situations. However, its partial failing for

mixed tasks indicates that some refining is possible.

4. SEQUENTIAL EFFECTS

A subject usually responds faster in choice reaction

tasks if the response or stimul-us is the same as that for

the previous trial. In this context, "the same as" can

be measured on a range of criteria. The largest effect

is found for a repetition of the identical stimulus (see

e.g. Kirby L975), but it is also found for the same finger

on different hands that is, if successive responses are

made with different hands, RT is less if the previous

response was with the equivalent finger (Rabbitt., Vyas

& Fearnley L975) , and for successive responses with fingers

on the same hand. (Kirby 1975). It is the second case which

is relevant here. The correct reactions for each subject

were categorised as a repetition if the previous stimulus

was to the same hand, and an alternation if to the other

hand, and the mean RTs calculated. These are given in
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Tabre 6.5. A four way analysis of variance (repetiLíon/
alternation by hand by task by subject) on the results is
summarised in Appendix 6 t table C. Three tests were

significant at the .05 level: the repetition factor (f' =

82, df = I,5, p = .0003), the task type (F = 34, df = 2,I0,
p < .0001), and the interaction of repetition and task
(F = 76, df = 2,I0, p < .0001). Thus, repetitions v¡ere

significantry faster than alternations for both hands and

all 3 tasks as expected, and RT was a function of the

task's compatibility.

TABT.E 6.5: SequentiaL effects in correct reaction tines
for the three tasks. The tabl-e shows the
mean RT for left or right hand stimulus when
preceded bg a Teft or right hand stimuTus,
together with the amount. of repetition
faciTitation for each condition as measured
bg aTternation RT - repetition RT.

Cutrent stimuJ.us

Ptevious
stimu-Z.us

Direct
LR

Iranslated
LR

26 47 77

Mixed
LR

524 548

56L 486

37 62

L

R

Ítean
difference 

?5(al-ternation r-
minus repetìtÍon)

The interaction effect indicates that the extent of
the facilitation from repetition depends on the task.

Overall, alternation RT minus repetit.ion RT (a measure of

the facilitation) was 31r 59 and 50 msec for the direct,

translated ancl mixed tasks respectively. That is, the

facilitation is proportional to the overall task RT.

490 457

455 483

551 61L

598 540
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However, this is an oversimpl-ification as the following
discussion of part of the three way interaction, repetiti-on
by hand by task, shows.

For tl. direct and translated tasks (conditions Dd,

dD, Tt and tT), the S-R mapping used is repeated on each

successive trial-, whether the responding hand is the same or

an alternation. For the mixed task this is not so: a hand

repetition means a mapping repetition but a hand alternation
means a mapping alternation in the task used here. Both

Duncan (1977) and Smith (1977) predict sequential effects
with stimulus repetitions faster than nonrepetitions, but

their predictions for the effect of mapping repetitions
versus alternations differ. Duncan presented evidence

that mapping repetitions hrere faster than mapping alternations

for his inner pair of stimuli for all conditions. He

interpreted this in line with his postulated extra "mapping

selection stage, which is facilitated by repetition or

hampered by having to change mappings on successive trials. "

Unexpectedly he found no such effect for the outer stimuli,

but offers no explanation as to why this was so.

This contrasts with the suggestion put forward in

Chapter IV to account for general repetition effects.

Recapping briefly, the model accounts for the relationship

Td<

translatíng "noise" excitation of the latent stimuli to

their responses. (Latent stimuli are the stimuli in the

task not given on this trial). As this process takes more

time for t than for d, and the overall RT is the translation

time for all the stimulir \^I€ get Td < Tt. Mutatis mutandis,

tD>
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be spread unequally amongst the possible st-i-mul-i rvíth

the previous stimulus having a larger share. That is,

the origin of the noise may be at least in part the

residual excitation uncleared from the previous stimulus.

Under this postulate, if the stimulus or response is

repeated, it is primed by the residual excitation i.e.

needs to accumulate less excitation to reach its criterion,

and hence repet.itions are faster. On trials which are

nonrepetj-tions, it is a latent stimulus which is primed,

and the time to transform this retards the correct response.

f n the accelerating mod.el r w€ should expect less retardation

if the mapping rule for the preceding stimulus is easy than

if it is hard.

If Duncan is correct, repetition facilitation measured

by alternation RT minus repetition RT will be greater in the

mixed task than in the equivalenL unmixed control for both

S-R associations. An alternation in both mixed and unmixed

tasks involves an alternation in the hand of the stimulus,

but in the mixed tasks involves an alternation in S-R

mapping as well which takes more time than the repeated

mapping in the nonmixed task. Repetitions are equivalent

in both mixed and unmixed tasks. -Thus repetition facilitation

should be greater in a mixed task than an unmixed for both

mappings.

The opposing prediction from the accelerating cycle

model is that repetition facilitation for the direct mapping

is greater in the mixed task than in the unmixed direct

task, but is less in the mixed task than in the unmixed

(translated) task for the translated. mapping. For the
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direct mapping in the mixed task r ârr al-ternation means

that the preceding stimulus used the transrated mapping so

noise is higher on a latent translated stimulus which gives

a longer RT 'when compared with the same situation in the

unmixed direct task. For the translated mapping in the

mixed taskr €lrr alternation means that the previous stimul.us

used the direct mapping which takes less time than if it had

needed the translated mapping on the other hand. That is,
the facilitation is less in the mixed than the nonmixed

translated task.

The comparisons then, are between the repetition
facilitat.ion given in Table 6.5, (i) for the right hand on

the direct and mixed tasks (26 and 62 msec respectivery) as

these two involve the same hand and mapping, and (ii) the

Ieft hand on the translated and mixed tasks (47 and 37 msec

respectively). Both comparisons are significant in the

direction predicted by smith's model (related sampres t-test
gave t - -3.6, df = 5, p = .016 and t - 9.L, df = 5, p <

.001 respectively) while (ii) goes in the direction opposite

to Duncanrs prediction.

5. CONCLUSTONS

In conclusion the between mapping sequential effects
found here are as predicted. by the.model and as such support

the suggestion that repetition effects can be explained within
the framework of. this model as being caused by leftover
exciLation frori. the previous stimulus. Overa1l, the correct
prediction of both sequential effects and mean RT rank order
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of the t.asks as found in these experiments must be

interpreted as demonstrating the validity of the model's
approach to these features of reaction time processing.
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CHAPTER VII

THE EFI'ECT OF SIGNAI STRENGTH AND RESPONSE CRTTERION

ON THE RELATTONSHIP BETWEEN RT AND N.

7.7 A prediction from the acceTerating cgcJe modeT

A feature of the accelerating cycle model is that it

subsumes two formulations of the logarithmic relationship
between RT and the number of alternatives, il, confronting

the subject. It predicts that 7og(N) will fit well for
low internal signal-to-noise strength s, or high response

criterion r, as compared with Loq(N+I) for high s or low r.
These rival formulations vrere suggested by Hyman (1953) and

Hick (1952a) respectively. Indeed, the new equation says

that RT will þe proportional to L og(N+Ð) where D ranges

between 0 and l depending on s and.r. This follows from

the equation

RT = A + B.7og(w + A¡ 7.L

where ¡v is the number of alternatives, s is the sígnal-to-

noise strength, r is the response criterion and a and a are

empirical constants. Since the vaLue of s can be manipulated

by the experimenter (s >

by the subject (r > 0) so that r ), s¡ (i.e. ; . 1), it fotlows

that 0 s is 1. That is, RT is proportional to ros(N+Ð)

where O ( D = ; _. I.

In Chapter IV it was pointed out that the RTs obtained

by Hyman and fitted by Jos(N) were to stimuli less intense

Èhan those in Hick's experiment, which hrere fitted by log(N+7).

I{elford (1968) noted that RTs in a self-paced hight.s-keys task

used by Crossman (1956) were fitted well by log(N 4 .45), i.e.
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intermediate between those of Hick and Hyman. If s in
that tasl< was intermediate between that used by Hick and

Hyman, then this new formulation would be supported.

Certainly Crossman's results can be taken as an indicati.on

that values of ¿ between 0 and t are possible whj-ch is in

accord with the new mod.el.

What is needed. to test this prediction is an experimenl:

in which a range of values of Ð are possible and which can at

least be ranked a priori. Since Ð = | on" can attempt tor
vary or measure either s or I and measure thê resulting RTs.

Tn addition one needs a means of estimating D from the RT

dalia which is independent of e and ¡ in equation 7 .l for

otherwise inadequacies in estimating a and ¡ would affect

the estimate of D. Such an estimate is r, the ratio of

the pairwise differences, i.e. (nr, - RT4l/ß1In RT2).

This can be shown as follows

RT RT (e + B.7os(N+D)l (e + B .7og ( M+Ð) )
¡v

= B (los(N+D) t-os(ta+D)) 7.2

Therefore
RT RT 7og ( 8+D) log (4+D)

K= I 4
RT RT 7og (4+Ð) 7og ( 2+D)4 2

The only parameter affecting K is Ð, and so the value of

K can be tabulated for a range of ¿ values and compared

with the calculated value of K from sets of trials for

which D is assumed constant. Such tabulation shows that

T4

7.3

K is monotonically increasing with D I as given in appendix 7,
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2. ANALYSTS oF AN EXPERTMENT BY HUTT, NEwToN AND

FAIRI^IEÀTHER (L971)

The first experiment considered here is one in whj-ch

D was manipulated via s, the signal-to-noise strength.

The data presented by Hutt, Newton and Fairweather (1977)

can be used for this. Their sub jects r^/ere twenty children

with epilepsy, and thej-r task \^ras a choice reaction one

with visually presented ¡'¡umeraLs as the stimuli and key

presses as responses. Each subject was run under three

conditions, IV = 2t 4 and B, I,Ihile the subjects were

performing the task, simultaneous EEG recordings hrere made"

The EEG activity shown on this record was classified into

7 possible categories, of which only 4 were sufficiently

abundant to be usef uI. fhese !./ere generalized spike vTave

(cSW), bilateral spike wave (BSw), localized spike wave

(LSW) t or background (BG). The full definitions of these

categories is given in Hut,t, Newton and. Fairweather (L977) ,

but the only feature relevant here is that they are listed

in decreasing order of severity of abnormality as inåicated

by the number of recording sites at which spike waves were

evident. Mean reaction times h¡ere calaculated for

responses which were made during each class of EEG activity

as $rere the regression lir¡es of -Zsg2N on RT (RT = a + B.J-o9z*).

Their main finding was that the reciprocal of the slope, B,

which is the rate of gain of information or channel capacity,

was less during GSW than B,G. They argue that "GSW activity

functions as neural noise reducing the childts rate of gain

of information". That is, these results suggest that part

of whatever limits channel capacity and has been called
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"rìoise" is ind.eed measurable as neural noise i-n some

circumåtances and -"hat the amount of noise is an increasing

fr.¡nction of the number of sites showing spike wave activity.

This is one situation in which to look at the effect

of s on the measured Dt for the external stimulus strength

is constant while noise takes various values which we can

rank, and hence s can also be ranked., in the reverse order

of course. More importantly, since trials in each

cat,egory come from the same experimental block, it is safe

to assume that r is constant, i.e. that the response

criterion adopted by the subject does not vary systematically

within the block. The importance of this was established

in an unsuccessful pilot study in which it was attempted to

vary s independently of t. The experj-ment used two types

of stimuli, which were either spatially clistinct or diffuse,

i.e. occupying only one stimulus position (high s) as

against the stimulus position and half of the adjacent two

(Iow s) . Blocks of trials with ¡v = 2, 4 and. I were run

separately for each stimulus type. OnIy three subjects

were run, but values of r calcu.lated from the RTs showed no

clearcut effect of stimulus type. It was thought that the

expected pattern had been clouded by subjects' varying r

inversely with s as was indicated in debriefing. All three

subjects said that they had to slow down and be more

cautious with the diffuse stimuli so as not to make mistakes,

that is, they effectively changed r between stimulus types.

As there could be no guarantee Lhat subjects would maintain

r between conditions, that experiment vTas not continued.

The study of Hutt et al. would seem to avoid this

confor¡nding. The accelerating cycle model pred.icts that,
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since ¿ decreases rvith increasing noise, the calcurated
values of x shourd decrease from BG to GSW conditions.
The mean RT-- for BG and GSW can be taken from their table 2

/V

for I1 subjects individually and tested agai_nst the

prediction that r will- be smaller for the high noise GSW

than for the row noise BG trials. values of r hrere not

calculated for 56, since that subject made no responses

during GSW in the 2 choice task; nor for S13, who made a

total of only 9 responses during cSW in t)te.2, 4 and I
choice tasks combinedr so that, his GSW RTs were considered

to be unreliable. The prediction held for 9 of the 11

subjects and this outcome is favourable to the model

(p = .033 for a one tailed binomiat test). Substitution
into equation 7..3 shows that r increases from 1.0 to 1.15

as D increases from 0 to 1. Thus ideally all values of
K should lie in the range 1.0 to 1.15 but most calculated
here were outside this, ranging from .4I to 1.97 with a

mean of 1.00 for BG and -.26 to 2.33 with a mean of .78

for GSI¡I as shown in Table 7.L. This variability may

reflect genuine individual differences t or may reflecÈ

errors of estimation compounded by the number of arithmetic
operations performed on the ra\^r means to produce K. For

example, the variance of the estimate of RT,

sum of the variances of RTg and RT4r and simitarly for
RT4 RTZ. The relative variance and hence standard error
of estimate is increased still further by taking their ratio.
That the phenomenon shows through this variability attests
to its robustness.
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Subject
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VaTues of K eaLculated using equation 7.3 from
Ëhe R? data of 12 subjects under two condiXions

as reporbd bg HuXt, Newton and Faírweather (7977) .

Ihe acceJ.eraXÍng cgcle nþdeL ptedÍcts that K wí77

be Targer ìn the 7ow noise EEG condition, BG, than

in the high noise, GSII.

See text for the explanation of K, BG and GSW.

"Noise" TeveL

BG (7ow) GSW (hiqh)

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

70

77

72

.77

.96

7.7I

.68

7.10

Insufficíent Data

7.97

.47

.79

7.57

7.57

.52

7.OO

.33

.67

7.29

.07

7.38

7.79

30

26

"85

.85

2 "33

.78Mean
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Tt is recogni-secl that epileptics present an extreme

case of ¡reural noise and so any extrapolation of these

results to healthy populations can only be tentative.
However, given that normals show changes in EEG activity
to a wide range of stimuli (see Price & Smithrs 1974

bibliography of event related potentials), it is tempting

to suggest that extraneous stimuli, internal or external-,

may produce localized increases in brain activj-ty analogous

to spi-ke wave activity in epileptics. Indeed , if the

pathway from the stimulus area to the response area in the

brain is long, activity in the two areas may cause mutual

interference increasing the noise and reducing the channel

capacity.

3. EXPERTMENT 7

In the second experj-ment, the response criterion, t,
was varied as a within subject parameter. The model

predicts that .o is inversely proportional to tt i.e. D

and hence r is smaller if the subject responds cautiously,

emphasizing accuracy (high r), than if responses are made

emphasizing speed (low r). It follows that r should be

smaller when calculated from accuracy RTs than from speed

RTs. This was tested in the following experiment.

3.7 METHOÐ

Subjects. Eight. first year Psychology

male and. 4 female, between the ages of 20

subjects as part of a course requirement.

unaware of the purpose of the experiment.

I students,

and 24 acted

They were

4

AS

aII

Appara tus .

keys described

The I lens

in Chapter

topped neon lights and I response

TI were used in this experiment.
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Procedure. Each subject was run und.er two conditions,
namely accuracy and. speed. In the former, subjects were

asked to respond quickly but without making more than about

2 errors in each block of r92 trials, and it was sLressed.

that accuracy v/as more important than speed. F'or the

speed condition, the subjects were requested to respond as

fast as possible, making about 10 errors per L92 trials,
with speed being more important than accuracy.

AII subjects did 64 familiarization trials as

described in experiment 1. In this, sù jects responded

with the compatible key to the lights as they came on in a

prearranged order. This acquainted the subjects with the

apparatus without practising directly the choice tasks to
foIlow. Eãch subject then was given 6 blocks of Ig2

trials, being IV = 2, 4 and I choice under accuracy and speed

conditions. Within each block each of the tv stimuli occurred

randomly but equally often in each 48 trials. The order of
giving the blocks was counterbalanced so that 4 subjects

did 2, 4 and then 8 choice and four received the reverse

order, with half of each group given accuracy instructions
first and speed second, and vice versa for the rest.

3.2 RESULTS ANÐ DISCUSSTON

The mean correct RTs for each subject were used to

calculate K for each individual as in equation 7.3 under

boÈh conditions. The mean RTs, percentage errors and r
values are givel in Table 7.2. With one exception, all
subjects made fewer errors under accuracy instructions and

\¡rere faster with speed instructions as is shown ín Table 7.2,

which gives prima facie evidence that subjects did indeed



TABLE 7"2t

Speed

iv

4

Ihe mean RI (nsec) ¡tercentage etrozs and K values obtaÍned ín experinent 7.
A77 subjects were faster ín the speed condition, and made fewer errors in
the accuracA condition, except that subject 6 made I error ìn the 2 choice
accuracg condition, and none in the 2 choice speed. K is Targer in the
speed condition as ptedicted bg the acceJ-erating cgcle nadel, except for
subject 8.

TNSTRUCTTONS

AccuracA

]V

I 2 4 I
sge (22)

s06 (2)

382(20)

484 (70 .5)

484 (70 . s)

s35 (8 .s)

3s8 (77)

s33(s.s)

3.52

K

Sub ect 2

267 (2)

306(.s)

246(I.s)

240 (2 . s)

287 (2 .5)

3e3 (0)

2s0 (4.5)

31r(2.5)

2e4 (76)

400(3)

333(17)

3e4 ( 5)

407 (4)

447 (8.s)

2e7 (70 . s)

487 (7 .5)

K

7.73

56

.58

7.69

7 .30

.37

7.22

282 (0)

342 (0)

307 (7 -5)

284(.s)

37I (0)

380 ( .s)

269 (2 )

36e (7)

331(2 .s)

4se (2 )

43e (2 )

s3e (1 .5)

45e (1.s)

486 (2 .5)

337 (4.5)

490(2 -5)

437(s.s)

ss4 (7.5)

s05(4)

666(7.5)

545 (.5)

597 (6)

404 ( 5 .s)

ssr (3)

2.04

.64

.48

.50

.61

oo

.85

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

69

99

50

Mean

ts
ul(,
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set .r higher in the accuracy condition. The one exception

r^ras that subject 6 niade one more error and was 13 msec

faster in the accuracy than in speed conditions for the

2 choi-ce.

The prediction that r would be smaller for accuracy

trials was accurate for all but subject B. This is
statistically significant (p = .035 on a one-tailed binomial

test). It is possible tha.t subjeci I changed her response

criterion within an instruction set, which would upset the value
of r. This possibility is strengthened since subject I had

the most variable speed-accuracy metric as noted. below.

So once again, variation of a parameter postulated as

affecting a had the effect predicted by the model. Again,

values of r did not obey the strong prediction of being between

1.0 and I.15, but Lhe variability was less than for the

epileptic subjects of Hutt et aI., as would be expected since

each RT was based on more trials in this experiment. The

mean K for both conditions was near the predicted range for
these results also (r = 0.85 and L.22 for accuracy and speed

respectivety). Taken together the two experiments provid.e

good evidence for the vali-dity of this aspect of the model.

That is, RTs from a subject responding to a strong stimulus

or with low caution will be better fitted by log(N) than

7og(N+1) and vice versa if he responds to weak or noisy

stimuli or with high accuracy. This suggests that this model

may be a relevant. framework for investigating speedr/accuracy

tradeoffs, although more attention would :eed to be given to

error producing aspects of processing than the model currently
covers.
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4. A PoSSTBI,E METRIC FoR SPEED-ACCURACY TT{ADEOFF

Previous workers have shown that RT varies with
instructions for speed, accuracy or both, and in general

have found that RT is proportionar to H t, the information
transmitted. However, such studies have used only one N

(e.g. Howell & Kreidler 1963, N = 10; Fitts 1966, w = 15;

Lappin & Disch 1972, w : 2). pew (1969) noted that
statistical decision mod.els, i.e. broadly those which

postulaÈe a progressive accumuration of evidence during each

trial, predict an orderly tradeoff between speed and

accuracy. He suggested that if a Bayesian approach was

adopted., a linear increment in evidence ín favour of a given

stimulus would produce a logarithmic increase in the

posterior odds. Since RT is the time to accumulate

sufficient evidence for one alternative, it seemed plausible
to investigate the correlation of RT with the logarithm of
the posterior odds where odds can be measured as the ratio
of correct responses to errors, i.e. to check whether

RT cc 7og number of cortect responses
numbet of errors 7.4

Empirically this seemed to be correct in a range of studies

he reviewed. Each of these studies varied the error rate
and hence the odds by manipulating the payoffs and penalties

for responses faster or slower than an experimenter-set

deadline, and for errors within one task. The degree of
choice used was constant within each study but varied between.

The effect of increasing .M, i.e. the between studies comparisons

was to move the straight line derived from equation 7.4 down
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and to the right. Thís reflects the change in the odds

for chance performance as iv increases, which is l:¡v-l for
any ¡v, which reduces as ¡v increases, thus moving the fitted
line downwards.

This approach was tried on the data gathered in thi.s
experiment. For each subject, six pairs of values were

obtained., being the RT and togr(odds) for ¡v = 2,4 and I
under both speed and accuracy instructions. For each of
the three tasks , i. e. ü = 2 , 4 and 8, there tvere only two

points measured, and since there is a straight line
passing exactly through any two points, the goodness of
fit of Pewrs hypothesis could not be assessed. However

the slope of the line for each task can be estimated from

the two points. These values are given in Table 7.4 "

No consistency or pattern was apparent in the data, unlike
the studies compared by Pew, all of which involved the

subjects being constrained to respond before a deadline

imposed by the experimenter or k¡e penalised. In the

experiment reported herer no deadline was enforced, and.

the only restriction was to respond quickly or accurately,

depending on the condition. This difference in procedures

may explain why Pewrs approach was not useful in this study.

An alternative metric was therefore tried, entailing
measuring the cost in time of making an error, rather than

the question Pew investigated, "ho\nr long d.oes it. take to

Íncrease the confidence of oners jud.gement by a constant

factor?" Pew discarded the measure to be tried here as

not mearringful for the deadline situations he analysed.
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TABLE 7.3: ?åe speed-er.rot Xradeoff score, I, in msec
pet etror for N = 2, 4 and 8.

See text for díscussion of these resui,ts.

ect

fiean

TABLE 7.4:

Subject

Sub
Nundper of altetnatives

248 nean

3.6

37.2

3.7

73.9

7.4

8.9
' 3.6

7.9

l_2.3 9.7 8;7

The sTope of Xhe Tine joining the two R? and
Log(odds) ¡nints fot each degree of choice is
gÍven j¿ the table below. The raw data comes
from experiment 7 and is listed in TabTe 7.2.
The fout mìssing r¡alues could not be caLcuLated
since no errors were made which meant that the
odds couTd not be estinated.

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

I
¡V

42

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

70.0

62.7

52 .2

743.2

69.5

325.9

705.4

269.0

732.7

69.6

775.4

77.9

728.0

220.5

757.3

204.9

44.5

325.2

83.8

65.6

3.8

36.0

3.9

7r.0
7.4

73.0

3.8
t9 .3

3.4

30.0

3.5
20.7

77.6

3.3

5.0

0.9

3"8

28.0

3.8

70.7

3.7

to.6
2.0

3.6
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The data collected in this experiment allow some

preliminary assessment of this aspect of speed-accuracy

tradeoff, namely the comparative tradeoff for various M.

f'or ü = 2 t 4 and 8, shortening RT increased the nu¡rl¡er of

errors for all subjects as expected, and the metric chosen

for study here was T, the time gained for each additional

error made. That is, the difference between the RTs for

speed and accuracy instructions was divided by the

difference in the number of errors made. For example, íf

the subject made I errors in response wíth a mean correct

RT of 378 msec in the speed condi-tions, and only 4 errors

with an RT of 390 msec in accuracy conditions, then T

would equal 3 msec per error, i.e. (390 378)/(8 4).

That means that the subject gained 3 msec in response in

speed for each additional error he made.

There is no existing result onwt¡ich to base a

prediction as to what pattern r would show, but the

simplest hypothesis is that w would have no effect, i.e.

lowering the response criterion to allow I more error

would reduce RT by the same amount whether there were 2t 4

or B alternatives. TabLe 7 .3 presents r values for each

subjectrs 2t 4 and I choice data which is shown in Table 7,2.

An analysis of variance on this data showed no significant

N effect (F = 1.5, df = 2,L4r P = .261 . That is, there is

a suggestion in the data presented here that the speed gained

per error is fixed whether the subject is faced. with 2, 4 or

I alternatives. This equality is particularly striking for

subjects 1, 2 and 3, whose three r values are very similar,

as are two of the Lhree for subjects 4, 6 and 7. OnIy two

of the subjects show three widely differenÈ values, namely
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subjects 5 and B. subject Brs ¡< data was also an exception.
Ilowever there is a good deal of difference between subjects,
with mean r ranging from 3.6 to 3L.2. perhaps this is a

feature of an individualrs processing, with some subjects
habitually gaining a lot fronr reducing their criterion by

one error while others gain littIe.
If further experimentation showed such individual

differences to be consistent over a range of tasks, this
result may have useful applications. For example, it
suggests that people will benefit differentry from training
procedures according to their T score. people with a high T

would gain rnore from being trained to work at the error rate
appropriate to their task than would people with a low r.

Overall' this result is intrinsically int.eresting and

worthy of further study, for example, to investigate the

difference between situations in which pewrs _analysis is
useful, and those in which the metric r is useful, but a

discussion of any theoretical implications based on one

experiment would be premature.
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CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSIONS

The accelerating cycle model of CRT proposed in

Chapter IV has been shown to explain satisfactorily a wide

range of findings. In experiments I and 2 it was

established. that, there is no increase in RT with iv for a

highty compatible S-R association. This is ,clifficult to

explain in terms of other models, but is covered by the

accelerating cycle model.

Experiment 3 produced results which are inconsistetrt

with an additive stage approach 'Lo RT processing, but could

be fitted completely by the accelerating cycle model which

incorporates the two principles shown in these results.

These were: the temporal urtcertainty principle, which says

that a response that is caIled for irregularly wí1l take

Ionger than a regular response; and the latent stimulus

effect, in which the RT to the given stimulus is affected

by the other possible stímu]i to an extent determined by

their S-R association. This principle was tested further

in experiments 5 and 6, in which subjects were given 2, 4

and g choice reaction tasks under 3 conditions; two with

different S-R associations and the third, the mixed task,

with those two associations applíed. to different stimuli in

the one task. The latent stimulus principle held in the

manner predicted by the accelerating cycle model. llLris was

so only after subjects became practised at the task'

indícating a timitation of the model. It seems that in

early stages of practice in a rnixed task subjects adopt a

processing strategy which is supplementary to that proposed

by the model, involving the selection of the particular S-R
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association to be used for the gj-ven stimulus 
"

The nroclel also ¡ìccount,s for general repetition effects

frequently noted in RT data. That is, if a stimulus is
given on two successive trials, it wíll be responded to

faster on the repeated occurrence than if the previous

stimulus was different. In addition, the model successfully

predicted S-R association repetition effect found in mixed

task of experiment 6, where it was noted. that a repetition

effect was larger in the mixed task than in the unmixed

for easy S-R associations and vice versa for hard, which

was counter to a prediction by Duncan (L977).

Another feature of the model is that. it resolves ttre

difference in tÏ¡e formulations of the RT-¡v relationship

favoured by. Hick (1952a) , i.e. RT = k.7og(N+l-) , and by

Hyman (1953), RT = a + b.7oS(N). These two become

extreme forms of the one relationship, RT = A + B.fog(N+D)

where 0 5 D f I. The nrodel states that .o is the ratio of

the signal strength to the response críterion. Experiment 7

confirmed that the Ieve1 of the response criterion did affect

D as expected, and the results of Hutt, Newton and Fairweather

(L977) were reanalysed to show that the effect of signal

strength was as predicted.

One assumption made in developing the mod.el was that

extraneous neural activity or'"noise" \¡/as constant for all

degrees of choice. Experiment 4 verified this assumption.

Precise predictions have not been developed from the

model in other areas. For example, clthough the model

predicts the general form of changes in RT wíth practice
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and Èhe speed-accuracy i:rad.eof f , ít does not gj-ve quantitative

predictions relating the level of practice or speed-accurecy

tradeoff to RT. The model is designed to be extended by

adding further parameters to describe the precise effects of

other variables. For example, once the effect of practice

becomes determined in the context of this model, it can be

included as an additional parameter with specified interactions

with existing parameters.

All in all, the accelerating cycle model accounts for a

considerabtre area of RT research better than other models,

and can act as the basis for further research, with new

results being incorporated into it,s sËructure as their

interactions with the modelrs current parameter set becomes

clear.
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APPBNDTCES II{DEX

EXPER]I"IENT I
A: lviean correct RT for individual sub j ects -

B: Analysis of variance, Order bY N.

EXPERIMENT 2

A: Descriptive statistics for individual
subj ects .

B: Analysis of variance, stimulus type by
\ by order,

C: Analysis of variance, sex by N by order-

3. EXPERT}IENT 3

A: Individual subjects' mean RTs'

B¡ Analysis of variance, task type by
order.

4 STUDTES OF COMPATIBILITY AND A NEW ¡TIODEL OF
CHOICE REACTION TIlvlE - published paper,

5, EXPERII\IENT 4

A: Individual subjectsr AOV table;
the effect of SOA on RT,

B: Comparison of correct and error RTs.

C: Analysis of variance, inner versus
outer stimuli by SOA.

A: Individual subjects' descriptive
statistics from experiment 5.

B: Individual subjectsr descriptive
statistics from experiment 6.

C: AOV on RT, by sequential type by hand
by SR association.

D: Individual subjects t sequent.ial
statistics.

164

165

l.66

L67

168

169

L70

L7L

L72

173

r74

L75

]-76

L77

178

6.

7. Tab1e of D values with corresponding
K values. l.79
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APPENDTX ]-: EXPERTMENT 7

A : Mean correct RTs for individual subjects ctn the
f, 2, 4 and I choice conpatible VT task.

Subject
ra

7

DAY J-

ù

2 4 I

ÐAY 2
ü

7 2 4

7

2

3

768

764

'l_6 I

780

200

150

l_60

220

l_79

l_9 e

259

l_3f

205

788

222

2J_0

2l_9

230

J_9 7

276

245

221

24e

t56

203

77L

l_9 4

787

206

772

189

206

232

I

211

l_9 2

2L2

207

2l_9

227

203

279

267

J.80

281

l_97

order b (8,4,2,1)
4

5

6

order c (4r8rl_r2)

7

I
9

order d (217r8r4)

70

1L

12

193

288

176

208

263

L80

3l_5

276

2f0

274

290

l_97

288

297

226

762

2l_7

t_75

207

259

230

220

349

277

205

378

27L

784

228

750

227

239

185

244

236

206

266

266

234

777

177

774

237

222

241

255

204

236

242

2l_8

246
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APPENDIX 7 (continued)

B.- Lacin sq'ua-re anaTgsis of vaaiance
of nean c'crîect RTs from dag 2 of
experiment 7.

Source Mean Squate

Between Subjects

(a) Groups 867 .4

(b) Subjects within
groups 3670.8

(c) Order

(d) N

(e) Order bg N

(f) Etrot

772.6

317 3 .2

7 39.5

754.2

*significantata=0.05

Fdf

3

I

2

.7

20.6*

4. 8*

ttithin Subjects

3

3

6

24

I

i

i
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APPENDIX 2

Descriptiye statjsti-cs on RTs for individual subjects
in each condition in Experiment 2. Iuleasurements are

in msec., and are given in the otdet mean correct RT,

standard deviation and petcentage of errors.

Stimulus tgpe Subject Sex otder 2

VT

Lights

VT

Lights

166.

763,3f 2,l-5
470,103, 3
662,236, 9

5l_4,1.59, 3
362, 80 , 2

357, 99,20

843,259 37
1.597,74i 30
7057,331- 10
902,3L5 9

7242 ,325 15
l-739 ,326 4

576, 152, 3
768,783, 4
502,f78, 7

6l-2,1_61_, 5
569,fBo, 3
6L5,1-25,72

942,346,16
79l- ,290 , 5
942,338, 4

l-01-0,26 3, 6

950 ,227 ,70
1089 ,285 ,73

fl
I4

2r4,8
2,4r8
4t8r2
4r8t2
8,2,4
8,2 r4

F
F
F
F
F
F

79
20
27
22
23
24

487 ,7L5, 3
432, 97, f
552,f63, r
530,774, 3
539,J_78, 2
503,718, 5

838,223, 7

559,J-42, f
7 36 ,232, 2
872,208, 2
966,445, 4
925 r27 3,L7

F
F
F
F
F
F

73
l_4
75
16
J_7

78

535,17f, 2
876,165, r
4f8,f67, 6
645 ,17 3, f
522,272, I
448,283,1L

2r4r8
2r4r8
4r8,2
4r8r2
8r2t4
8r2r4

678,133, 3
757,175, 2
580,775, 6
676,f7 3, 3
497 ,f62, 6
547 ,37 f,74

M

M

T4

M

M

M

7
I
9

70
77
J_2

654,248, 3
740 ,58f,20
556,r37 , 4
461" ,790 , 6
596,f95, l
626,f77,3

4'8
4rg
8'2
8r2
2 '4
2 r4

2
2
4
4
I
I

743,243,28
909,575,30
951_t200, 3
634,L40,Lo
749,253, 7

832,279 , 3

7
2
3
4
5
6

664,490,30
576,71-2, 5
542,297,f3
493,214, 7

285, 85 , 3
308,L87,18

2 r4t8
I
2
2
,
4

4
I
I
¿

2

2
4

4
I
I

M
M

M
M

M

M

820 ,7 40 ,24
444t750, 2
728,790, 7
572,L33, 4
268 ,1_60 , 6
326, 7 3,1_0
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B

APPENDIX 2 (conXinued)

Analgsis of'variance of cotrect RTs from Expetiment 2,

wifJt four factors, stimuTus tgpe (VT ot Tights) , bg

N (2, 4 or 8), bg order, bg sex- T'wo effects were

significant at the .05 7eve7, N and N bg stinuTus tgpe'

Soutce Degtees of
fteedom

Mean Squares F P

54.0 .00L3iV

Subjects (S)

Order (O)

Sex (X)

SËimuJus rgpe (T)

433,002

40,992

49,437

775

I,703,950
9,397
g,oL2

70,070

291,704

43,969

l_21-,36J-

752,260

3,9 37

2,623

9 t867
45,957

3 .381-

JVS

NO

NX

NT

ox

OT

XT

NOX

NOT

NXT

oxT

NOXT

2

J-2

2

7

L

24

4

2

2

2

2

7

4

4

2

2

4

o

2.5

777.2

7.1

2.9

3.3

.4

.2

2.9

7.7

.4

7.2

.002
o1

.34

.96

.09

.50

.19

.000 3

.37

.09

.27

.79

.89

.77

.36

.83
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c

APPENDTX 2 (eontínued)

ÆzaTgsis of vatiance of cottect RTs ftom the VT

sËimu-l.us conditions of Experiment 2, with three
factots, N bg ordet bg sex.

Soutce Degtees of
fteedom

I(ean Squates E

2.2

4.3

7.7

2.7

3.7

7.2

.005

.22

.07

.32

.75

.72

.37

.99

P

¡\t

s

o

x
Ivs

¡vo

NG

OG

NOG

2

6

2

f
72

4

2

2

4

73,404

38 ,27 I
L63,525

79,336

2,972

5,988

572

45,797

154
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APPENDTX 3

A: IndividuaT subject's nìean tesponse tímes to the

comparis,on response cofttmon to al7 5 tasks are given in

the firsX five col-umns. X, and Brt the RT to the other

sÈimu-Z.us given in x and b are al-so Listed.

Subject Dag A x T B c ,z
7 225

202

l_88

1.89

t5L

760

"z

2

3

4

5

I

70

279

r46

790

768

776

165

L90

785

202

208

134

726

7L8

t_27

225

2 l_3

204

780

757

762

753

764

791-

772

787

775

173

773

228

277

731_

779

J-2 3

177

250

263

320

254

797

204

243

232

278

773

793

197

200

180

225

247

751

738

745

747

305

250

287

280

787

273

247

l_84

203

796

273

242

278

791

255

243

763

756

753

759

313

302

270

3J-7

799

248

307

243

237

275

293

237

237

276

256

373

785

796

774

L96

237

241

245

200

781_

L70

J_8 I
202

189

780

273

220

778

175

255

267

287

743

747

727

337

252

297

277

796

207

262

784

275

207

225

243

227

795

240

240

758

753

755

753

7

2

I
2

I
2

L

2

L

2

L

2

I
2

L

2

7

2

7

2

6

7

9
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APPENDIX 3 (continued)

B: Tabfe'of analgsis of variance on RTs from Expetiment 3,

showing that the task effect was significant.
The model used was *ijo= *, * t j* + ok + ,trjo + To.k + e

usÍng the notatíon ftom Ìliner (1962)

Source Degtees of tteedom I"Iean Squates F P

Task tgpe (T)

Subjects (S)

Ordet (O)

TS

TO

4

5

4

20

la

777,96

3 1640

73 Å.03

230.7

357 .7

48.5 <.0007

3.6 .72

7.5 . 78
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APPENÐIX 4: STUDIES OE COMPATBTLITY AtlD A

NETI }TODEL OF CHOTCE REACTTON Tfl48.

Paper given at the Sixth InternationaL Sgmposium on

AttentÍon and Performance, Stockholm, Sweden,

JuIg 28 - Augast 7, 7975.

Published in "Attention and Petformance vIt',

S. Dornic (Ed.), HiTJsdaIe, New Jerseg: Lawtence

Etlbaum, pp,27-48.



Smith, G. A. (1975). Studies of compatibility and a new model of choice 

reaction time. In S. Dornic (Ed.), Attention and Performance VI, (pp. 27-48). 

Hillsdale, New Jersey, Lawrence Erlbaum. 

NOTE:  

This publication is included in the print copy  

of the thesis held in the University of Adelaide Library. 
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APPENDTX 5.

A. The effect of SOA (70 to 735 nsec) on RT for each degree

of choice was anaTgsed bg a one-wag analgsis of vatiance
for individuaT subjects. ?he resu-Z,ting F ratios and

assocìated probabÍJ-ities are given Ín the table befow.
Those entries marked wÍth an asteris.k ate not
sÍgnificant at the .70 7eve7.

¡v

2 I4

Subject FB,zo7 P 'g,207 P I ,207
p

7.2 <.007

7 .6 <.007

2.5 .07

.05 l_.0 *

2.0 .04

7.3 .23*

L5 .6 <.001

2 .3 .02

.67 .72 *

F

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

6.2

4.6

.7

7.9

5.6

7.7

9.3

7.8

.36

<.00r

<.007

.68 *

.06

<-oo7

.38 *

<.001

.08

.94 *

4.7 <.007

7.7 .O9

7.8 .08

7.9 .06

70.9 <.001

.47 .92 *

70.9 <.001

4.9 <.00f

3.3 002



APPI.INDIX 5 ( continueci)

Cotrect and error R?s in msec for individual subjects and

the probabiTitg associat,od wíth a one-tailed unrelated
t-test val-ues for the comparison, cotrect yersus error RTs.

Fot the entrjes marked with an asterisk, correct RTs are

not significantlg shorter than errors at the .05 Leve7.

Double asËerisk indicates errors faster than cottect
-responses.

B

638,

538,

630,

771 ,

974,

470,

l_026,

500,

l_036,

947

809

708

922

7592

372

7720

568

7040

173.

001.

.007

.004

.00 3

.007

.001

.003

.47*

¡v

I42

pppSub ject Cortect, Error
RTs

Correctt Errot
RTs

Cottect, Errot
R?S

,f ¡+

J-

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9

482, 577

428, 770

558, 597

624, 732

773J_, 7846

335, 376

785, 7294

507, 549

937, 818 **

.05

.007

*t*

.001

-004

.00 7

.003

05

322, 497

282 , . 
393

409, 630

356, 448

746, t59r

307, 308

737, 7277

286, 297

767, 7300 .007

.30*

.001

. 35*

.007

.02

.07

.001_

007
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APPENDIX 5 (continued)

AnaTgsìs of vatiance on RT fot innet ye-rsus outer
stimu-Li (IO) bg stimulus duration (SOA) .

The 4 outer stimuTi were those cottesponding to
the index and Litt,le finger respol?ses on each

hand, and the inner stimuLi with the other 4.

Source IIIS degtees of
freedom

c

E p

IOT

soA

TO X SOA

Residual.

245,643

172,469

72,202

7 ,507

32.7

74.9

7-6

< .007

< .007

.73

7

9

9

60
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APPENDIX 6

Subject

A: Mean correct teaction times in msec for individuaT
subjects undet each condition, with error response

percentages in parentåeses. The data from

experinent 5 whích used vibrotactiTe stimul-i.

CONDTTTON

Direct TransJ-ated Mixed

L

2

3

4

5

6

ght

ID

2e2 (e )

487 ( 7)

271(o)

3s9 ( 3)

382 (5)

s81 (7 )

Teft
Dt

38e (22)

64e ( 7)

340 ( Ls)

513( 8)

567 ( 73)

528( 8)

OveralL
nean 260 ( 3) 2s3( 3) 543(17) 536(8) 367(5) 4e8(72)

474 ( 18)

6se ( 14)

47e(72)

543( s)

s92 ( 12)

56e ( s)

398(16)

670( 7)

43s( 6)

s59 ( 8)

s92 ( 7)

s61( e)

764(5)

342 (7 )

230(2)

243(7.)

377 (2)

263(2)

160 (6)

348(o)

270 (6)

23s(7)

3Le ( t_)

246 (2)

right
tT

Teft
TI

right
dD

J-eft

Ðd
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APPENDIX 6 (continued)

B; Mean correct reaction times in msec for i.ndividuaT

subjects under each condition, with errot responses

petcentages in parentheses. The data is from

experiment 6, dag 2, usìng neon lighÈs as stimul-i.

Direct
CONDTTTON

Translated lúixed

Sub ject

7

I
9

70

77

72

right
tc

4s4(s)

4s4(70)

s63(17)

560 ( 73)

s46 (9 )

53e (9 )

Teft
Tc

471(s)

470 ( 17)

607( s)

s81(8)

570 (6)

625 (9 )

OvetalT
nean 474(s) 477(6) s77 (7) s76(5) sle (e) s53(7)

53s(e)

4e I (6)

se7(4)

60e ( 8)

s73(7)

6s6 ( 8)

518(6)

so2(5)

605 (6)

676 ( 4)

s68(5)

647 ( s)

3ee ( 4)

404(4)

s44 ( s)

517 ( 5)

480 (6)

497 (5)

3e3(6)

414(8)

s32(4)

s37( s)

476 ( s)

4e1(7 )

tìght
dD

J-eft

Dd

tight
IT

l-eft
TI
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APPENDIX 6 (continued)

C: ,Analgsis of vatiance of correct reaction titæs with

four factors: tepetÍtìon/aTternation of stimulus (R),

Teft/right hand (H), S-R association (M) 'and subjects (S).

See text for the intetpretation of the results. The

three effects started are significant at the .05 Tevel-

,Source df Mean Square F p

,fR

H

*M

s

s

s

R

¡9R

H

s

s

s

R

XM

XH

XM

xI4

77,603

L,768

65 r776

34,397

740

685

7,89 3

970

74 ,469

7,53L

739

,750
790

591

793

7

7

2

5

5

5

82.6 .000 3

.257.7

34.4 <.0007

6.1 .06

<.0007

.78

75-9

2.7

3.7 09

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

R

H

M

fT

T4

M

H

R

R

H

70

7

2

2

70

5

70

2

SXRXHXltt 70
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APPENDIX 6 (continued)

D: SequentiaL eft-ects for indiviùta7 subjects from the
data of dag 2, experiment 6 (Tights as stimuli) . EacIt
cotrect response was categorized bq the current and
the previous sti¡nul-us hand, i.e. l-eft foTlowing 7eft,
Teft/riqht, right/Left and right/right. The means
of these is given in the tabJ_e bel_ow.

TASK Cutrent stimuJ,us
Left Right

Previous
stimu-I,us

DÏRECT

?RAIVS

MTÆD

37L

398

509

393

427

548

584

533

606

483

460

577

484

464

608

479

439

505

575

463

484

546

487

499

64f

677

683

566

522

629

589

578

563

330

574

509

492

572

527

608

597

634

450

457

496

569

564

678

Right

IÊft

544

534

629

640

588

656

497

467

578

596

540

631

Right

Left

384

387

505

505

468

487

473 (s.7)

422 (s.8)

577 (s.e)

s25 (5.10)

4e6 (s.77)

5t_0 (s.12)

Right

Left
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APPENÐIX 7: Val-ues of K for sef ected val.ues of D, calcuJ-ated

lrom the data of ei¡,erinenx 7, using equation

7.3 (p.l-46).

Note that K íncteases monotonicaTTg with D.

D. -f.0, -0.75, -0.50, -0.25, 0,

K: 77, 84, .90, ,95, 7.00,

D: ,7, ,2, 3, .4,

K: 7.02 , 7.03 , 1.05, 7,07 | 1.08 |

Ds ,6, ,7, .8, ot¿ t 7.0

5

K.. 7.70, 1.17, 7,72 7.J-4, 1.75,

D¡ 7.25t 7.50, 7.75, 2.00

K: 7.78, J-.27, 1.24, r,26
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